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ERRORS PATENT
An error patent is an error that is discovered by a mere inspection of the
pleadings and proceedings and without inspection of the evidence. La.Code Crim.P.
art. 920(2). When conducting an error patent review, the bill of indictment or
information is reviewed, as well as the minutes, the verdict, and the sentence.
Transcripts other than the sentencing transcript are consulted only to verify an error
patent discovered in the minutes. The following is a description of the errors patent
routinely searched for by this court.
PRESENCE OF THE DEFENDANT
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 831 requires the defendant to
be present at certain proceedings in felony cases. The minutes should affirmatively
reflect the defendant’s presence at each stage. See State v. Pope, 39 So.2d 719
(La.1949). The court minutes are reviewed to determine if the defendant was present
at the mandatory proceedings. If the minutes do not reflect the defendant was
present, the transcript of the proceeding is reviewed for any indication of his
presence. If the transcript reveals the defendant was present, there is no error patent.
If the transcript does not clearly reveal the defendant was present, remand for a
contradictory hearing or reversal may be necessary.
In most cases, however, the defendant’s presence is waived by the lack of a
contemporaneous objection. See State v. Broaden, 99-2124 (La. 2/21/01), 780 So.2d
349, cert. denied, 534 U.S. 884, 122 S.Ct. 192 (2001). Furthermore, if the defendant
is initially present for the commencement of trial and counsel is present (or the right
to counsel has been waived), the defendant’s voluntary absence or continued
disruptive behavior will not prevent the further progress of the trial per La.Code
Crim.P. art. 832.
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 835 requires a defendant to be
present when sentence is pronounced in felony cases. See State v. Debarge, 14-798
(La.App. 3 Cir. 3/18/15), 159 So.3d 526. The Defendant’s presence cannot be
waived at sentencing. See State v. Granger, 08-1531 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/3/09), 11
So.3d 695. Imposing restitution in the defendant’s absence has been found to violate
La.Code Crim.P. art. 835. State v. Baronet, 13-986 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/12/14), 153
So.3d 1112. In 2020 La. Acts No. 160, § 1, the Louisiana legislature added
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paragraph (B) to allow the trial court, by local rule, to provide for sentencing by
simultaneous audio-visual transmission in accordance with La.Code Crim.P. art.
562.
INDICTMENT BY GRAND JURY FOR OFFENSE PUNISHABLE BY
DEATH OR LIFE IMPRISONMENT
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 382 requires that the
prosecution for any offense punishable by death or life imprisonment be instituted
by grand jury indictment. See State v. McElroy, 17-826 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/7/18), 241
So.3d 424. The prosecution for all other offenses may be instituted by grand jury
indictment or by bill of information. The charging instrument alone is examined to
determine if prosecution was properly instituted.
INDICTMENT SIGNED BY GRAND JURY FOREMAN, OR
INFORMATION BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 383 requires an indictment be
signed by the grand jury foreman and indorsed as a true bill. This signature and
indorsement must be on the indictment. Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure
Article 384 requires a bill of information to be signed by the district attorney or the
city prosecutor. A signature by an assistant district attorney is sufficient. See State
v. Refuge, 300 So.2d 489 (La.1974).
ERROR IN FORM OF INDICTMENT
The charging instrument is reviewed to determine if it complies with the
requirements of La.Code Crim.P. arts. 383 and 461, et seq. A grand jury indictment
must be returned in open court. A bill of information, on the other hand, may be
returned in open court or filed in the clerk’s office. Both charging instruments are
reviewed for the necessary contents - i.e., the court in which the offense is charged,
the date of the charge, the name or description of the accused, the offense committed,
the citation of the offense, and any other information necessary for the offense
charged. Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 464 provides that an error
in the citation of the offense or its omission “shall not be ground for dismissal of the
indictment or for reversal of a conviction if the error or omission did not mislead the
defendant to his prejudice.” See also La.Code Crim.P. art. 487; State v. Trosclair,
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19-833 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/24/20), 299 So.3d 704, writ denied, 20-949 (La. 1/20/21),
308 So.3d 1162.
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 470 provides that “[v]alue,
price, or amount of damage need not be alleged in the indictment, unless such
allegation is essential to charge or determine the grade of the offense.” Value and/or
grade of the offense is an essential element that must be charged for both simple
arson and theft of a motor vehicle. See State v. Toussaint, 11-1404 (La.App. 3 Cir.
5/2/12), 94 So.3d 62, writ denied, 12-1211 (La. 11/16/12), 102 So.3d 30.
Louisiana Constitution Article 1 § 17(B) and La.Code Crim.P. art. 493.2 allow
for offenses in which punishment may be at hard labor to be joined in the same
charging instrument as offenses in which punishment is necessarily at hard labor
provided that the joined offenses are of the same or similar character or are based on
the same act or transaction or on two or more acts or transactions connected together
or constituting parts of a common scheme or plan. Both articles require that cases
so joined shall be tried by a jury composed of twelve jurors, ten of whom must
concur to render a verdict. Although both provisions still allow for conviction by a
non-unanimous jury, we note that the United States Supreme Court has required a
unanimous jury verdict for a conviction of a serious offense. Ramos v. Louisiana,
590 U.S. __, 140 S.Ct. 1390 (2020).
The failure to file a motion to quash waives most bill errors. See State v.
Wilson, 07-365 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/3/07), 968 So.2d 776; State v. Ruiz, 06-1755 (La.
4/11/07), 955 So.2d 81; State v. C.S.D., 08-877 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/4/09), 4 So.3d 204.
UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF SUBSTANTIVE STATUTE
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 872 states that the statute upon
which a sentence is based must be valid. Thus, if the substantive portion or penalty
provision upon which a sentence is based is found to be unconstitutional or otherwise
invalid, the defendant’s conviction and/or sentence must be set aside.
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SANITY PROCEEDINGS
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 642 states “[w]hen the question
of the defendant’s mental incapacity to proceed is raised, there shall be no further
steps in the criminal prosecution, except the institution of prosecution, until the
defendant is found to have the mental capacity to proceed.” The minutes, as well as
the table of contents in the appellate record are examined to determine if the
defendant requested the appointment of a sanity commission to determine his
capacity to proceed. If the record reveals the defendant requested a sanity
commission and the trial court granted the request, the minutes and pleadings are
examined to determine if any further steps, other than the institution of prosecution,
took place.
If the minutes or pleadings indicate further steps took place, the proceedings
are examined to determine if they were steps in “furtherance of prosecution” or if
the occurrence of the proceedings prejudiced the defendant. See State v. Francois,
05-1385 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/5/06), 926 So.2d 744, writ denied, 06-1048 (La. 1/12/07),
948 So.2d 138; State v. Young, 576 So.2d 1048 (La.App. 1 Cir.), writ denied, 584
So.2d 679 (La.1991). If the proceedings were steps in furtherance of prosecution
and cannot be considered harmless, reversal may be necessary.
WAIVER OF RIGHT TO COUNSEL
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 514 requires the minutes show
the defendant was either represented by counsel or waived his right to counsel after
being informed by the court of such right. All minutes are examined to determine
whether the requirements of Article 514 have been met. If the minutes show the
defendant was represented by counsel at each pertinent proceeding or entered a valid
waiver of the right to counsel, no further examination is necessary.
If the minutes do not show that the defendant was represented by counsel or
that the defendant waived his right to counsel, the transcript of the pertinent
proceeding is examined. If the transcript does not clearly indicate the defendant was
represented, or that he was unrepresented after an informed waiver, remand for an
evidentiary hearing or possible reversal (of the conviction and/or sentence) is
necessary. See State v. Thomas, 17-526 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/13/17), 258 So.3d 708.
Arraignment has been found to not be a critical stage in a situation where
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counsel subsequently filed motions and participated in all phases of the trial and
sentencing. See State v. Tarver, 02-973, 02-974, 02-975 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/12/03),
846 So.2d 851, writ denied, 03-1157 (La. 11/14/03), 858 So.2d 416.
ATTORNEY CONFLICT OF INTEREST
When presiding over a trial wherein two or more defendants are represented
by the same counsel, La.Code Crim.P. art. 517 requires the trial court to inquire
about the joint representation and advise each defendant on the record of his right to
separate representation. Although a violation of the article is an error patent, if the
defendant does not allege a conflict of interest and a conflict is not obvious from the
record, it is unlikely the error will require action being taken.
DEFENDANT PLED GUILTY
Guilty plea colloquies are not reviewed for errors patent. See State v.
Scroggins, 18-1943 (La. 6/26/19), 276 So.3d 131; State v. Guzman, 99-1753, 991528 (La. 5/16/00), 769 So.2d 1158. Additionally, pursuant to the supreme court’s
holding in State v. Jackson, 04-2863 (La. 11/29/05), 916 So.2d 1015, courts of
appeal are no longer required to recognize, as error patent, a defendant’s guilty plea
to a non-responsive offense when the district attorney fails to file a written
amendment to the bill of information.
LIMITED GUILTY PLEA IN CAPITAL CASES
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 557 was amended in 1995 to
provide for a limited guilty plea in capital cases. The court shall not accept an
unqualified plea of guilty in capital cases. “However, with the consent of the court
and the state, the defendant may plead guilty with the stipulation either that the court
shall impose a sentence of life imprisonment without benefit of parole, probation, or
suspension of sentence without conducting a sentencing hearing, or that the court
shall impanel a jury for the purpose of conducting a hearing to determine the issue
of the penalty in accordance with the applicable provisions of this Code.” La.Code
Crim.P. art. 557(A). If a sentencing hearing is held, a defendant could still receive
the death penalty. Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 905 requires that
if a sentencing hearing is to be conducted, the hearing shall not be held sooner than
twelve hours after the verdict or plea of guilty, except upon joint motion of the state
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and the defendant.
WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 779 provides for a jury trial for
all offenses punishable by imprisonment of more than six months or by a fine of
more than $1,000.00. Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 782(B)
provides for a knowing and intelligent waiver of a jury trial except in capital cases.
If a defendant challenges his waiver on appeal, his waiver will be examined closely.
For error patent purposes, however, the review is less stringent. If a defendant was
entitled to a jury trial and no jury trial was held, the record is reviewed to determine
whether there is a written waiver signed by defendant and his attorney (unless
counsel has been waived) as required by La.Code Crim.P. art. 780.
When a written waiver is not executed, if the defendant and his attorney are
in open court when the judge addresses the right to a jury trial and the waiver thereof,
this court has held that the failure to obtain a written waiver is harmless error. See
State v. Loyd, 18-968 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/5/19), 274 So.3d 112; State v. McElroy, 17826 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/7/18), 241 So.3d 424; State v. Charles, 15-518 (La.App. 3 Cir.
11/25/15) 178 So.3d 1157, writ denied, 16-4 (La. 1/13/17), 215 So.3d 240.
This court has remanded for an evidentiary hearing where the jury trial waiver
was signed by only the defendant’s attorney and there was no indication that there
had been a discussion of the waiver in open court. See State Bartie, 18-913 (La.App.
3 Cir. 5/1/19) (unpublished opinion) (2019 WL 1929907); State v. Cooley, 15-40
(La.App. 3 Cir. 6/3/15), 165 So.3d 1237.
PROPER SEQUESTRATION OF THE JURY
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 791 requires a jury be
sequestered in capital cases after each juror is sworn (unless the state and the defense
jointly move that the jury not be sequestered) and in noncapital cases, after the
court’s charge or at any time upon order of the court. The minutes are first examined
to ascertain whether the jury was properly sequestered. If the minutes do not so
reflect, the transcript of trial is examined. If the minutes or transcript simply states
that the jury was sequestered at the proper times or that the jury retired for
deliberations, no error patent is recognized. Usually, no error patent is recognized
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unless something in the minutes or transcript indicates the jury was not properly
sequestered, in which case remand for an evidentiary hearing or possible reversal is
necessary.
PROPER JURY SIZE AND VOTING FOR VERDICT
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 782 provides for the proper
number of jurors and proper concurrence for the verdict. The minutes of jury
selection are examined to determine if the proper number of jurors was chosen. If
polling of the jurors is requested upon their rendition of the verdict, the polling is
examined to determine if the verdict was proper. If, however, no polling is
requested, no further review is conducted.
Louisiana Constitution Article 1, § 17(A) and La.Code Crim.P. art. 782 now
require that offenses committed prior to January 1, 2019, in which punishment is
necessarily confinement at hard labor be tried by a jury composed of twelve jurors,
ten of whom must concur to render a verdict. However, for offenses committed on
or after January 1, 2019, in which punishment is necessarily confinement at hard
labor, the jury must be composed of twelve jurors, all of whom must concur to render
a verdict. Louisiana Constitution Article 1 § 17(B) and La.Code Crim.P. art. 493.2
allow for offenses in which punishment may be at hard labor to be joined in the same
charging instrument as offenses in which punishment is necessarily at hard labor
provided that the joined offenses are of the same or similar character or are based on
the same act or transaction or on two or more acts or transactions connected together
or constituting parts of a common scheme or plan. Both articles require that cases
so joined shall be tried by a jury composed of twelve jurors, ten of whom must
concur to render a verdict.
Although these provisions are still in effect, in Ramos v. Louisiana, 590 U.S.
__, 140 S.Ct. 1390 (2020), the Supreme Court held that non-unanimous jury verdicts
are not permissible for serious offenses under the Sixth Amendment to the United
States Constitution which applies to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment.
For cases on direct review, Ramos requires non-unanimous verdicts for serious
offenses to be vacated. See State v. Thornton, 20-425 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21), 318
So.3d 1019; State v. Davis, 20-155 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21), __ So.3d __ (2021 WL
1782918); State v. Miller, 20-66 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/21/20), 305 So.3d 403; State v.
Rubin, 19-837 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/8/20), 304 So.3d 465; State v. Brown, 19-682
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(La.App. 3 Cir. 6/17/20), 299 So.3d 661, writ denied, 20-927 (La. 11/24/20), 305
So.3d 100 and writ denied, 20-925 (La. 11/24/20), 305 So.3d 105.
In Edwards v. Vannoy, __ U.S. __, 141 S.Ct. 1547 (2021), the Supreme Court
held that Ramos does not apply retroactively to cases on federal collateral review.
Regardless of the date of the commission of the offense, if the punishment may be
confinement at hard labor, the jury shall be composed of six jurors, all of whom must
concur to render a verdict.
In State v. Jones, 05-226, p. 6 (La. 2/22/06), 922 So.2d 508, 513, the supreme
court held that a jury composed of a greater number of jurors (a unanimous jury of
twelve) than constitutionally required (a unanimous jury of six) is no longer a “nonwaivable jurisdictional defect subject to automatic reversal.” In State v. Brown, 111044, p. 5 (La. 3/13/12), 85 So.3d 52, 55, the supreme court stated, “to the extent
that respondent failed altogether to employ the procedural vehicles provided by law
for preserving the error for review, he waived any entitlement to reversal on appeal
on grounds that he was tried by a jury panel which did not conform to the
requirements of La. Const. art. I, §17 and La.C.Cr.P. art. 782 because it included a
greater number of jurors than required by law, although the error is patent on the
face of the record.” In a footnote, the court stated that it was not considering the
issue of whether a trial by fewer jurors than required by law would retain its
jurisdictional character as a structural defect.
VERDICT RESPONSIVE TO CHARGE; VERDICT AS TO EACH COUNT;
VERDICT AS TO EACH DEFENDANT
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 809 requires the trial judge to
give the jury a written list of the verdicts responsive to each offense charged, with
each separately stated. The jury is to take the list into the jury room for use during
its deliberation. Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 813 provides that if
the trial court finds the verdict is incorrect in form or is not responsive to the
indictment, it shall refuse to receive it, and remand the jury with the necessary
instructions. The trial court must read the verdict and record the reasons for refusal.
The verdict form and minutes are examined to determine whether the verdict
rendered is responsive to the crime charged. La.Code Crim.P. arts. 814 and 815.
The supreme court has held that a verdict of simple kidnapping is not
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responsive to a charge of second-degree kidnapping. See State v. McGhee, 17-1951
(La. 9/21/18), 252 So.3d 895; State v. Price, 17-520 (La. 6/27/18), 250 So.3d 230.
In State v. Shupp, 15-695 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/3/16), 185 So.3d 900, this court
held that unauthorized use of a motor vehicle cannot be considered a responsive
verdict to the charged offense of theft of a motor vehicle over $1500.00. Thus, the
jury’s verdict of guilty of unauthorized use was reversed and the sentence vacated.
An acquittal of the charged offense of theft of a motor vehicle valued over $1500.00
was entered.
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 818 provides that if more than
one defendant is on trial, the verdict shall name each defendant and a finding as to
him. The minutes, verdict form, and/or transcript are examined to ensure a verdict
was rendered separately for each defendant that is before the court on appeal.
Likewise, La.Code Crim.P. art. 819 requires that if a defendant is being tried on
more than one count, the jury must render a verdict on each count, unless it cannot
agree on a verdict for each count. The minutes, verdict form, and/or transcript are
reviewed to determine whether a separate verdict was rendered on each count and
whether all counts have been disposed of. See State v. Bartie, 12-673 (La.App. 3
Cir. 12/5/12), 104 So.3d 735, writ denied, 13-39 (La. 8/30/13), 120 So.3d 256; State
v. Fobb, 11-1434 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/6/12), 91 So.3d 1235, where this court remanded
for the proper disposition of offenses charged in the bill that had not yet been
disposed of.
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL, MOTION FOR POST-VERDICT
JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL, MOTION IN ARREST OF JUDGMENT
RULED ON BEFORE SENTENCE
Any motion for new trial, motion for post-verdict judgment of acquittal, and
motion in arrest of judgment filed prior to sentencing, must be disposed of before
sentence is imposed. La.Code Crim.P. arts. 853, 821, and 861. See State v. Freeman,
15-251 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/7/15), 175 So.3d 1104, where this court vacated the
defendant’s sentence and remanded for disposition of the defendant’s motion for
judgment of acquittal, noting that if the motion is denied, the defendant is to be
resentenced and his right to appeal his conviction and sentence is preserved.
PROPER DELAYS FOR SENTENCING
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Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 873 requires that in felony
cases, there be a three (3) day delay between conviction and sentence. If the
defendant files a motion for new trial or a motion in arrest of judgment, sentence
must not be imposed until at least twenty-four hours after the motion is overruled.
Some cases have extended the delay to denials of motions for post-verdict judgment
of acquittal. See State v. Westmoreland, 10-1408 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/4/11), 63 So.3d
373, writ denied, 11-1660 (La. 1/20/12), 78 So.3d 140; State v. Boyance, 05-1068
(La.App. 3 Cir. 3/1/06), 924 So.2d 437, writ denied, 06-1285 (La. 11/22/06), 942
So.2d 553; but see State v. Banks, 503 So.2d 529 (La.App. 3 Cir.), remanded on
other grounds, 503 So.2d 1007 (La.1987).
Sentence may be imposed immediately if the defendant expressly waives the
delay or pleads guilty. See State v. Kisack, 16-797 (La. 10/18/17), 236 So.3d 1201,
cert. denied, __ U.S. __, 138 S.Ct. 1175 (2018); State v. Guillory, 10-1175 (La.App.
3 Cir. 4/6/11), 61 So.3d 801. A statement by defense counsel that he has “no
objection to sentencing” constitutes an express waiver. State v. Boyd, 17-749 (La.
8/31/18), 251 So.3d 407. Likewise, defense counsel’s response affirming that the
defendant was ready for sentencing has been found to be an express waiver. State v.
Samuel, 19-408 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/5/20), 291 So.3d 256, writ denied, 20-398 (La.
7/24/20), 299 So.3d 77. The date of conviction and sentence are examined to
determine whether three days elapsed between the two. The minutes of sentencing
are also examined to see if the trial court denied any pending motion for new trial or
motion in arrest of judgment the same day the defendant was sentenced. If either
delay was violated and there was no waiver, an error patent exists. If the defendant
challenges his sentence on appeal, his sentence may be set aside and remanded for
resentencing. See State v. Holden, 19-867 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/15/20), 304 So.3d 520,
writ denied, 20-1016 (La. 2/9/21), 310 So.3d 174; State v. Charles, 18-222 (La.App.
3 Cir. 5/1/19), 270 So.3d 859. If, however, the defendant does not challenge his
sentence on appeal and does not claim prejudice due to the lack of the delay, the
error is considered harmless. See State v. McCoy, 16-948 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/10/17),
219 So.3d 538, writ denied, 17-1151 (La. 5/25/18), 242 So.3d 1232. This error is
also considered harmless if the defendant received a mandatory life sentence. See
State v. J.F., 05-1410 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/5/06), 927 So.2d 614, writ denied, 06-1424
(La. 12/8/06), 943 So.2d 1060; State v. Ware, 07-968 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/5/08), 980
So.2d 730, writ denied, 08-847 (La. 10/31/08), 994 So.2d 534.
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SENTENCE IN COURT MINUTES
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 871(A) requires the sentence
to be recorded in the minutes of the court. Thus, the record is reviewed to determine
if the sentence was recorded in the minutes. If there is a conflict between the minutes
of sentencing and the transcript of the sentence imposed, the trial court is ordered to
correct the minutes. See State v. Roberts, 20-265 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/3/21), 311 So.3d
1114; State v. Henderson, 20-96 (La.App. 3 Cir. 9/30/20), 304 So.3d 1026, writ
denied, 21-116 (La. 4/13/21), 313 So.3d 1250; State v. Primeaux, 19-841 (La.App.
3 Cir. 10/21/20), 305 So.3d 1014, writ denied, 21-99 (La. 4/20/21), 313 So.3d 1256.
This court has also ordered correction of the Uniform Commitment Order in cases
where it conflicts with the sentencing transcript. See State v. Orphey, 20-167
(La.App. 3 Cir. 10/28/20), 306 So.3d 550, writ denied, 20-1374 (La. 3/9/21), 312
So.3d 585, and writ denied, 20-1473 (La. 3/9/21), 312 So.3d 587; State v. Walls, 18730 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/7/19), 270 So.3d 701.
ILLEGAL SENTENCE
An illegal sentence is one not authorized by law. See State v. Moore, 93-1632
(La.App. 3 Cir. 5/4/94), 640 So.2d 561, writ denied, 94-1455 (La. 3/30/95), 651
So.2d 858. Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 882 authorizes courts to
recognize illegally lenient sentences even if the state fails to complain of the error.
See State v. Williams, 00-1725 (La. 11/28/01), 800 So.2d 790. However, in State v.
Brown, 19-771 (La. 10/14/20), 302 So.3d 1109 (per curiam), the supreme court
found that the appellate court erred in vacating an illegally lenient sentence absent a
complaint by the State. The following is a non-exclusive list of errors that commonly
occur at sentencing.

A. The penalty provision mandates that all or a portion of the
sentence be imposed without the benefit of probation, parole, or
suspension of sentence and the trial court fails to comply. If the trial
court fails to impose the sentence without benefits and the benefits
restriction is for a mandatory term, the sentence is deemed to contain
the benefits restriction. See La.R.S. 15:301.1. This applies to habitual
offender sentences as well. State v. King, 05–553 (La.App. 5 Cir.
1/31/06), 922 So.2d 1207, writ denied, 06–1084 (La.11/9/06), 941
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So.2d 36.
If the trial court makes an affirmative misstatement as to the
benefits restriction, this court may choose to correct the sentence, or, if
discretion is involved, remand the case for resentencing. See State v.
Mayeux, 06-944 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/10/07), 949 So.2d 520; State v. P.T.,
07-665 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/5/07), 970 So.2d 1255, writ denied, 08-26
(La. 5/30/08), 983 So.2d 895; La.Code Crim.P. art. 882; State v.
Gregrich, 99-178 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/13/99), 745 So.2d 694.
B. The trial court imposes restrictions on parole when it is not
authorized to do so. A trial court is authorized to restrict or deny
parole eligibility only if the penalty provision of the offense in question
authorizes such restriction. Limitation of parole under La.R.S.
15:574.4 is within the discretion of the Department of Public Safety and
Corrections, not the trial court. See State v. Poirrier, 04-825 (La.App.
3 Cir. 12/1/04), 888 So.2d 1123. When a habitual offender sentence is
imposed (other than a mandatory life sentence on a third or fourth
habitual offender), the penalty provision of the reference statute
governs the restriction or denial of parole. See State v. Tate, 99-1483
(La. 11/24/99), 747 So.2d 519; State v. Ford, 16-869 (La.App. 3 Cir.
4/19/17), 217 So.3d 634, writ denied, 17-936 (La. 4/6/18), 239 So.3d
829; State v. Dossman, 06-449, 06-450 (La.App. 3 Cir. 9/27/06), 940
So.2d 876, writ denied, 06-2683 (La. 6/1/07), 957 So.2d 174.
When a trial court improperly limits or denies parole eligibility,
the sentence must be corrected. An appellate court should not rely on
the self-activating provisions of La.R.S. 15:301.1 when the trial court
imposes “limits beyond what the legislature has authorized in the
sentencing statute(s). . . .” State v. Sanders, 04-17 (La. 5/14/04), 876
So.2d 42. The sentence is amended to delete the improper denial of
parole and the district court is ordered to make an entry in the minutes
reflecting the change. See State v. Durham, 19-673 (La.App. 3 Cir.
3/18/20) (unpublished opinion) (2020 WL 1428897); State v. Cohen,
18-297 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/8/19), 272 So.3d 12, reversed on other
grounds, 19-949 (La. 1/27/21), 315 So.3d 202; State v. Piper, 18-732
(La.App. Cir. 3/7/19), 269 So.3d 952.
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Mandatory life imprisonment without parole for offenders under
the age of eighteen at the time of the commission of the offense was
found unconstitutional in Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S. 460, 132 S.Ct.
2455 (2012). The procedure for determining parole eligibility for such
offenders is set forth in La.R.S. 15:574.4.
C. The trial court denied diminution of sentence. The trial court
lacks authority to deny diminution of sentence (good time). If
diminution is denied by the trial court, the sentence is amended to delete
the restriction and the trial court is instructed to make an entry in the
court minutes reflecting the amendment. State v. Davis, 19-562
(La.App. 3 Cir. 2/5/20), 291 So.3d 246; State v. Washington, 19-39
(La.App. 3 Cir. 6/5/19), 274 So.3d 98; State v. Burton, 18-935 (La.App.
3 Cir. 6/5/19), 274 So.3d 122, reversed on other grounds, 19-1079 (La.
6/30/21), __ So.3d __.
D. The trial court imposes an indeterminate sentence. Louisiana
Code of Criminal Procedure Article 879 requires the court to impose a
determinate sentence. In State v. Brown, 19-771, p. 2 (La. 10/14/20),
302 So.3d 1109, 1110, the supreme court clarified that a sentence is not
indeterminate “if it is possible to calculate a parole eligibility or fullterm release date.”
If the defendant is convicted of more than one count, this court
has held a separate sentence must be imposed on each count. See State
v. Charles, 19-745 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/24/20), 299 So.3d 688; State v.
Carmouche, 14-215 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/30/14), 145 So.3d 1101, writ
denied, 14-1819 (La. 4/2/15), 176 So.3d 1031.
If a habitual offender sentence is imposed and the defendant has
been convicted of multiple counts, the trial court must specify the
sentence being enhanced. See State v. Pierre, 14-1333 (La.App. 3 Cir.
5/6/15), 165 So.3d 365, writ denied, 15-1149 (La. 5/13/16), 191 So.3d
1054; State v. Gottke, 14-769 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/17/14), 154 So.3d
1250. Note: In State v. Shaw, 06-2467 (La. 11/27/07), 969 So.2d 1233,
the supreme court held that multiple sentences arising out of a single
13

criminal act or episode may be enhanced under La.R.S. 15:529.1.
When multiple sentences are imposed and the defendant is
placed on probation, the trial court must specify on which count(s) the
probation applies. The trial court must also specify on which count or
counts the conditions of probation are being imposed. See State v.
Pope, 19-670 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/10/20), 299 So.3d 161, writ denied, 20852 (La. 10/6/20), 302 So.3d 532; State v. Duhon, 19-639 (La.App. 3
Cir. 4/1/20), 297 So.3d 892, writ denied, 20-479 (La. 11/10/20), 303
So.3d 1036, and writ denied, 20-672 (La. 11/10/20), 303 So.3d 1040;
State v. Ervin, 17-18 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/13/17), 258 So.3d 677.

If a sentence may be served with or without hard labor, the trial
court must specify how the sentence is to be served. See State v. Gee,
20-217 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/10/21) (unpublished opinion) (2021 WL
914242); State v. Domingue, 17-786 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/18/18), 244
So.3d 489; State v. Ervin, 17-18 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/13/17), 258 So.3d
677.
Whether restitution is imposed as a condition of probation or as
part of the principal sentence under La.Code Crim.P. art. 883.2, the trial
court must specify the amount of the restitution ordered. The court
must also specify to whom restitution is to be paid. See Pope, 299 So.3d
161; State v. Loyd, 18-968 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/5/19), 274 So.3d 112; State
v. Joseph,16-763 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/8/17), 215 So.3d 301.
E. The trial court fails to establish a sufficient payment plan for
amounts to be paid as a condition of probation or as part of the
principal sentence. Prior to August 1, 2021, if restitution is imposed
as a condition of probation, La.Code Crim.P. art. 895.1 allowed for the
restitution payment to be made, “in [the] discretion of the court, either
in a lump sum or in monthly installments based on the earning capacity
and assets of the defendant.” Effective August 1, 2021, “[i]f the trial
court has determined, pursuant to the provisions of Article 875.1, that
payment in full of the aggregate amount of all financial obligations
imposed upon the defendant would cause substantial financial hardship
to the defendant or his dependents, restitution payments shall be made
14

pursuant to the provisions of Article 875.1.”
If the trial court imposes restitution as part of the principal
sentence pursuant to La.Code Crim.P. art. 883.2 and the defendant is
found to be indigent, prior to August 1, 2021, the trial court could
impose a periodic payment plan consistent with the defendant’s
financial ability to pay. Effective August 1, 2021, the article provides
for the trial court to order a periodic payment plan “pursuant to the
provisions of Article 875.1.”
F. The trial court applies the firearm sentencing enhancement
provision set forth in La.Code Crim.P. art. 893.3 without written
notice to invoke such enhancement by the State. If the trial court
applies the firearm sentencing enhancement provisions set forth in
La.Code Crim. P. art. 893.3 without a motion/notice by the State in
accordance with La.Code Crim.P. art. 893.1, this court has vacated the
sentence imposed and remanded for resentencing. See State v. Bourg,
18-435 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/6/18), 260 So.3d 679, reversed on other
grounds, 19-38 (La. 12/11/19), 286 So.3d 1005. If the State files a
motion to invoke the firearm sentencing enhancement provision in
compliance with La.Code Crim.P. art. 893.1, the specific findings of
fact that must be made shall be submitted to the jury and proven by the
State beyond a reasonable doubt. La.Code Crim.P. art. 893.2.
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G. The trial court improperly imposes default time. Prior to August
1, 2021, this court routinely struck default time imposed on indigent
defendants. State v. Sanders, 20-359 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/3/21)
(unpublished opinion) (2021 WL 359690); State v. Holloway, 10-74
(La.App. 3 Cir. 10/6/10), 47 So.3d 56. Effective August 1, 2021,
La.Code Crim.P. art. 884 requires the trial court, prior to imposing
default time, to make a “substantial financial hardship” determination
pursuant to La.Code Crim.P. art. 875.1.
H. The trial court applies the improper version of the habitual
offender law, La.R.S. 15:529.1. In State v. Lyles, 19-203, p. 5 (La.
10/22/19), 286 So.3d 407, 410, the Louisiana Supreme Court set forth
three categories of persons potentially affected by 2017 La. Acts No.
282 and 2018 La. Acts No. 542:
1. There are persons . . . whose convictions became final
on or after November 1, 2017, and whose habitual
offender bills were filed before that date. Those defendants
would be eligible to receive the benefits of all ameliorative
changes made by Act 282.
2. There are persons whose convictions became final on or
after November 1, 2017, and whose habitual offender bills
were filed between that date and August 1, 2018 (the
effective date of Act 542). Those persons would be
eligible to receive the benefit of the reduced cleansing
period, and they may also have colorable claims to the
other ameliorative changes provided in Act 282 . . . .
3. Finally, there are persons whose convictions became
final on or after November 1, 2017, and whose habitual
offender bills were filed on or after August 1, 2018. They
would receive the reduced cleansing period by operation
of Subsection K(2) added by Act 542 but their sentences
would be calculated with references to the penalties in
effect of the date of commission in accordance with
Subsection K(2) added by Act 542.
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Improper application the foregoing categories for sentencing purposes has
resulted in the habitual offender sentence being vacated and the case remand for
resentencing. See State Hughes, 19-547 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/5/20) (unpublished
opinion) (2020 WL 578867).
NOTICE OF TIME LIMITATION TO FILE AN
APPLICATION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 930.8 requires that notice of
the time limitation for filing an application for post-conviction relief be given at
sentencing or on a guilty plea form. If the minutes reflect that Article 930.8 notice
was given and no transcript is available, no error patent is recognized. If the
transcript is available, however, it may be reviewed to ensure the correctness of the
minutes. If the defendant is not so advised, the district court is instructed to give
written notice to the defendant and to file written proof in the record that the
defendant received the notice. See State v. Obrien, 17-922 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/4/18),
242 So.3d 1254, writ denied, 18-663 (La. 2/18/19), 265 So.3d 769; State v. Cofer,
16-871 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/5/17), 216 So.3d 313, writ denied, 17-1150 (La. 5/11/18),
241 So.3d 1014. However, if the defendant is to be resentenced, notice of the time
limitation is to be given at resentencing rather than by written notice. See State v.
Ervin, 17-18 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/13/17), 258 So.3d 677; State v. Bentley, 15-598
(La.App. 3 Cir. 2/3/16), 185 So.3d 254.
A common error occurs when the trial court erroneously advises the defendant
that he has two years from the date of sentencing to file for post-conviction relief.
Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 930.8 states that a defendant has two
years from the finality of his conviction and sentence to apply for post-conviction
relief. When this error occurs, the trial court is ordered to correctly notify the
defendant of the provisions of Article 930.8 by written notification, or at
resentencing if resentencing is required. See State v. Williams, 19-718 (La.App. 3
Cir. 5/6/20), 298 So.3d 326, writ denied, 20-644 (La. 11/4/20), 303 So.3d 649; State
v. Barconey, 17-871 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/7/18), 241 So.3d 1046. This court has also
required notification to the defendant when the trial court advises the defendant that
he has two years to apply for post-conviction relief without stating that the two years
begins to run from finality of the conviction and sentence. See State v. Hill, 19-211
(La.App. 3 Cir. 11/6/19), 283 So.3d 1058, writ denied, 19-1917 (La. 5/7/20), 296
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So.3d 618; State v. Latigue, 18-622 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/20/19), 265 So.3d 93, writ
denied, 19-707 (La. 10/8/19), 280 So.3d 593; State v. Thomas, 16-578 (La.App. 3
Cir. 4/19/17), 217 So.3d 651, writ denied, 17-1153 (La. 8/31/18), 251 So.3d 411.
HABITUAL OFFENDER CLEANSING PERIOD
Louisiana Revised Statutes 15:529.1(C)(1) and (2) requires the lapse of either
a five or ten year cleansing period with respect to habitual offender adjudications.
As set forth above, Lyles, 286 So.3d 407, discussed the applicability of both 2017
La. Acts No. 282 and 2018 La. Acts No. 542 as they relate to the appropriate
cleansing period to be applied. Application of the incorrect cleansing period has
resulted in this court vacating a defendant’s habitual offender adjudication and
sentence. See State v. Sylvester, 19-527 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/5/20), 291 So.3d 718.
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ERROR PATENT CHECKLIST
An error patent is an error that is discoverable by a mere inspection of the
pleadings and proceedings and without inspection of the evidence. La.Code Crim.P.
art. 920(2). Look at court minutes and written pleadings, but not at testimonial or
documentary evidence admitted at trial.
1.

Presence of defendant (La.Code Crim.P. art. 831.)
arraignment
pleading
jury selection
at trial or plea
judgment rendered
sentencing (La.Code Crim.P. art. 835.)

________

2.

Indictment by grand jury for offense punishable by death or life
imprisonment (La.Code Crim.P. art. 382.)

________

3.

Indictment signed by grand jury foreman, or information by
district attorney (La.Code Crim.P. arts. 383 and 384.)

________

4.

Error in form of indictment (La.Code Crim.P. arts. 383 and 461
et seq.)

________

5.

Unconstitutionality of substantive statute (La.Code Crim.P. art.
872.)

________

6.

Sanity proceedings (La.Code Crim.P. art. 642.)

________

7.

Waiver of Right to Counsel (La.Code Crim.P. art. 514.)

________

8.

Attorney Conflict of Interest, (La.Code Crim.P. art. 517; State v.
Browning, 483 So.2d 1008, 1009 (La.1986).)

________

9.

________

10.

Defendant pled guilty (La.Code Crim.P. arts. 553, 556, 556.1,
and 559.)
Limited “guilty” plea in capital case (La.Code Crim.P. art. 557.)

________
________
________
________
________
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________

11.

Waiver of trial by jury (La.Code Crim.P. art. 782 (B).)

________

12.

Proper sequestration of jury (La.Code Crim.P. art. 791.)

13.

Proper jury size and voting for verdict (La.Code Crim.P. art. 782
A.)
capital - 12 out of 12
hard labor - 12 out of 12
all others - 6 out of 6

________

14.

Verdict responsive to charge (La.Code Crim.P. arts. 809 and
810.)

________

15.

Verdict as to each count (La.Code Crim.P. art. 819.)

________

16.

Verdict as to each defendant (La.Code Crim.P. art. 818.)

________

17.

Motion for new trial, motion for post-verdict judgment of
acquittal, or motion in arrest of judgment ruled on before
sentence. (La.Code Crim.P. arts. 853, 821, and 861).

________

18.

Proper delays for sentencing (La.Code Crim.P. art. 873.) [3 days
after felony conviction, 24 hours after denial of motion for new
trial or motion in arrest of judgment.]

________

19.

Sentence in court minutes (La.Code Crim.P. art. 871 A.)

________

20.

Illegal sentence (La.Code Crim.P. arts. 879 and 882.)

________

21.

Advised of time limitation (La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8)

________

22.

Habitual offender cleansing period. (La.R.S. 15:529.1(C))

________
________
________
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CRIMINAL APPEALS AND
SUPERVISORY WRIT APPLICATIONS – THE BASICS
I. APPEALS
A. Jurisdictional examination - New criminal appeal records are reviewed by a
paralegal or staff attorney to determine if the case is properly presented by appeal
and if the appeal is timely. This court’s checklist for jurisdictional examination is
included at the end of these materials. (Appendix 1) In addition to appealability
and timeliness, the following are reviewed: prematurity, contents of the appellate
record, whether the record is a confidential record because it involves a sex
offense (La.R.S. 46:1844(W)) or domestic abuse (La.R.S. 46:1844(W)(5)(a)), and
whether the defendant is represented by counsel.
1. Appealable?
a. Identify the ruling that is being reviewed. Only a final judgment or ruling
is appealable. The most common criminal appeal is the review of a
conviction and sentence in a felony case. Of course, there are instances
where the State may appeal.
b. Appealable rulings are set out in La.Code Crim.P. art. 912 and 912.1.
The list in article 912 is not exclusive.
i. Rulings that are appealable:
aa. Conviction and sentence (defendant) La.Code Crim.P.
art. 912(C)(1).
bb. Imposition of illegal sentence (defendant) & (State;
La.Code Crim.P. arts. 881.2 (B) & 882 (1))
cc. A ruling granting the State’s motion to declare the
defendant insane.
(defendant) La.Code Crim.P. art.
912(C)(2).
dd. A juvenile adjudication and disposition (juvenile;
La.Const. art. V, § 10(B)(2); La.Ch.Code art. 330(B)).
ee. Granting of a motion to quash the indictment or any
count in the indictment (State) La.Code Crim.P. art.
912(B)(1). Caveat: If a motion to quash is granted in a
misdemeanor case, the State must seek review by writ
because the case was not triable by a jury. La.Code Crim.P.
art. 912.1(B)(C).
ff. Granting of a plea of time limitations (where case is
dismissed under La.Code Crim.P. arts. 571-583; not when a
1

motion for release is granted under La.Code Crim.P. art. 701)
(State) La.Code Crim.P. art.912(B)(2).
gg. Granting of plea of double jeopardy (State) La.Code
Crim.P. art. 912(B)(3).
hh. Granting of motion in arrest of judgment (State) La.Code
Crim.P. art. 912(B)(4).
ii. Granting of defendant’s motion to change venue or
denial of the State’s motion to change venue (State; La.Code
Crim.P. art. 627) La.Code Crim.P. art. 912(B)(5).
jj. Granting of a motion to recuse (State; but compare
La.Code Crim.P. arts. 912(B)(6) & 684; La.Code Crim.P. art.
684 states “If a judge or a district attorney is recused over the
objection of the State, or if an application by the State for
recusation of a judge is denied, the State may apply for a
review of the ruling by supervisory writs. The defendant may
not appeal prior to sentence from a ruling recusing or refusing
to recuse the judge or the district attorney.”)
kk. Granting of a motion for post-verdict judgment of
acquittal (State; La.Code Crim.P. art. 821(D))
ii. Rulings that are NOT appealable:
aa. Verdict of acquittal (La.Code Crim.P. art. 912(B)).
bb. Refusal to adjudicate child a delinquent (La.Ch.Code
art. 331(B)).
cc. Probation revocation La.Code Crim.P. art. 912.1(C)
dd. Denial or granting of a motion to suppress (however, a
denial can be appealed once Defendant is sentenced)
ee. Denial or granting of application for post-conviction
relief (La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.6)
ff. Denial or granting of habeas (La.Code Crim.P. art. 369)
gg. Convicted but not yet sentenced
hh. Granting of a motion to quash habitual offender
adjudication. See State v. Cass, 44,411 (La.App. 2 Cir.
8/19/09), 17 So.3d 486 (the State has no right of appeal from
a ruling quashing a bill of information charging the defendant
under the Habitual Offender Law but nonetheless the court
examined the merits of the State’s argument under its
supervisory jurisdiction as there was no adequate remedy on
2

appeal.)
ii. Denial of motion for new trial, where no sentence imposed
jj. Denial of motion for change of venue (defendant, La.Code
Crim.P. art. 627)
kk. Denial of a motion to correct illegal sentence such as those
filed pursuant to Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S. ___, 132 S.Ct.
2455 (2012) and Montgomery v. Louisiana.
2. Triable by jury?
a. Appellate courts have appellate jurisdiction only in cases triable by a
jury. La.Const. art. V, § 10 (A)(3). See La. Code Crim.P. art. 912.1(B)(1).
b. To determine if the case was triable by jury, the courts of appeal consider
the penalty that is possible under the statute, not the actual sentence
imposed. Even if the defendant waived the right to a jury trial, if he had
the right, the case is triable by jury for jurisdictional purposes.
c. For the most part, felony offenses are triable by jury. See La.Code
Crim.P. art. 782. “Felony” - an offense that may be punished by death or
by imprisonment at hard labor. See La.Code Crim.P. art. 933(3). Most
misdemeanor convictions are not appealable. See La.Code Crim.P. art.
912.1; La.R.S. 13:1896.
However, if a defendant is charged with a misdemeanor in which the
punishment may be a fine in excess of $1,000 or imprisonment for more
than 6 months, the case shall be tried by a jury of six jurors. See La.Code
Crim.P. art. 779. When misdemeanor charges are charged by separate bills
of information and the aggregate potential penalty of the offenses exceeds
6 months imprisonment or a fine of $1,000, the defendant is entitled to a
jury trial. Whenever two or more misdemeanors are joined in the same bill
of information, the maximum aggregate penalty shall not exceed
imprisonment for more than 6 months, a fine of more than $1,000, or both.
See La.Code Crim.P. art. 493.1.
3. Timely?
a. Was the motion to appeal timely filed? The defendant has 30 days from
the date he/she was sentenced in which to file a motion to appeal. See
La.Code Crim.P. art. 914(B)(1). (Start counting on the day after
sentencing. The deadline is the 30th day. If the 30th day is on a weekend or
trial court holiday, go to the next day).
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b. A defendant in a felony case has 30 days after sentencing, or within such
longer period as the court may set at sentencing, in which to file a motion
to reconsider sentence. If a motion to reconsider sentence is filed, the time
delays for appeal start with the ruling on that motion. (Start counting on
the day after the ruling). See La.Code Crim.P. art. 914(B)(2).
c. Untimely-filed motions for appeal are considered applications for postconviction relief seeking out-of-time appeal. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.2;
State ex rel. Moore v. State, 17-60 (La. 4/6/18), 239 So.3d 279 (citing State
v. Counterman, 475 So.2d 336 (La.1985)). Under La.Code Crim.P. art.
930.8, a defendant has two years to file such an untimely motion for appeal
unless he can both allege and prove a listed exception to the time limitation.
4. Rule to Show Cause
a. If the appeal is taken from a non-appealable judgment, if the appeal is
premature, or if the defendant did not timely seek an out-of-time appeal
(La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8), this court will issue a rule to show cause why
the appeal should not be dismissed.
b. If the appeal is dismissed because the judgment was not appealable, the
opinion dismissing the appeal will normally provide the defendant with a
time period in which to file a writ application. We do not convert appeals
to writs.
5. Juvenile appeals
a. When a juvenile is adjudicated a delinquent under Title VIII of the
Children’s Code, review is by appeal, which is filed as criminal. Even if
the adjudication as a delinquent is based on a misdemeanor offense, the
courts of appeal have jurisdiction over the appeal. See La. Const. art. V, §
10(A)(2). An appeal may be taken only after a judgment of disposition.
The State may not appeal from a judgment refusing to adjudicate a child to
be delinquent or from a judgment of acquittal. La. Ch. Code art. 331(B).
If the ruling is that the family is in need of services (FINS), or that the child
is in need of care, there is a right of appeal, but the appeal is civil. See La.
Ch. Code art. 330(B).
b. Juvenile appeals shall be taken within 15 days from the mailing of the
notice of judgment. If a timely application for new trial is made, the delay
for appeal commences to run from the date of the mailing of notice of denial
of the new trial motion (the delay for filing a motion for new trial is 3 days,
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exclusive of holidays, and shall commence to run from the mailing of the
notice of judgment). A motion for new trial shall be decided expeditiously
and within 7 days from the date of submission for decision. See La. Ch.
Code art. 332(A) & (C).
c. Juvenile appeals shall be accorded preference and shall be determined at
the earliest practicable time. See La. Ch. Code art. 337 & Uniform Rules—
Courts of Appeal, Rule 5-1.
B. An appeal is sent from the clerk’s office to criminal staff for errors patent and
merits review when the Appellant’s brief is filed.
C. Errors Patent – See separate Errors Patent outline.
D. Standards of Review
1. Sufficiency of the evidence to uphold a conviction - (Sufficiency of the
evidence and sentencing are two typical issues raised on appeal.) Standard of
review - Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution,
any rational trier of fact could conclude the State proved the essential elements
of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt. See Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307,
319, 99 S.Ct. 2781, 2789 (1979).
When reviewing sufficiency, we must be mindful that the trier of fact is
free to accept or reject, in whole or in part, the testimony of any witness.
Where there is conflicting testimony regarding factual matters, the resolution
of which depends upon the determination of the credibility of witnesses, the
matter is one of the weight of the evidence, not its sufficiency. On appeal, the
court “will overturn a jury’s credibility assessment only when a witness’s own
testimony demonstrates that the witness’s ability to perceive events was
impaired in some way.” State v. Hypolite, 04-1658, p. 5 (La.App. 3 Cir.
6/1/05), 903 So.2d 1275, 1279, writ denied, 06-618 (La. 9/22/06), 937 So.2d
381.
When circumstantial evidence forms the basis of a conviction, La.R.S.
15:438 requires the elements of the offense be proven so that every reasonable
hypothesis of innocence is excluded. State v. Schnyder, 06-29 (La.App. 5 Cir.
6/28/06), 937 So.2d 396, 400. “[T]he pertinent question on review [is] not
whether the appellate court found that defendant’s hypothesis of innocence
offered a reasonable explanation for the evidence at trial but whether jurors
5

acted reasonably in rejecting it as a basis for acquittal.” State v. Pigford, 05477, p. 5 (La. 2/22/06), 922 So.2d 517, 520 (per curiam). All of the evidence,
both direct and circumstantial, must be sufficient to satisfy a rational trier of
fact that the defendant is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Schnyder.
State v. Thacker, 14-418, p. 2 (La. 10/24/14), 150 So.3d 296, 297 – On
appeal, this court noted a problem with sufficiency of the evidence but did not
address it because it was not raised. Louisiana Supreme Court said, “When
the state’s case is devoid of evidence of an essential element of the charged
offense, the conviction and sentence must be set aside ‘regardless of how the
error is brought to the attention of the reviewing court.’”
2. Abuse of discretion
The trier of fact is presumed to have acted rationally until it appears
otherwise. State v. Mussall, 523 So.2d 1305 (La.1988). Only irrational
decisions to convict by the trier of fact will be overturned. Id. at 1309.
3. Harmless error (La.Code Crim.P. art. 921)
Once an appellate court has determined that the trial court erred (abused
its discretion), the harmless error analysis is utilized in certain situations. The
proper analysis for determining harmless error is not whether, in a trial that
occurred without the error, a guilty verdict surely would have been rendered
but whether the guilty verdict actually rendered in the trial was surely
unattributable to the error. Sullivan v. Louisiana, 508 U.S. 275, 279, 113 S.Ct.
2078, 2081 (1993).
The United States Supreme Court distinguished between “trial errors,”
which may be reviewed for harmless error, and “structural errors,” which defy
analysis by harmless error standards. Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279,
111 S.Ct. 1246 (1991). Trial error is error which occurred during presentation
of the case to the jury and may, therefore, be quantitatively assessed in context
of other evidence presented in order to determine whether its admission was
harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. “Structural error” is one that affects the
framework within which trial court proceeds; structural defects include
complete denial of counsel, adjudication by biased judge, exclusion of
members of defendant’s race from grand jury, right to self-representation at
trial, right to public trial, and right to jury verdict of guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt. See State v. Johnson, 94-1379 (La. 11/27/95), 664 So.2d 94.
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4. Sentencing Review - This court has previously discussed the standard for
reviewing excessive sentence claims:
[Louisiana Constitution Article] I, § 20 guarantees that, “[n]o law shall
subject any person to cruel or unusual punishment.” To constitute an excessive
sentence, the reviewing court must find the penalty so grossly disproportionate
to the severity of the crime as to shock our sense of justice or that the sentence
makes no measurable contribution to acceptable penal goals and is, therefore,
nothing more than a needless imposition of pain and suffering. The trial court
has wide discretion in the imposition of sentence within the statutory limits
and such sentence shall not be set aside as excessive absent a manifest abuse
of discretion. The relevant question is whether the trial court abused its broad
sentencing discretion, not whether another sentence might have been more
appropriate. State v. Barling, 00-1241, 00-1591, p. 12 (La.App. 3 Cir.
1/31/01), 779 So.2d 1035, 1042, writ denied, 01-838 (La.2/1/02), 808 So.2d
331 (citations omitted) (second alteration in original).
In deciding whether a sentence is shocking or makes no meaningful
contribution to acceptable penal goals, an appellate court may consider several
factors including the nature of the offense, the circumstances of the offender,
the legislative purpose behind the punishment and a comparison of the
sentences imposed for similar crimes. While a comparison of sentences
imposed for similar crimes may provide some insight, “it is well settled that
sentences must be individualized to the particular offender and to the particular
offense committed.” Additionally, it is within the purview of the trial court to
particularize the sentence because the trial judge “remains in the best position
to assess the aggravating and mitigating circumstances presented by each
case.” State v. Smith, 02-719, p. 4 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/12/03), 846 So.2d 786,
789, writ denied, 03-562 (La. 5/30/03), 845 So.2d 1061 (citations omitted).
“[T]he trial judge need not articulate every aggravating and mitigating
circumstance outlined in art. 894.1[;] the record must reflect that he adequately
considered these guidelines in particularizing the sentence to the defendant.”
State v. Smith, 433 So.2d 688, 698 (La.1983).
a. La.Code Crim.P. art. 881.2 - The defendant may appeal or seek review
of a sentence based on any ground asserted in a motion to reconsider
sentence. The defendant also may seek review of a sentence which exceeds
the maximum sentence authorized by the statute under which he was
7

convicted and any applicable statutory enhancement. The defendant cannot
appeal or seek review of a sentence imposed in conformity with a plea
agreement which was set forth in the record at the time of the plea. This
includes sentences imposed in accordance with bargained-for caps. State
v. Washington, 07-852 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/30/08), 977 So.2d 1060.
b. La.Code Crim.P. art. 881.1(E) – Failure to make or file a motion to
reconsider sentence or to include a specific ground upon which a motion to
reconsider may be based, including a claim of excessiveness, shall preclude
the state or the defendant from raising an objection to the sentence or from
urging any ground not raised in the motion on appeal or review.
c. Despite art. 881.1(E), some panels of this court will review the
defendant’s sentence for bare excessiveness in the interest of justice. In a
bare excessiveness review, we look at: applicable penalty range, where the
sentence falls within the range, the trial court’s reasons, nature of the
offense, circumstances of the offender, a comparison of the sentences
imposed for similar crimes, and benefit(s) received from plea bargain. See
State v. Debarge, 17-670 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/7/18), 238 So.3d 491.
d. Reasons for sentencing insufficient – To avoid remand, the sentencing
records should reflect compliance with La.Code Crim.P. art. 894.1 and
should be susceptible to a State v. Whatley, 03-1275 (La.App. 3 Cir.
3/3/04), 867 So.2d 955/State v. Lisotta, 98-648 (La.App. 5 Cir. 12/16/98),
726 So.2d 57, writ denied, 99-433 (La. 6/25/99), 745 So.2d 1183, analysis.
e. La.Code Crim.P. art. 779 - Defendants are entitled to a jury trial in
misdemeanor cases where the aggregate penalty exceeds six months. This
also applies to cases wherein the defendant is charged via multiple bills of
information and the charges have been either consolidated or treated as if
consolidated. State v. Hornung, 620 So.2d 816 (La.1993); State v. Crooks,
16-472 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/12/16) (unpublished opinion); State v. Thomas,
98-231 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/6/99), 735 So.2d 669; State v. Suggs, 432 So.2d
1016 (La.App. 1 Cir. 1983). In addition to the advisement of jury trial
rights at plea hearings, the mode of trial, and the jurisdictional ramifications
in city courts, this affects whether the convictions and sentences should be
appealed. Cases triable by jury are to be appealed. La.Code Crim.P. art.
912.1.
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E. Rehearings – Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 2-18.7 – Rehearing
can be sought when an appeal was dismissed or a decision on the merits of an
appeal was rendered.
F. Finality of judgments– A decision/ruling by this court is final when the delay
for applying for a rehearing, which is 14 days, has expired and no application
therefor has been made. If a rehearing application has been filed, the
decision/ruling becomes final when the application has been denied. If writs to
the supreme court are sought, our decision/ruling becomes final when the supreme
court denies the writ. See La.Code Crim.P. art. 922.
II. SUPERVISORY WRIT APPLICATIONS
A. Deficiency review – See Appendix 2.
1. Procedural Bars
a. Timeliness - post-conviction relief applications – La.Code Crim.P. art.
930.8
i. Date of finality of conviction and sentence – 30 days after
sentencing, if no appeal filed. Appeal filed – date of opinion plus
14 days, if no rehearing filed. Rehearing filed - date rehearing
was denied, if no writ to S.Ct. Writ to S.Ct. – date of
denial/opinion plus 14 days. See La.Code Crim.P. art. 922(B).
ii. Date the application or post-conviction relief is filed with trial
court
iii. Exceptions alleged – See La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(A)(1)(4).
b. Repetitive – was the issue(s) in the writ application disposed of in a prior
appeal or writ. See La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(A).
c. Sentencing claims, including habitual offender sentencing issues, are not
reviewable on pcr - State ex rel. Melinie v. State, 93-1380 (La. 1/12/96),
665 So.2d 1172; State v. Cotton, 09-2397 (La. 10/15/10), 45 So.3d 1030.
d. Waiver – some guilty plea forms include a waiver of the right to file
post-conviction relief.
e. Timeliness – Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-3 – This court
applies the thirty-day time limit of Rule 4-3 to all writ applications (pro se
and attorney-filed), EXCEPT pro se writs involving post-conviction relief.
Postmark date controls. See Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 2-13.
The untimeliness of a writ is always brought to the attention of the panel,
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but a panel may choose not to dispose of a writ on the basis of untimeliness.
Rule 4-2 requires notice of intention to file writs be given to the trial judge
whose ruling is at issue by requesting a return date to be set within the time
period provided in Rule 4-3. In criminal cases, Rule 4-3 states the return
date shall not exceed 30 days from the date of the ruling at issue, unless the
trial judge orders the ruling be reduced to writing. If judge has ordered the
ruling be reduced to writing, the return date shall not exceed 30 days from
the date the ruling is signed. But see State v. Goppelt, 08-576 (La.
10/31/98), 993 So.2d 1188 (misdemeanor conviction), and State v. Scott,
12-2458 (La. 8/30/13), 123 So.3d 160 (pcr). Extensions – trial court or
appellate court can extend the return date IF a motion for extension is filed
within the original or extended return date.
2. Contents - See Appendix 3 for complete listing, but the important things
needed for review of the merits are: pleading on which judgment is based;
trial court’s ruling, including reasons, if given; minutes of court; transcripts
of any relevant hearings; and a copy of any exhibits introduced at those
hearings. See Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-5; and see
La.Code Crim.P. art. 912.1(C).
3. Priority of handling writs
a. Bail - this court tries to issue a ruling within 48 hours.
b. Pretrial
i. Next hearing date
ii. Trial date
iii. No date
iv. Stayed
c. Juvenile (according to any hearing or trial date or with preferential
treatment per Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 5-1.)
d. Misdemeanor or Probation revocation
e. Any request for expedited consideration
f. Post-conviction relief
B. Review of the merits
1. Nature of Pleading – It is the substance, not the caption, that determines
the nature of the pleading. State ex rel. Lindsey v. State, 99-2755 (La. 10/1/99),
748 So.2d 456.
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2. Typical issues
a. Pre-trial
i. Bail (setting and reduction – See La.Code Crim.P. art. 311 et
seq.);
ii. Habeas corpus (See La.Code Crim.P. art. 352 et seq. If a
pleading alleges a true habeas corpus claim, the pleading must be
filed in the parish where the petitioner is incarcerated. La.Code
Crim.P. art. 352. The Louisiana Supreme Court has recognized
that criminal habeas corpus proceedings essentially deal with
pre-conviction complaints concerning custody. State ex rel.
Glover v. State, 93-2330, 94-2101, 94-2197 (La. 9/5/95), 660
So.2d 1189, abrogated in part on other grounds by State ex rel.
Olivieri v. State, 00-172 (La. 2/21/01), 779 So.2d 735, cert.
denied, 533 U.S. 936, 121 S.Ct. 2566 (2001), and cert. denied,
534 U.S. 892, 122 S.Ct. 208 (2001). See also La.Code Crim.P.
art. 351, official revision comment (c); State ex rel. Lay v. Cain,
96-1247 (La.App. 1 Cir. 2/14/97), 691 So.2d 135. Pro se litigants
frequently label pleadings which pertain to art. 701 as habeas.);
iii. Speedy trial (See La.Code Crim.P. art. 701 – time limits for
filing bill, arraignment, and for commencing trial after filing of
motion for speedy trial. See also State v. Varmall, 539 So.2d 45
(La.1989) - if bill is filed prior to hearing on 701 motion, issue
of pre-trial release is moot); motion to quash (time limitations See La.Code Crim.P. art. 571 et seq.);
iv. Double jeopardy – (See La.Code Crim.P. art. 591 et seq.;
State v. Green, 16-32 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/13/16) (unpublished
opinion), writ denied, 16-1126 (La. 11/18/16) – Defendants filed
a motion to quash the charging instrument arguing they should
be sentenced under the 2015 changes made to the possession of
marijuana statute despite their offenses have been committed
prior to the 2015 changes. This court, with one judge dissenting,
stated, “Based upon the language ‘on conviction’,’ the drastic
reduction in the penalty for possession of marijuana, and the
Legislature’s intent to reduce costs associated with incarceration
for the State as it relates to persons who commit the offense of
possession of marijuana,” Defendants should be sentenced in
accordance with the new penalties.);
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v. Motion to Suppress - (See La.Code Crim.P. art. 703); motion
in limine/other crimes (See State v. Prieur, 277 So.2d 126
(La.1973); right to counsel (See State v. Peart, 621 So.2d 780
(La.1993); right to self-representation; and recusal (See La.Code
Crim.P. art. 671 et seq.);
vi. Motion to Recuse - (See La.Code Crim.P. art.671 et seq.
regarding recusal of judges and prosecutors);
In State v. Daigle, 18-634 (La. 4/30/18), 241 So.3d 999
(citations omitted), the supreme court discussed the standard of
review for recusing judges on grounds of bias set forth by Rippo
v. Baker, ___ U.S. ___, 137 S.Ct. 905, 907 (2017) and examined
by State v. LaCaze, 16-234 (La. 3/13/18), 239 So.3d 807:
[T]he United States Supreme Court recently ruled that
“[r]ecusal is required when, objectively speaking, the
probability of actual bias on the part of the judge or
decisionmaker is too high to be constitutionally tolerable.”
(internal quotes omitted). . . . [U]nder Rippo’s mandate,
“evidence of actual bias is not necessary to require recusal.”
In other words, recusal may be required as a constitutional
safeguard against the risk of bias . . . .
....
. . . First, “[t]he Rippo standard clearly requires proof that an
appearance of bias gives rise to a ‘probability of actual bias,’
also referred to as a ‘risk of bias’ or ‘potential for bias.’”
“Secondly, the defendant must prove that the probability of
actual bias rises to a level that ‘is too high to be
constitutionally tolerable’ under the circumstances.”
vii. Failure to Rule on Pretrial Pro Se Motions - In State v.
Thibodeaux, 17-705 (La. 12/6/17), 236 So.3d 1253, the supreme
court revisited its ruling in State v. Melon, 95-2209 (La. 9/22/95),
660 So.2d 466. The supreme court adopted the rationale in State
v. Alexander, 07-1236 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/9/08), 980 So.2d 877,
requiring a defendant to choose between representation by
counsel and proceeding pro se. However, the supreme court
maintained its requirement that trial courts rule on pretrial pro se
motions unless certain conditions exist:
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b.
c.
d.

e.

That is not to say, however, that a hearing like that envisioned
in Alexander will be necessary every time a represented
defendant files a pro-se motion and defendant must in each
instance necessarily be asked to choose between continued
representation of counsel or having his pro-se motion
considered. In many instances, counsel may simply wish to
adopt the pro-se filing or the trial court can review the motion
and assess its potential for confusion, disruption, or reversible
error. Regardless, however, the trial court’s use of a stamp to
reflexively deny all pro-se filings by a represented defendant
is inadequate to safeguard the defendant’s rights while
ensuring the efficient and orderly administration of criminal
justice.
Thibodeaux, 236 So.3d at 1255-56.
Misdemeanor convictions – typical issue raised is sufficiency of the
evidence.
Probation revocation – See La.Code Crim.P. art. 900 et seq.;
Production of Documents - State v. ex rel. Simmons v. State, 93-275,
94-2630, 94-2879 (La. 12/16/94) – indigent defendants are entitled to
copies of certain documents free of charge (transcript of guilty plea, bill
of information or grand jury indictment, court minutes, document
committing them into custody, and transcript of evidentiary hearings on
pcr); otherwise, they must demonstrate a particularized need for a
document to receive it free of charge; particularized need is
demonstrated by filing a timely pcr which sets out specific claims of
constitutional errors requiring the requested documentation for support.
State ex rel. Bernard v. Criminal District Court, 94-2247 (La. 4/28/95),
653 So.2d 1174. If the time limit for filing pcr has lapsed and Relator
does not prove an exception, he/she is not entitled to documents. State
ex rel. Fleury v. State, 93-2898 (La. 10/13/95), 661 So.2d 488. The right
to request documents can also be waived as a condition of a guilty plea.
Motion to Correct Illegal Sentence - An illegal sentence may be
corrected at any time. La.Code Crim.P. art. 882. Inmates often title
their pleadings “Motion to Correct Illegal Sentence,” but usually the
pleadings are in the nature of an application for post-conviction relief.
Only those claims relating to the legality of the sentence itself under the
applicable sentencing statutes may be raised in a motion to correct
illegal sentence. State v. Gedric, 99-1213 (La.App. 1 Cir. 6/3/99), 741
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So.2d 849 (per curiam), writ denied, 99-1830 (La. 11/5/99), 751 So.2d
239. See also La.Code Crim.P. art. 881.5. If the filing does not point to
a claimed illegal term in the sentence, the claim is not cognizable in a
motion to correct illegal sentence and may be raised through an
application for post-conviction relief. State v. Parker, 98-256 (La.
5/8/98), 711 So.2d 694.
f. Post-conviction relief (“pcr”) – will be addressed in pcr section of this
session.
C. Oppositions – if the respondent wishes to file an opposition to the writ,
he/she/it must notify this court, and a deadline for filing such will be given. Staff
encourages parties to file oppositions. The typical response time for filing an
opposition is ten days from the filing of the writ application, unless the expedited
nature of the writ requires a shorter response time.
D. Emergency/Expedited Writ Applications – (ex. - trial or hearing date
upcoming)
1. This court makes every effort to render a ruling prior to the trial or hearing
date and attempts to avoid staying a trial/hearing. JUDGES, IF POSSIBLE,
PLEASE SET A RETURN DATE FAR ENOUGH IN ADVANCE OF
THE TRIAL DATE TO ALLOW THIS COURT TIME TO REVIEW
THE WRIT APPLICATION. Otherwise, this court may issue a stay of
trial.
2. PERMISSION REQUIRED FOR FAX AND E-FILING - expedited or
emergency writs can be faxed filed (337-491-2590 – Attention: Criminal Staff
Director) or e-mailed (3rdfiling@la3circuit.org).
a. Permission to fax or e-mail file an emergency/expedited writ must be
obtained from the Central Staff Director, the Criminal Staff Director (in the
absence of the Central Staff Director), or a senior research attorney (in the
absence of the Central Staff Director and the Criminal Staff Director).
b. The court’s main telephone number is 337-433-9403.
c. The above-referenced e-mail address is not monitored or checked
unless this court has been notified of the anticipated filing of an emergency
writ. If e-mailed, the writ must be submitted in pdf format.
3. Please do not create your own emergency by waiting until the last
minute to file the writ. Such late filing may result in a delay in obtaining a
ruling.
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4. Form and Content
a. Status of the Case. Be sure to include the status of the case, the reasons
for expedited consideration, and a specific time within which action is
sought (as a separate page and properly noted in the index). If the status
of the case changes during the pendency of the writ, you must notify
the court of said change.
b. Cover Page - The request for expedited consideration must be on the
cover page of the writ in bold.
c. The only information this court has on these cases is the information
supplied by the parties, so the application must include any/all materials
you want this court to consider.
i. See Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-5 and La.Code
Crim.P. art. 912.1(C) for what a writ application must contain.
ii. Depending on the issue presented in the writ application, a
transcript may be needed to resolve the issue. Although this
court cannot require a transcript be provided, we can deny the
writ on the showing made if the writ cannot adequately be
considered without the transcript. City of Baton Rouge v. Plain,
433 So.2d 710 (La.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 896, 104 S.Ct. 246
(1983).
5. Service Upon All Interested Parties - A copy of the writ application must
be sent to the trial court and all parties at interest by means equal to or faster
than the means used to file with this court, and such must be certified to this
court. See Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-4.
6. Opposition Brief - A party interested in filing an opposition to such a writ
must call and request a deadline for filing an opposition. The deadline for
filing an opposition to an emergency/expedited writ application will depend
on the time constraints.
7. Request for a Stay of Proceedings – To be able to request a stay from this
court, a stay must have first been requested from the trial court.
E. Process – A staff attorney researches and prepares a memo (time permitting),
which is submitted to a panel of 3 judges. There are no 5 judge panels in criminal
cases. See La.Const. art. 5, § 8. The judges communicate their votes to criminal
staff. When all votes have been received, staff prepares the ruling, which is then
processed and issued by the clerk’s office. In emergency writs, the parties are
notified via phone and the ruling is faxed.
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F. Rehearings – Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 2-18.7 – Rehearing
can be sought when a writ was granted on the merits. We routinely receive
rehearing applications on writ applications that were denied; a rehearing is not
permitted in such situation except, pursuant to a conference decision, when the
writ was denied as untimely pursuant to Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule
4-3.
G. Finality of judgments – same as with respect to appeals. See p. 7.
III. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Trial judges should read the contents of all orders before signing.
B. Multiple pleadings filed, multiple forms of relief requested, etc. - judgment
should specify the pleading that is being ruled upon and should clearly distinguish
which relief is being granted/denied.
C. Memorialize off-the-record/in chambers discussions and agreements with the
trial court for the record.
D. If a video or DVD admitted into evidence is not playable with a standard
program, please provide this court with instructions on how the video or DVD can
be viewed.
E. There are occasions when a judge is unavailable to sign an order, but the judge
or the panel has authorized the issuance of the order. Therefore, when this court
issues an unsigned order but indicates a signed order will follow, the order should
be complied with.
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APPENDIX 1
THIRD CIRCUIT’S CHECKLIST FOR
JURISDICTIONAL REVIEW OF NEW CRIMINAL APPEALS
1. Determine whether the case falls within the purview of La.R.S.
46:1844(W)(1)(a), which prohibits the disclosure of the name, address, contact
information, or identity of the victim who is under the age of 18 or the victim of
a sex crime.
2. Determine whether the case falls under the purview of La.R.S. 46:1844(W)(5)(a),
which prohibits the disclosure of the address or contact information of the victim
(family members, household members, or dating partners, as defined in La.R.S.
46:2132 and La.R.S. 46:2151) in cases involving domestic abuse.
3. Determine whether the case falls within the purview of Uniform Rules—Courts
of Appeal, Rule 5 which requires certain cases involving minors be handled
expeditiously and requires the confidentiality of the minors be protected.
4. Make sure the defendant’s name on the front of the record is spelled the same as
it is in the charging instrument.
5. Check accuracy of the designation of appellant and appellee on the front of the
record.
6. Check information on counsel of record on the front of the record for accuracy.
7. If the defendant is not represented by an attorney, check the record for a Dangers
and Disadvantages of Self-Representation (D&D) hearing. If no D&D hearing
was held (and the judgment is properly appealable), this court will remand the
case to the district court for a D&D hearing.
8. Check all information provided by the district court on the Jurisdictional Index
Sheet for accuracy. Make any necessary corrections and fill in any missing
information.
9. Determine whether the judgment at issue is an appealable judgment.
a La.Code Crim.P. art. 912A - only a final judgment is appealable.
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b. La.Code Crim.P. art. 912B - lists judgments from which state can appeal.
c. La.Code Crim.P. art. 912C - defendant can appeal from judgment which
imposes sentence or declares defendant insane.
d. La.Code Crim.P. art. 912.1 - appeal to this court in a case triable by jury (See
La.Code Crim.P. arts. 779, 782 and 933. See also State v. Hornung, 620 So.2d
816 (La.1993) - aggregate penalty of multiple misdemeanors charged in
separate bills).
e. Juvenile cases (ex. Delinquency) - La.Ch.Code art. 330 - an appeal may be
taken only after a judgment of disposition. If judgment is not appealable, this
court will issue to the appellant a rule to show cause why the appeal should not
be dismissed.
10.

Determine the timeliness of the appeal.
a. La.Code Crim.P. art. 914 - motion for appeal (can be oral or written) must be
made no later than:
(1) Thirty days after rendition of judgment from which the appeal is taken.
(2) Thirty days from the ruling on a motion to reconsider sentence. La.Code
Crim.P. art. 881.1 requires, in felony cases, that motion to reconsider
sentence be filed within 30 days following imposition of sentence or within
such longer period as the trial court may set at sentence.
(Use the original sentencing date NOT the habitual offender sentencing date.)
b. Juvenile cases - La.Ch.Code art. 332 - Except as otherwise provided within a
particular Title of this Code, appeals shall be taken within fifteen days from
the mailing of notice of the judgment. However, if a timely application for
new trial is made pursuant to Paragraph C, the delay for appealing commences
to run from the date of the mailing of notice of denial of the new trial motion.
If the motion for appeal is untimely under La.Code Crim.P. art. 914 AND the
motion for appeal was not filed within the delay for seeking an out-of-time appeal
set forth in La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8, this court will issue to the appellant a rule
to show cause why the appeal should not be dismissed.

11. If a motion to reconsider sentence was filed, check for disposition of the motion.
If no disposition reflected in the record, this court will check with district court
clerk’s office regarding disposition. If the motion was not disposed of, this court
will remand the case to the district court for disposition of the motion.
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12. Check for imposition of sentence. If the sentence was not imposed, this court
will issue to the appellant a rule to show cause why the appeal should not be
dismissed as premature.
13. Check for missing items such as minutes, verdict forms, transcripts, etc. Request
any necessary missing items from the district court.
14. If more than one record on the same defendant is received from the district court,
check the record to see if the district court consolidated the cases.
15. Exhibits must be bound separately from the record.
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APPENDIX 2
DEFICIENCY REVIEW PROCEDURE
1. INITIAL EVALUATION OF WRIT
A. Priority of the Writ Application
1. Bail
2. Pretrial
a. Next hearing date
b. Trial date
c. No date
d. Stayed
3. Misdemeanor or Probation revocation
4. Post-conviction relief
5. Any request for expedited consideration
B. Case Details
1. Name of Defendant
2. Attorney-filed or pro se
3. Docket number
4. Parish/Judicial District
5. Ruling Judge
6. Trial court/District court docket number
7. Judicial Recusals
2. CASE HISTORY
A. Charges
1. Type (Information or Indictment)
2. Offense date(s)
3. Filing date
4. Offenses/statutes/ordinances
5. Amendments
a. Date of Amendment
b. Alteration of charges
B. Convictions
1. Type of proceeding
a. Jury trial
b. Bench trial
c. Plea
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C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

1. Crosby reservations
2. No contest/Alford
2. Date of Proceeding
3. Convictions
Sentences
1. Bargained-for/PSI
2. Date of Proceeding
3. Sentences
Habitual Offender Proceedings
1. Charges
a. Date
b. Number of offenses
2. Adjudication
a. Date of proceeding
b. Adjudication
1. What degree
2. What convictions
3. Vacating of original sentence
4. Sentences
Appeal
1. Was there an appeal?
a. Third Circuit
b. District Court (Local Ordinances only)
2. Date
3. Details of the Ruling
4. Further action required?
5. Results of any remand order
Certiorari
1. Review sought?
a. Louisiana Supreme Court
b. Third Circuit (Local Ordinances only)
2. Ruling of Louisiana Supreme Court
3. Further action required?
4. Results from any remand order
Supreme Court of the United States
1. Review sought?
2. Review granted?
3. Further action required?
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4. Results
3. WRIT HISTORY
A. Initial Filing in the Trial Court
1. Party filing
2. Name of motion
3. Date of filing
4. Issues presented
B. Response by the Opposition
1. Party filing
2. Name of the pleading
3. Date of filing
4. Replies presented
C. Follow-up Pleadings
1. Party filing
2. Name of the pleading
3. Date of filing
4. Issues/Replies presented
D. Hearing(s)
1. Date of Hearing(s)
2. Witnesses
3. Exhibits introduced
4. Additional arguments/issues presented
E. Ruling
1. Date
2. Format
a. Oral at the hearing?
b. In writing
c. Reasons for ruling
F. Notice/Return date/Extensions
1. Notice
a. Date filed
b. Party filing
c. Timeliness
d. Explanation for any untimeliness
2. Return Date Order
a. Date set
b. Date of order
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3. Extensions Sought
a. Date(s) filed
i. filed within the original return date?
ii. explanation provided for failure to do so
4. Extensions Granted
a. Date(s) signed
b. Date(s) set
4. WRIT APPLICATION
A. Inclusion of Necessary Documentation/ Preparation of Deficiency Sheet
(See Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-5)
1. Certificate of Service
a. Ruling judge
b. Opposing counsel
c. Attorney of record if writ by a pro se defendant
2. Affidavit of Correctness
3. Original Signature (no stamps allowed)
4. Status of the Case
5. Index/Table of Contents of All Items in the Writ Application
6. Statement of the Jurisdictional Grounds for the Writ Application
7. Statement of the Case
a. Case History
b. Writ History
8. Assignments of Error/Issues Presented/Legal & Factual Support
a. Claims presented
b. Scope under Uniform Rules―Courts of Appeal, Rule 1-3
i. New issues/claims
ii. Argue interest of justice?
c. Repetitive Claims
i. Prior writ applications/appeal
ii. Law of the case
9. Rulings
a. The one complained of
i. In writing
aa. Order Format
ab. Transcript or Oral Ruling
ii. Reasons for Ruling
aa. Order Format
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

ab. Transcript or Oral Ruling
b. Related Rulings
aa. Order Format
ab. Transcript or Oral Ruling
ii. Reasons for Ruling
aa. Order Format
ab. Transcript or Oral Ruling
Filings with the trial court
a. That on Which the Complained of Ruling is Based
i. Motions
ii. Responses
iii. Supplements
iv. Related Pleadings
b. Related pleadings
i. Motions
ii. Responses
iii. Supplements
iv. Related Pleadings
A copy of charging instrument(s)
a. The instant case
b. Related cases
Minutes of Court
a. The instant case
i. Pertinent to the ruling & filings at issue
ii. Showing case history
b. Related cases
i. Pertinent to the ruling & filings at issue
ii. Showing case history
Notices of Intent
a. Date Stamped Copies of the Original Notice
b. Date Stamped Copies of all motions to extend
Return Date Orders
a. Signed Copy of Original Order
b. Signed Copies of All Extensions Granted or Denied
Transcripts
a. Transcripts of hearings on the claims presented
b. Transcripts of hearings resulting in complained of actions
c. Related Transcripts
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i. On PCR - Boykin/Sentencing
ii. On probation revocation
- transcripts of all probation hearings.
d. Exhibits introduced at the hearing(s)
16. Additional Documentation Reviewed by the Trial Court
a. Any documents reviewed in reaching the ruling
b. On PCR
i. Plea forms,
ii. Plea agreements, etc.
c. On probation revocation i. Rule to Show cause
ii. Conditions of probation, etc.
B. Examination of Prior Files
1. Prior filings are examined to
a. Fill in case history details
b. Locate documents needed for review
C. Determination of Deficiency
1. Missing documents necessary for review?
2. Of the type we would request?
a. YES - Documents request
i. Attorney filed - from the attorney
ii. Pro se - from the trial court
b. NO - Prepare a Deficiency Memo to Panel
D. Timeliness
1. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8
a. Date of finality of conviction & sentence
b. Date filed with the trial court
c. Exceptions alleged for untimeliness
2. Uniform Rules―Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-3
a. Date of ruling
b. Return date
c. Date of post-mark or hand delivery
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IV. PREPARATION TO PROCEED
A. Creation of a Cover Sheet (Attorney filed writs)
B. Case/Writ History Sheet
1. Create summary
a. Case history
b. Writ History
c. Issues Presented
d. Priority
2. Notes
a. Note any procedural bars
b. Note any deficiencies
c. Include any helpful cites or information
3. Recusals (Judges who worked on the case before 3rd Circuit)
C. Attach Cover Sheet, Deficiency Sheet, and Case/Writ History Sheet to File
D. Forward the File
1. Paralegal Cases
a. Alert Paralegal & Secretary of Assignment
b. Email case notes
c. Place the file in the Paralegal’s work box
2. Attorney Cases
a. Bail writs – given to Staff Director to assign
b. Specific Assignments
i. Alert the attorney & secretary
ii. Turn over the file
iii. Discuss any relevant procedure or case history
c. General Work - not assigned to a specific attorney
i. Place the file in the to-be-worked cabinet
ii. Pretrial writs
aa. Goes in front of drawer
bb. Priority order among other pretrial writs
cc. Email staff alert if it has a short date
iii. Misdemeanor writs
aa. Determine priority before placing in cabinet
-Usually, behind pretrials but before other writs
-Sometimes before stayed pretrial writs
bb. Priority order among other misdemeanors
-Serving or stayed?
-Sentence length
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iv. Probation Revocation writs
aa. Usually placed after pretrials & misdemeanors
bb. Placed before PCR writs
v. General Writs
aa. Placed in cabinet by order of docket number
bb. Behind Pretrials, Misdemeanors, & Probation
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APPENDIX 3
DEFICIENCY REVIEW CHECKLIST
NAME: _______________________

KW / KM / KH ___________________________

PROCEDURAL BARS: (For each, list A/E #, if not all, which is not properly before the court.)
PCR timely filed in lower court (C.Cr.P. art. 930.8): Yes _____ No _____
Sentence Date: _________ or Appeal Opinion Rendered: ___________ (C.Cr.P. art. 922(B))
+ 14 days (if no rehearing filed): ________ or Rehearing Denied: __________ (C.Cr.P. art. 922(C) or Writ to
S.Ct.: Date of writ denial: ____________ (C.Cr.P. art. 922(D)) or Date of opinion: ___________ + 14 days
(C.Cr.P. art. 922(B))

Date PCR filed: __________________
IF NO, IS AN EXCEPTION ALLEGED:
______________________________________________________________________________
Timely filed writ (Uniform Rule 4-3): Yes ____ No ____ (NOT applicable on PCR)
IF YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE, THEN PROCEED.
Repetitive: _______________________________________________________________
Sentencing Claims on PCR: __________________________________________________
Sought relief in trial court first: _______________________________________________
WRIT DEFICIENCIES: (If not procedurally barred)
ITEMS CHECKED ARE NOT CONTAINED IN THE RECORD.
Certificate of Service: _____ Judge _____ Opposing Counsel (in same or quicker manner)
_____ If Pro Se - Pre-Trial then current counsel of record, if any

______Affidavit of Correctness
______Original signature.
______Status of the case.
______ (a)An index of all items contained therein;
______ (b)
A concise statement of the grounds on which the jurisdiction of the Court is
invoked;
______ (c)
A concise statement of the case;
______ (d)
The issues and questions of law presented for determination by the Court;
______ (e)
The assignments or specifications of error and a memorandum in support of the
application, in accordance with Rules 2-12.2 and 2-12.10, and a prayer for relief;
______ (f)
A copy of the judgment, order, or ruling complained of (if by written judgment,
order, or ruling);
______ (g)
A copy of the judge=s reasons for judgment, order or ruling (if written);
______ (h)
A copy of each pleading on which the judgment, order, or ruling was founded;
______ (i)
A copy of the indictment or bill of information (assess necessity on a case-by-case
basis);
______ (j)
A copy of pertinent court minutes;
______ (k)
The notice of intent and return date order required by Rules 4-2 and 4-3. (Not
necessary for PCR.)
______ (l)
A separate page entitled "Request for Expedited Consideration" and indexed as
such if the applicant seeks expedited relief or a stay order
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______

_____
_____

Missing transcripts which are needed:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Sufficient number of copies for attorney filed writ.
Appellate Record needed from LSU.
Reviewer: ____________________ Date: ______
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POST-CONVICTION RELIEF (PCR)
I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Definition - Application for Post-Conviction Relief
An application for post-conviction relief is “a petition filed by a person in
custody after sentence following conviction for the commission of an offense seeking
to have the conviction and sentence set aside.” La.Code Crim.P. art. 924.
B. The Petitioner Must be in Custody
1. Definition of custody - “[D]etention or confinement, or probation or parole
supervision, after sentencing following conviction for the commission of an offense.”
La.Code Crim.P. art. 924; State v. Smith, 96-1798 (La. 10/21/97), 700 So.2d 493;
State v. Surus, 13-903 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/2/14), 135 So.3d 1236, writ denied, 14-882
(La. 2/6/15), 157 So.3d 1136.
*a. Custody is determined as of the date the application for post-conviction
relief is filed. A change in custody status has no effect on a pending application for
post-conviction relief, provided it was timely filed while in custody. State v. Hayes,
20-73 (La.App. 3 Cir. 8/4/21) ___ So.3d ___.
*b. Sex offender registration is not a significant restraint on a juvenile’s liberty
such that it amounts to detention or confinement. State in Interest of A.N., 18-1571
(La. 10/22/19), 286 So.3d 969.
2. “Offense” includes both a felony and a misdemeanor. La.Code Crim.P. art.
933(1).
3. Once a sentence is satisfied, post-conviction relief is barred. Use of the
conviction can be challenged only if it is later used to enhance a penalty (e.g. under
La.R.S. 15:529.1) or to serve as an element of a crime in a subsequent criminal
prosecution (e.g., La.R.S. 14:95.1). See State v. Smith, 96-1798 (La. 10/21/97), 700
So.2d 493.
a. Voluntary payment of a fine imposed as a misdemeanor sentence prior to
applying for appellate review and without recording an objection to the fine renders
any subsequent review of the conviction or sentence moot. State v. Malone, 08-2253
(La. 12/1/09), 25 So.3d 113.
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C. Effect of Appeal
If the petitioner may appeal the conviction and sentence or if an appeal is
pending, the petitioner is not entitled to file for post-conviction relief. La.Code
Crim.P. art. 924.1.
D. Venue
“Applications for post conviction relief shall be filed in the parish in which the
petitioner was convicted.” La.Code Crim.P. art. 925.
II. FORM REQUIREMENTS
A. La.Code Crim.P. art. 926 provides:
“A. An application for post conviction relief shall be by written petition
addressed to the district court for the parish in which the petitioner was convicted. A
copy of the judgment of conviction and sentence shall be annexed to the petition, or
the petition shall allege that a copy has been demanded and refused.
B. The petition shall allege:
(1) The name of the person in custody and the place of custody, if known, or
if not known, a statement to that effect;
(2) The name of the custodian, if known, or if not known, a designation or
description of him as far as possible;
(3) A statement of the grounds upon which relief is sought, specifying with
reasonable particularity the factual basis for such relief;
(4) A statement of all prior applications for writs of habeas corpus or for post
conviction relief filed by or on behalf of the person in custody in connection with his
present custody; and
(5) All errors known or discoverable by the exercise of due diligence.
C. The application shall be signed by the petitioner and be accompanied by
his affidavit that the allegations contained in the petition are true to the best of his
information and belief.
D. The petitioner shall use the uniform application for post conviction relief
approved by the Supreme Court of Louisiana. If the petitioner fails to use the
uniform application, the court may provide the petitioner with the uniform
application and require its use.
2

E. Inexcusable failure of the petitioner to comply with the provisions of this
Article may be a basis for dismissal of his application.”
B. Uniform Application
1. A copy of the Uniform Application for Post-Conviction Relief is found in
Appendix A of the Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal.
2. The petitioner must use the required form for application for postconviction relief. State ex rel. Lindsey v. State, 99-2755 (La. 10/1/99), 748 So.2d
456. However, the trial court should look beyond the caption of pleadings in order
to ascertain their substance, and pro se filings should be held to less stringent
standards than formal pleadings filed by lawyers. State ex rel. Egana v. State, 002351 (La. 9/22/00), 771 So.2d 638.
a. State ex rel. Morris v. State, 15-1824 (La. 1/9/17), 208 So.3d 364 - “The
district court’s ruling summarily denying relator’s post-conviction application is
vacated, and the district court is directed to notify relator of any deficiencies in his
application and afford relator the opportunity to correct them. See generally State ex
rel. Johnson v. Maggio, 440 So.2d 1336, 1337 (La. 1983) (a pro-se petitioner ‘is not
to be denied access to the courts for review of his case on the merits by the
overzealous application of form and pleading requirements or hyper-technical
interpretations of court rules.’).”
b. State ex rel. McElveen v. State, 15-1920 (La. 1/25/17), 209 So.3d 91 - The
matter was remanded and the district court instructed to notify relator of any
“deficiencies in his petition’s form” and afford him a “reasonable opportunity to cure
them.”
*c. State v. Bailey, 19-1337 (La. 7/24/20), 299 So.3d 49 - The district court
erred in barring consideration of petitioner’s application for post-conviction relief
based on a hyper-technical application of the pleading requirements found in
La.Code Crim.P. art. 926.
C. Supplementation of a PCR Application
a. “The district court is ordered to exercise its discretion and determine
whether the interests of justice require that relator be allowed to amend and
supplement his timely filed application for post conviction relief. La.C.Cr.P. art.
930.8 does not take away from district judges the discretion to allow amendment and
supplementation of timely filed pleadings. See State ex rel. Edge v. Whitley, 599
So.2d 1090 (La.1992) (Calogero, C.J., concurring).” State ex rel. Duhon v. Whitley,
92-1740 (La. 9/2/94), 642 So.2d 1273. See also State ex rel. Foy v. Whitley, 92-1281
3

(La. 10/6/95), 661 So.2d 455. “[T]he district court was acting within its discretion
when it in effect ordered supplementation of the timely-filed application for
post-conviction relief, even if the supplementation were not to arrive until after the
expiration of the prescriptive period.” State v. Sampson, 02-909 (La. 2/14/03), 841
So.2d 747. See also State v. Thomas, 08-2912 (La. 10/16/09), 19 So.3d 466, called
into question on other ground by State v. Harris, 18-1012 (La. 7/9/20), 2020 WL
3867207; State ex rel. Benn v. State, 11-2418 (La. 6/22/12), 90 So.3d 1045.
b. State ex rel. Sims v. State, 16-540 (La. 8/4/17), 224 So.3d 355 - Because
relator did not file the pleading styled a supplement to his initial timely-filed
application for post-conviction relief until after the district court had ruled upon his
first application, relator showed no error in the district court’s dismissal of that
pleading.
III. PROCEDURE
A. Answer
1. If an application alleges a claim which, if established, would entitle the
petitioner to relief, the court shall order the custodian, through the district attorney in
the parish in which the defendant was convicted, to file any procedural objections he
may have, or an answer on the merits if there are no procedural objections, within a
specified period not in excess of thirty days. If procedural objections are timely filed,
no answer on the merits of the claim may be ordered until such objections have been
considered and rulings thereon have become final. La.Code Crim.P. art. 927(A).
2. If the court orders an answer filed, the court need not order production of
the petitioner except as provided in Article 930. La.Code Crim.P. art. 927(C).
B. Dismissal upon the Pleadings
The application may be dismissed without answer if it fails to allege a claim
which, if established, would entitle the petitioner to relief. La.Code Crim.P. art. 928.
C. Summary Disposition
If the court determines that the factual and legal issues can be resolved based
on the application, answer, and supporting documents submitted by either party or
available to the court, the court can grant or deny relief without further proceedings.
La.Code Crim.P. art. 929(A).
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D. Evidentiary Hearing
1. An evidentiary hearing for the taking of testimony or other evidence shall
be ordered whenever there are questions of fact which cannot be resolved pursuant
to La.Code Crim.P. arts. 928 and 929. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930(A). See La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.8(A)(1).
2. “When there is a factual issue of significance to the outcome that is sharply
contested, the trial court will not be able to resolve the factual dispute without a full
evidentiary hearing. La.C.Cr.P. art. 929, Official Revision Comment.” State ex rel.
Tassin v. Whitley, 602 So.2d 721 (La.1992).
3. The petitioner is entitled to be present at said hearing unless his/her
appearance has been waived or the only evidence to be received is authenticated
records, transcripts, depositions, documents, or portions therefore, or admissions of
fact, and the petitioner has been or will be provided with copies of such evidence and
an opportunity to respond thereto in writing. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930(A)(B).
4. No evidentiary hearing on the merits can be held until the procedural
objections have been ruled upon. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930(C).
5. A petitioner who is incarcerated may be present by teleconference, video
link, or other visual remote technology. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.9.
6. A claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is more properly raised by an
application for post-conviction relief in the district court where a full evidentiary
hearing may be conducted. State v. Prudhomme, 02-511 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/30/02),
829 So.2d 1166, writ denied, 02-3230 (La. 10/10/03), 855 So.2d 324.
7. State v. Lacaze, 09-2472 (La. 5/12/10), 41 So.3d 479 - Relator could call
the trial judge to testify at a PCR hearing seeking to recuse the trial judge from further
involvement in the proceedings.
8. La.Code Evid. art. 507(D) provides that a lawyer may be called as a witness
at a habitual offender proceeding for the purpose of identifying his client or former
client or in post-conviction proceedings when called on the issue of ineffective
assistance of counsel.
E. Right to Counsel
1. Discretionary appointment of counsel
a. “If the petitioner is indigent and alleges a claim which, if established, would
entitle him to relief, the court may appoint counsel.” La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.7(A).
b. If the court orders an evidentiary hearing, authorizes the taking of
depositions, or authorizes requests for admissions of fact or genuineness of
documents, when such evidence is necessary for the disposition of procedural
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objections, the court may appoint counsel for an indigent petitioner. La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.7(B).
c. State v. Deloch, 13-1975 (La. 5/16/14), 140 So.3d 1167 - The supreme
court held that Martinez v. Ryan, 566 U.S. 1, 132 S.Ct. 1309 (2012), which
announced a rule permitting federal courts conducting habeas corpus review of final
state court convictions to consider the merits of a claim otherwise procedurally
defaulted, did not apply to relator’s post-conviction claims made in state court.
2. Mandatory appointment of counsel
a. When an evidentiary hearing on the merits is ordered or the court authorizes
the taking of depositions, requests for admissions of fact or genuineness of
documents, for use as evidence in ruling on the merits, the trial court shall appoint
counsel for the petitioner. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.7(C).
b. State v. Robinson, 07-145 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/5/07) (unpublished opinion) The trial court was ordered to appoint counsel for relator pursuant to La.Code Crim.P.
art. 930.7(C). In lengthy reasons for ruling, the trial court said that it could not
comply with this court’s order regarding appointment of counsel because there were
no attorneys on either the panel of volunteer attorneys or non-volunteer attorneys.
The trial court requested that this court “make its own appointment of counsel.” In
response, this court instructed the trial court to order the Indigent Defender Board to
comply with its duties under La.R.S. 15:145.
F. Burden of Proof
1. The petitioner bears the burden of proof in post-conviction relief
proceedings. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.2. See also La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(A)(1).
2. State v. James, 05-2512 (La. 9/29/06), 938 So.2d 691 - The defendant
alleged counsel interfered with his right to testify at trial. The court held the postconviction claimant must “allege specific facts, including an affidavit from counsel”
and point to record evidence to support his claim. The court further found that “mere
conclusory allegations are insufficient” to rebut the presumption arising from a
defendant’s silence at trial that he waived his right to testify.
3. State v. LeBlanc, 06-169 (La. 9/15/06), 937 So.2d 844 - The court reinstated
the conviction and sentence, finding that “unsubstantiated allegations of ineffective
assistance of counsel, in the face of plea negotiations which resulted in the reduction
of the charge from second degree murder to manslaughter and a 20-year
recommended sentence, do not carry his burden of showing that he pled guilty
involuntarily.”
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4. State v. Trahan, 15-848 (La.App. 3 Cir. 11/2/16) (unpublished opinion) Relator’s claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was denied because she failed to
call her trial attorney to testify at the hearing on her application for post-conviction
relief. In State v. Trahan, 16-2150 (La. 8/31/18), 251 So.3d 406 - Relator’s claim that
counsel provided ineffective assistance at trial in failing “to introduce any evidence
in support of the hypothesis of innocence proposed by defense counsel [in opening
remarks]” merited a full evidentiary hearing conducted in accordance with La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930. No witnesses testified at the hearing held in the district court and
no evidence was presented. Therefore, the supreme court was unable to adequately
review relator’s claim. Thus, the case was remanded to the district court to reconsider
its ruling after conducting a full evidentiary hearing. On remand, the trial court
denied relief. *In State v. Trahan, 19-685 (La.App. 3 Cir. 11/9/20) (unpublished
opinion), this court addressed the trial court’s denial of Relator’s claim, which
involved the issue of whether trial counsel should have anticipated the supreme
court’s approach to the case, finding “Relator has failed to show that trial counsel’s
trial strategy of relying on the State’s burden of proof constituted deficient
performance and therefore has failed to demonstrate that counsel was ineffective.
Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984).”
*5. State v. Carvin, 19-2044 (La. 1/26/21), 309 So.3d 338 - The defendant
failed to carry his burden of showing that trial counsel told him “that he was legally
forbidden to testify or in some similar way compelled him to remain silent.”
Furthermore, the district court’s factual determination that defendant acquiesced
stands as an obstacle to affording relief. Therefore, the district court erred in granting
the application for post-conviction relief.
IV. GROUNDS
A. Grounds upon which Post-Conviction Relief may be Granted are:
“(1) The conviction was obtained in violation of the constitution of the United
States or the state of Louisiana.
(2) The court exceeded its jurisdiction.
(3) The conviction or sentence subjected him to double jeopardy.
(4) The limitations on the institution of prosecution had expired.
(5) The statute creating the offense for which he was convicted and sentenced
is unconstitutional.
(6) The conviction or sentence constitute the ex post facto application of law
in violation of the constitution of the United States or the state of Louisiana.
(7) The results of DNA testing performed pursuant to an application granted
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under Article 926.1 proves by clear and convincing evidence that the petitioner is
factually innocent of the crime for which he was convicted.” La.Code Crim.P. art.
930.3.
*(8) The petitioner is determined by clear and convincing evidence to be
factually innocent under Article 926.2.
B. Exclusive
The list in La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.3 is exclusive. State ex rel. Melinie v.
State, 93-1380 (La. 1/12/96), 665 So.2d 1172, called into question by State v. Harris,
18-1012 (La. 7/9/20), 2020 WL 3867207.
C. Conviction Obtained in Violation of the Constitution
1. Sufficiency of the Evidence
a. A timely claim asserting insufficient evidence is cognizable on collateral
review. State ex rel. Montgomery v. State, 12-2116 (La. 3/15/13), 109 So.3d 371.
*2. Factual Innocence La.Code Crim.P. art. 926.2.
A. A petitioner, who has been convicted of an offense, may seek post
conviction relief on the grounds that he is factually innocent of the offense for which
he was convicted. A petitioner’s first claim of factual innocence pursuant to this
Article that would otherwise be barred from review on the merits by the time
limitation provided in Article 930.8 or the procedural objections provided in Article
930.4 shall not be barred if the claim is contained in an application for post conviction
relief filed on or before December 31, 2022, and if the petitioner was convicted
after a trial completed to verdict. This exception to Articles 930.4 and 930.8 shall
apply only to the claim of factual innocence brought under this Article and shall not
apply to any other claims raised by the petitioner. An application for post
conviction relief filed pursuant to this Article by a petitioner who pled guilty or
nolo contendere to the offense of conviction or filed by any petitioner after
December 31, 2022, shall be subject to Articles 930.4 and 930.8.
B.(1)(a) To assert a claim of factual innocence under this Article, a petitioner
shall present new, reliable, and noncumulative evidence that would be legally
admissible at trial and that was not known or discoverable at or prior to trial and that
is either:
(i) Scientific, forensic, physical, or nontestimonial documentary evidence.
(ii) Testimonial evidence that is corroborated by evidence of the type described
in Item (i) of this Subsubparagraph.
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(b) To prove entitlement to relief under this Article, the petitioner shall present
evidence that satisfies all of the criteria in Subsubparagraph (a) of this Subparagraph
and that, when viewed in light of all of the relevant evidence, including the evidence
that was admitted at trial and any evidence that may be introduced by the state in any
response that it files or at any evidentiary hearing, proves by clear and convincing
evidence that, had the new evidence been presented at trial, no rational juror would
have found the petitioner guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of either the offense of
conviction or of any felony offense that was a responsive verdict to the offense of
conviction at the time of the conviction.
(2) A recantation of prior sworn testimony may be considered if corroborated
by the evidence required by Subsubparagraph (1)(a) of this Paragraph. However, a
recantation of prior sworn testimony cannot form the sole basis for relief pursuant
to this Article.
(3) If the petitioner pled guilty or nolo contendere to the offense of
conviction, in addition to satisfying all of the criteria in this Paragraph and in any
other applicable provision of law, the petitioner shall show both of the following to
prove entitlement to relief:
(a) That, by reliable evidence, he consistently maintained his innocence until
his plea of guilty or nolo contendere.
(b) That he could not have known of or discovered his evidence of factual
innocence prior to pleading guilty or nolo contendere.
C.(1) A grant of post conviction relief pursuant to this Article shall not
prevent the petitioner from being retried for the offense of conviction, for a lesser
offense based on the same facts, or for any other offense.
(2) If the petitioner waives his right to a jury trial and elects to be tried by a
judge, the district judge who granted post conviction relief pursuant to this Article
shall be recused and the case shall be allotted to a different judge in accordance with
applicable law and rules of court.
(3) If the district judge denied post conviction relief pursuant to this Article
and an appellate court later reversed the ruling of the district judge and granted post
conviction relief pursuant to this Article, and if the petitioner waives his right to a
jury trial and elects to be tried by a judge, upon the petitioner’s motion the district
judge who denied post conviction relief shall be recused and the case shall be allotted
to a different judge in accordance with applicable law and rules of court.
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3. Ineffective assistance of counsel
a. State v. Webb, 17-928 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/4/18) (unpublished opinion) - The
trial court erred when it held relator’s claims of ineffective assistance of counsel were
not valid grounds for post-conviction relief under La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.3(1).
b. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984) - Petitioner
must show that counsel’s performance was deficient (errors so serious that counsel
was not functioning as the counsel guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment) and that the
deficient performance prejudiced the defense, such that, petitioner was deprived of a
fair trial. “Thus, a court deciding an actual ineffective assistance claim must judge
the reasonableness of counsel’s challenged conduct on the facts of the particular case,
viewed as of the time of counsel’s conduct.” Conduct which falls within the ambit
of “trial strategy” is not per se evidence of ineffective counsel. State v. Schexnaider,
03-144 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/4/03), 852 So.2d 450 (citing State v. Griffin, 02-1703
(La.App. 4 Cir. 1/15/03), 838 So.2d 34, writ denied, 03-809 (La. 11/7/03), 857 So.2d
515).
c. It is unnecessary to address the issues of both counsel’s performance and
prejudice to petitioner if petitioner makes an inadequate showing on one of the
components. State v. Serigny, 610 So.2d 857 (La.App. 1 Cir. 1992), writ denied, 614
So.2d 1263 (La.1993); State v. James, 95-962 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/14/96), 670 So.2d
461.
d. United States v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648, 104 S.Ct. 2039 (1984) - Ineffective
assistance of counsel can be presumed without a showing of prejudice in three
situations: 1) there was a complete denial of counsel; 2) counsel entirely failed to
subject the prosecution’s case to meaningful adversarial testing; or 3) the likelihood
that any lawyer, even a fully competent one, could provide effective assistance of
counsel was so small that a presumption of prejudice was appropriate without inquiry
into the actual conduct of the trial.
e. State v. Mills, 13-1901 (La. 3/21/14), 137 So.3d 8 - Claim that defense
counsel was ineffective at a sentencing hearing because he encouraged the trial court
to interject an improper consideration into its sentencing determination was reviewed
by the supreme court, which noted that said claim would not be cognizable on postconviction relief.
f. Hinton v. Alabama, 571 U.S. 263, 134 S.Ct. 1081 (2014) - The Supreme
Court held that an attorney’s ignorance on a point of law that is both fundamental to
the case and could be resolved with a cursory investigation into the relevant state
statutes represents inadequate assistance of counsel. Because Hinton’s trial attorney
was not aware that Alabama law allowed him to request and receive more funding
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for expert witnesses, his performance failed to reach the reasonableness standard set
forth in Strickland.
g. State ex rel. Shannon v. State, 15-792 (La. 6/17/16), 194 So.3d 1105 - “The
district court’s ruling summarily dismissing relator’s post-conviction application is
vacated and the district court is directed to conduct an evidentiary hearing at which
relator will be afforded the opportunity to present his claim of ineffective assistance
of counsel with supporting evidence. Although only relator’s pro se claims were
raised in the district court (because relator filed his application before pro bono postconviction counsel enrolled), and ‘[t]he general rule is that appellate courts will not
consider issues raised for the first time,’ Segura v. Frank, 93-1271 (La. 1/14/94), 630
So.2d 714, 725, the interests of judicial economy and justice warrant the
consideration of both relator’s pro se and counselled allegations at an evidentiary
hearing. See, e.g., State v. Duncan, 08-2244 (La. 1/22/10), 26 So.3d 148 (granting
writs to remand the petitioner’s post-conviction claims, including a claim not
previously presented to the district court, for an evidentiary hearing). Following the
hearing, the district court is ordered to determine whether trial counsel rendered
ineffective assistance under the standard set out in Strickland v. Washington, 466
U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984).”
h. Maryland v. Kulbicki, 577 U.S. 1, 136 S.Ct. 2 (2016) - Defense counsel’s
failure at trial to seriously probe a method of forensic analysis that was widely
accepted at the time, although later discredited, did not amount to ineffective
assistance of counsel. The Court held that the reasonableness of counsel’s challenged
conduct is viewed as of the time of counsel’s conduct.
i. Weaver v. Massachusetts, __ U.S. __, 137 S.Ct. 1899 (2017) - A violation
of the right to a public trial is a structural error. In the context of an error during jury
selection, where the error is neither preserved nor raised on direct review but is raised
later via an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must demonstrate
prejudice to secure a new trial.
j. State v. Thomas, 15-110 (La. 11/18/16), 206 So.3d 866 - A claim that a
defendant received ineffective assistance of counsel on direct appeal is generally
cognizable on collateral review. The district court erred in granting defendant an outof-time appeal on his claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel and should
have ruled on the merits of the claims. Because the district court declined to rule on
the ineffective assistance claims, the court of appeal erred in considering the merits
of the appeal.
k. State v. Curley, 16-1708 (La. 6/27/18), 250 So.3d 236 - Battered Woman’s
Syndrome (BWS) evidence is admissible in a justification/self-defense case, not
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solely in the insanity context, and is not limited to lay testimony. Defense counsel’s
failure to conduct any investigation into the proper presentation of a BWS defense
was deficient performance, and defendant was prejudiced by that performance.
l. State v. Johnson, 17-514 (La. 5/11/18), 243 So.3d 563 - Defendant was not
entitled to an evidentiary hearing on his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel
even though he accepted a plea offer which imposed harsher penalties than an earlier
rejected offer. Counsel did not fail to present the plea offer to defendant, and
defendant did not allege counsel advised him to reject the plea offer based upon an
erroneous legal principle. Thus, defendant was not entitled to an evidentiary hearing,
and the district court did not err in summarily rejecting the claim.
m. State v. Dressner, 18-828 (La. 10/29/18), 255 So.3d 537, cert. denied, ___
U.S. ___, 139 S.Ct. 2691 (2019) - When the substantive issue an attorney failed to
raise has no merit, the claim that the attorney was ineffective for failing to raise that
issue also has no merit.
n. State v. Cuccia, 18-1726 (La. 5/28/19), 273 So.3d 305 - Relator raised six
claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. The district court denied one of the
claims. The supreme court remanded the matter for a complete ruling on all claims,
including specific detailed factual findings by the district court in support of its
ultimate legal conclusions. The lack of factual findings rendered the one claim that
was addressed unreviewable.
4. Guilty Pleas
a. “A valid guilty plea must be a free and voluntary choice by the defendant.
A guilty plea will not be considered free and voluntary unless, at the very least,
defendant was advised of his constitutional rights against self-incrimination, to a trial
by jury and to confront his accusers. Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 89 S.Ct.
1709, 23 L.Ed.2d 274 (1969). An express and knowing waiver of those rights must
appear on the record, and an unequivocal showing of a free and voluntary waiver
cannot be presumed. Boykin, supra; State v. Keener, 41,246 (La.App. 2d Cir.
8/23/06), 939 So.2d 510; State v. Morrison, 599 So.2d 455 (La.App. 2d Cir.1992).”
State v. Kennedy, 42,850 (La.App. 2 Cir. 1/9/08), 974 So.2d 203.
*1. State v. Johnson, 19-2004 (La. 12/1/20), 314 So.3d 806 - An unconditional
guilty plea is a solemn admission of guilt that should not be entered lightly, and
certainly never made as a delaying tactic in the belief that it can simply be withdrawn
later.
2. State v. Holden, 09-1714 (La. 4/9/10), 32 So.3d 803 - Failure of the
defendant to conclude the colloquy by stating “I plead guilty” does not render an
otherwise knowing, intelligent, and voluntary guilty plea invalid.
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b. Inadequate Boykin and other problems
1. Although a personal colloquy between a trial judge and the defendant is
preferred, group guilty pleas are not automatically invalid. State v. Richard, 00-659
(La. 9/29/00), 769 So.2d 1177. The defendant must be aware of the nature of the
charge and the elements of the crime; however, this constitutional requirement is
satisfied where these things are explained to the defendant by his own competent
counsel. Bradshaw v. Stumpf, 545 U.S. 175, 125 S.Ct. 2398 (2005).
2. “The Defendants all nodded” - There is no way to review whether the
defendant actually understood the advice/waiver being referenced.
3. Counsel representing multiple defendants at plea entry proceeding referring
to “my client” or “your client” - The reviewing court has no way of knowing which
client is being referenced.
4. Discussions and agreements among attorneys and the court prior to
proceedings in open court - If relevant, memorialize the agreements for the record.
5. Exact docket numbers and a description of charges being dropped/reduced
as part of any plea agreement must be clearly stated in open court.
6. Review plea entry forms to insure they are signed by all parties and that the
terms and conditions on the form are exactly the same as those stated in open court.
*7. The court fails to pronounce sentence when it says, “I sentence you in
accordance with the plea agreement.” State v. Sampy, 19-191(La.App. 3 Cir.
5/29/20) (unpublished opinion); State v. Bolgiano, 20-316 (La.App. 3 Cir. 8/3/20)
(unpublished opinion).
c. Advice of Rights - State v. Mendenhall, 06-1407 (La. 12/8/06), 944 So.2d
560 - A trial judge’s advisement to defendant that the State would have to prove its
case beyond a reasonable doubt and that his attorney would have an opportunity to
cross-examine the State’s witnesses was deemed insufficient advice as to the right to
confront one’s accusers by the second circuit. The supreme court reversed, finding
that other factors, including an informed, educated defendant, rendered the advice
constitutional.
d. Advice with respect to a defendant’s sentencing exposure is not a part of
the core Boykin requirements. State v. Anderson, 98-2977 (La. 3/19/99), 732 So.2d
517. This includes the fact that a guilty plea may be used as a basis for the filing of
a future multiple offender bill. State v. Lane, 40,816 (La.App. 2 Cir. 4/12/06), 927
So.2d 659, writ denied, 06-1453 (La. 12/15/06), 944 So.2d 1283, and writ denied,
06-2502 (La. 5/4/07), 956 So.2d 599.
e. When a guilty plea is otherwise voluntary, there is no need to ascertain a
factual basis for the plea unless the accused protests his guilt or for some other reason
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the trial court is put on notice that there is a need for such an inquiry. State v.
McCullough, 615 So.2d 26 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1993). But see North Carolina v. Alford,
400 U.S. 25, 91 S.Ct. 160 (1970) - Guilty pleas coupled with claims of innocence
should not be accepted unless there is a factual basis for the plea.
f. “A guilty plea is invalid, or constitutionally infirm, when a defendant is
induced to enter a plea of guilty by a plea bargain agreement, or what he reasonably
or justifiably believes was a plea bargain agreement, and the terms of the bargain are
not satisfied. State v. Jones, 546 So.2d 1343, 1346 (La.App. 3d Cir.1989); State v.
Taylor, 535 So.2d 1229, 1230 (La.App. 3d Cir.1988) quoting State v. Dixon, 449
So.2d 463, 464 (La.1984). It is well settled that if a defendant’s misunderstanding is
not induced by or attributed to representations made by the district attorney or the
trial court, there is no ground for invalidating the guilty plea. State v. Malmay, 548
So.2d 71, 73 (La.App. 3d Cir.1989); State v. Jones, supra.
It is also well settled that a misunderstanding between a defendant and counsel
for defendant does not have the same implication as a breached plea bargain
agreement, and this misunderstanding does not render the guilty plea invalid. State
v. Lockwood, 399 So.2d 190 (La.1981); State v. Johnson, 533 So.2d 1288, 1292
(La.App. 3d Cir.1988), writ denied, 563 So.2d 873 (La.1990). In the absence of
fraud, intimidation, or incompetence of counsel, a guilty plea is not made less
voluntary or less informed by the considered advice of counsel. See, State v.
Johnson, 461 So.2d 1259, 1261 (La.App. 1st Cir.1984).” State v. Sigue, 06-527
(La.App. 3 Cir. 9/27/06), 940 So.2d 812, writ denied, 06-2963 (La. 9/28/07), 964
So.2d 354 (citing State v. Readoux, 614 So.2d 175 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1993)). “The
determination whether the conduct of defense counsel constitutes fraudulent
misrepresentation sufficient to invalidate a guilty plea is based upon a weighing of
the credibility of the witnesses against the remaining evidence, and the fact-finder’s
determinations will not be second-guessed.” State v. Moree, 99-402 (La.App. 3 Cir.
10/4/00), 772 So.2d 155 (citing State v. Hidalgo, 96-403 (La.App. 3 Cir. 11/6/96),
684 So.2d 26).
1. State ex rel. Williams v. State, 08-1059 (La. 2/6/09), 999 So.2d 1136 Relator pled guilty to manslaughter and the parties agreed that he would receive a
suspended sentence and probation. The supreme court vacated the sentence because
the trial court lacked authority to impose such a sentence and remanded the matter
for resentencing, at which time relator would be given the opportunity to withdraw
his guilty plea.
2. State v. Gobert, 02-771 (La.App. 3 Cir. 11/12/03), 865 So.2d 779, writ
denied, 03-3382 (La. 12/10/04), 888 So.2d 829 - Fundamental fairness dictated that
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relator, who knowingly and intelligently entered a plea that raised double jeopardy
concerns to avoid the imposition of a mandatory life sentence, could not attack the
validity of that plea.
3. State ex rel. Morgan v. State, 08-1082 (La. 3/4/09), 3 So.3d 456 - Erroneous
advice of counsel regarding eligibility for diminution of sentence for good behavior
is grounds for withdrawal of a guilty plea.
4. State v. Jackson, 13-1409 (La. 11/15/13), 129 So.3d 520 - Defendant
maintained his innocence but entered an Alford plea. “Given the unique facts of this
case relating to the veracity of the arresting officer which arose prior to sentencing,
we find the district court abused its discretion in refusing to allow the defendant to
withdraw his guilty plea.”
5. State in Interest of E.C., 13-2483 (La. 6/13/14), 141 So.3d 785 - Juvenile
pled nolo contendere to delinquency charges. As part of the plea agreement, the
juvenile agreed to obtain a trade or skill through a trade/vocational program offered
and available at the facility upon his confinement or, alternatively, to make good faith
efforts to actively participate in such a program. Although the juvenile contended
that he had no realistic opportunity to participate in a program because he did not
meet general requirements for participation, the court had used its authority to order
the juvenile into the program, openings were available in the program, and the
juvenile did not join the program or place his name on the waiting list for the
program. The court found that allowing the juvenile to re-enter society without
participation in vocational training would frustrate the spirit of the plea agreement.
The juvenile was remanded to the facility to comply with the plea agreement.
6. State v. Ducre, 14-1295 (La. 3/16/15), 161 So.3d 628 - Defendant was
advised that his sentence was deferred and he would receive the benefit of La.Code
Crim.P. art. 893. The case was remanded to the district court for a determination of
whether a mutual mistake regarding whether the defendant would receive the benefit
of art. 893 occurred, which should be corrected in accordance with La.Code Crim.P.
art. 881.1(A)(3). If no mutual mistake occurred, the district court was ordered to give
the defendant the opportunity to withdraw his guilty plea.
7. State ex rel. O’Keefe v. State, 15-1101 (La. 6/17/16), 194 So.3d 1107 Defendant alleged he pled guilty based on the representation that he would be eligible
for parole consideration after serving two years of his sentence. The supreme court
ordered the trial court to appoint counsel and conduct an evidentiary hearing to
determine whether relator pled guilty involuntarily as a result of his
misunderstanding of his eligibility for release on parole.
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8. State v. Babineaux, 16-694 (La. 4/24/17), 217 So.3d 329 - In accordance
with the parties’ plea agreement, the district court sentenced relator pursuant to the
version of the statute in effect at the time of his guilty plea, La.R.S. 14:43.3, which
provided for a substantially harsher punishment than at the time of his offense.
Because the plea agreement provided for the imposition of an illegal sentence, the
agreement was null and void. Relator’s conviction and sentence were vacated and
the parties returned to the status quo ante.
9. State v. Allah, 17-785 (La. 1/9/18), 232 So.3d 554 - When a district court
finds, even after sentencing, that a plea of guilty is constitutionally infirm, it retains
the authority to vacate the sentence and set aside the plea. On remand, the district
court should first ascertain whether defendant desires to withdraw his guilty pleas. If
he so wishes, only then should the district court hold a contradictory hearing to
determine whether the pleas were constitutionally infirm and decide whether the
pleas were induced by what defendant justifiably believed to be a plea bargain which,
as a matter of law, could not be kept.
10. McCoy v. Louisiana, ___ U.S. ___, 138 S.Ct. 1500 (2018) - Defendant
insisted on a defense of innocence but trial counsel believed admitting guilty would
help him avoid the death penalty and admitted defendant was guilty during trial. The
trial court’s allowance of the admission was a structural error, and defendant was
granted a new trial without showing prejudice. The Sixth Amendment guarantees a
defendant the right to choose the objective of his defense and to insist that his counsel
refrain from admitting guilt, even when counsel’s experienced-based view is that
confessing guilt offers the defendant the best chance to avoid the death penalty.
11. State v. Horn, 16-559 (La. 9/7/18), 251 So.3d 1069 - Trial counsel’s
concession that defendant killed the victim over defendant’s explicit objection
constituted deficient performance and was a structural error.
*12. State v. Rideau, 19-2092 (La. 8/14/20), 300 So.3d 839 - The record
supported defendant’s claim, and the State conceded, that misinformation with regard
to his eligibility for early release precluded him from making his decision to waive
trial and enter his plea “with eyes open.” The matter was remanded to the district
court to hold a hearing at which it would allow defendant to withdraw his guilty plea
if he persisted in that desire after consulting with counsel.
*13. State v. Sewell, 20-300 (La. 12/11/20), 314 So.3d 811 - It is not clear that
Padilla v. Kentucky, 559 U.S. 356, 130 S.Ct. 1473 (2010), imposed a duty on defense
counsel to determine whether his or her client is a noncitizen to begin with. Thus,
failure to inform defendant, a Jamaican national, of the removal consequences of his
guilty pleas was not ineffective assistance where counsel did not know, and did not
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have any reason to know, that her client was not a United States citizen.
g. Agreement not to prosecute
1. State v. Cardon, 06-2305 (La. 1/12/07), 946 So.2d 171 - A defendant’s
guilty plea to a crime committed prior to entering into an agreement not to prosecute
was not a basis for termination of the agreement, as the agreement only prohibited
the defendant from committing a “new” offense.
h. Plea colloquy is not part of the record for error patent review - State v.
Robinson, 06-1406 (La. 12/08/06), 943 So.2d 371 - The failure of the trial court to
inform the defendant of the right to trial by jury was not reviewable as error patent.
i. Sentence recommendation - If the plea agreement is for the State to
recommend a specific sentence, the actual sentence imposed is still reviewable on
appeal. See State v. Thibeaux, 11-40 (La.App. 3 Cir. 8/3/11), 70 So.3d 1094. But
see State v. Holmes, 11-533 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/30/12) (unpublished opinion), writ
denied, 12-1606 (La. 11/16/12), 102 So.3d 32 - There was a joint sentencing
recommendation. During the plea colloquy the trial court informed relator that it was
not bound by the sentencing recommendation and later stated relator could not seek
review of a sentence imposed in conformity with the plea agreement. Relator was
then ordered to serve the recommended sentence. Relator subsequently sought an
out-of-time appeal. The trial court denied relator’s request for an out-of-time appeal,
stating relator waived his right to appeal the issue of guilt, and the sentence received
was imposed in conformity with a plea agreement. This court found no error in the
trial court’s ruling.
j. Crosby plea vs. Alford plea requirements - (Not to be used interchangeably.)
For Crosby, ONLY errors specifically reserved may be appealed. For Alford, a
DETAILED factual basis is mandatory.
5. Duty to disclose exculpatory evidence - Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83,
83 S.Ct. 1194 (1963).
a. Components of a Brady violation: “The evidence at issue must be favorable
to the accused, either because it is exculpatory, or because it is impeaching; that
evidence must have been suppressed by the State, either willfully or inadvertently;
and prejudice must have ensued.” Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 119 S.Ct. 1936
(1999).
b. State v. Harper, 10-356 (La. 11/30/10), 53 So.3d 1263 - The trial court
abused its discretion in ordering production of allegedly exculpatory witnesses for an
in camera interview by the trial court, as the State had satisfied its obligation under
Brady, had not explicitly or otherwise directed the witnesses not to speak with
defense counsel, and defense counsel failed to present any exceptional circumstances
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or peculiar reasons why fundamental fairness dictated production of the witnesses or
their contact information.
c. State v. Weathersby, 09-2407 (La. 3/12/10), 29 So.3d 499 - The State’s
witness list and the taped statements of victims and witnesses, which did not
constitute Brady material, were not discoverable by the defense.
d. Wearry v. Cain, 577 U.S. 385, 136 S.Ct. 1002 (2016) - Wearry argued
during state post-conviction proceedings that the prosecution failed to disclose three
pieces of exculpatory evidence: that two fellow inmates of the State’s star witness,
Scott, had made statements that cast doubt on Scott’s credibility; that, contrary to the
prosecution’s assertions at trial, Brown, another witness, had twice sought a deal to
reduce his existing sentence in exchange for testifying against Wearry; and that
medical records of Randy Hutchinson, who allegedly participated in the murder,
showed that he likely could not have played the role in the attack Scott alleged. The
Supreme Court found the Louisiana court erred in denying Wearry’s post-conviction
Brady claim, stating: “Beyond doubt, the newly revealed evidence suffices to
undermine confidence in Wearry’s conviction. The State’s trial evidence resembles
a house of cards, built on the jury crediting Scott’s account rather than Wearry’s
alibi.” The majority further stated: “[e]ven if the jury—armed with all of this new
evidence—could have voted to convict Wearry, we have ‘no confidence that it would
have done so.”’
6. Sixth Amendment Right to Confrontation - In Crawford v. Washington,
541 U.S. 36, 124 S.Ct. 1354 (2004), the United State Supreme Court held that even
if an out-of-court statement fits within a firmly rooted exception to the hearsay rule,
that statement is inadmissible if it is testimonial in nature and has not been subject to
confrontation and cross-examination, unless the witness is unavailable and the
defense had a prior opportunity to cross-examine the witness, regardless of whether
the statement is deemed reliable by the court.
a. Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S. 305, 129 S.Ct. 2527 (2009) Certificates of forensic analysis are testimonial, and the Sixth Amendment does not
permit the State to prove its case via ex parte out-of-court affidavits.
b. Bullcoming v. New Mexico, 564 U.S. 647, 131 S.Ct. 2705 (2011) - The
surrogate testimony of a second forensic analyst who did not observe or review the
original blood alcohol content results was inadmissible. The defendant had the right
to be confronted with the analyst who made the certification, unless that analyst was
unavailable at trial, and the accused had an opportunity, pretrial, to cross-examine
that particular scientist.
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c. Williams v. Illinois, - 567 U.S. 50, 132 S.Ct. 2221 (2012) - The testimony
of an expert witness that was based on a test the expert did not personally perform
was admissible and did not violate the defendant’s Sixth Amendment Confrontation
Clause rights. The Court held that, because the evidence of the third-party test was
not produced to prove the truth of the matter asserted but merely to provide a basis
for the conclusions that the expert reached, the prosecution had not infringed on the
defendant’s rights. See also State v. Bolden, 11-2435 (La. 10/26/12), 108 So.3d 1159.
d. State v. Simmons, 11-1280 (La. 1/20/12), 78 So.3d 743 - The defendant
waived his Sixth Amendment right to confrontation by failing to timely request a
subpoena for the analyst who performed the test on the rocks of cocaine. Under the
circumstances, the trial court properly admitted the analyst’s certificate in lieu of live
testimony. The supreme court noted that Louisiana’s notice-and-demand statute,
La.R.S. 15:501, was permissible under the Confrontation Clause.
e. State v. Tate, 14-136 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/17/14), (unpublished opinion) - The
trial court erred in finding the admission of statements made by the deceased during
a recorded conversation with the defendant violated the confrontation clause, as the
deceased’s statements were reasonably required to place the defendant’s statements
into context.
f. State v. Hawley, 14-282 (La. 10/15/14), 149 So.3d 1211 - Admission of the
Machine Recertification Form and Maintenance Technician Qualification Form did
not violate the Confrontation Clause because they did not provide direct proof of any
element of DWI. Additionally, the state had no duty under the notice and demand
statute to produce the testimony of the person who prepared the forms.
g. State v. Koederitz, 14-1526 (La. 3/17/15), 166 So.3d 981 - The trial court
erred in excluding the hospital records documenting the victim’s initial treatment
during which she identified her assailant and placed the incident in the context of
domestic violence and the follow-up visit during which she elaborated on her prior
statements and received counseling on ways to change her behavior. These
statements were non-hearsay as a matter of La.Code. Crim.P. art. 803(4) and were
admissible as substantive evidence because they were made for purposes of medical
diagnosis and treatment, essential components under current medical practice in
cases of domestic violence. The statements were also non-testimonial for the
purposes of the Confrontation Clause because there were not procured for the
primary purpose of creating an out-of-court substitute for trial testimony.
h. Ohio v. Clark, 576 U.S. 237, 135 S.Ct. 2173 (2015) - The Court held that
the three-year-old’s statements to his teachers were non-testimonial because the
totality of the circumstances indicated that the primary purpose of the conversation
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was not to create an out-of-court substitute for trial testimony. In this case, there was
an ongoing emergency because the child, who had visible injuries, could have been
released into the hands of his abuser, and therefore the primary purpose of the
teachers’ questions was most likely to protect the child. Moreover, a very young child
who does not understand the details of the criminal justice system is unlikely to be
speaking for the purpose of creating evidence. Finally, the Court held that a
mandatory reporting statute does not convert a conversation between a concerned
teacher and a student into a law enforcement mission aimed primarily at gathering
evidence for a prosecution.
i. State v. Mullins, 14-2260, 14-2310 (La. 1/27/16), 188 So.3d 164 - Results
of IQ test were testimonial in nature, and the admission of a letter containing the
results thereof violated the confrontation clause in the absence of testimony by the
technician who administered the test as to the results of the test or whether required
testing protocols were followed.
7. Double Jeopardy
a. Double jeopardy protects against a second prosecution for the same offense
after acquittal, a second prosecution for the same offense after conviction, and
multiple punishments for the same offense. State v. Crandell, 05-1060 (La. 3/10/06),
924 So.2d 122.
b. Additional fact test - Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S. 299, 52 S.Ct.
180 (1932) - If conduct constitutes a violation of two or more distinct statutory
provisions, the provisions must be scrutinized to confirm that each demands proof of
an additional fact.
c. Same evidence test - This test depends upon the proof required to convict,
not the evidence actually introduced at trial. State v. Sandifer, 95-2226 (La. 9/5/96),
679 So.2d 1324.
1. State v. Frank, 16-1160 (La. 10/18/17), 234 So.3d 27 - Louisiana courts
need only apply the Blockburger test in analyzing double jeopardy claims and can
dispense with the same evidence test.
d. Currier v. Virginia, __ U.S. __, 138 S.Ct. 2144 (2018) - Defendant was
charged with burglary, grand larceny, and possession of a firearm after having been
convicted of a violent felony. Defendant and the State agreed to sever the possession
charge from the burglary and grand larceny charges to avoid evidence of his prior
convictions during the trial for burglary and grand larceny, of which he was acquitted.
Some of the same evidence was presented at the possession trial, where defendant
was convicted. Because defendant consented to the severance his second trial and
resulting conviction did not violate the double jeopardy clause.
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e. State v. Thomas, 07-446 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/30/07) (unpublished opinion),
writ denied, 07-1471 (La. 4/18/08), 978 So.2d 345 - Relator’s double jeopardy claim
was precluded from review, as it was raised more than two years after his convictions
and sentences were final. See also State v. Griffin, 96-1562 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/19/97)
(unpublished opinion), writ denied, 97-2250 (La. 3/20/98), 715 So.2d 1201; State v.
Hardy, 09-176 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/3/09) (unpublished opinion), writ denied, 09-1532
(La. 4/16/10), 31 So.3d 1061; State v. Davis, 14-478 (La.App. 3 Cir. 9/10/14), 159
So.3d 482, writ denied, 14-2113 (La. 5/1/15), 169 So.3d 371.
f. Review of a double jeopardy claim where a plea of guilty was entered is
limited to review of the charging documents and plea colloquy. State v. Arnold, 011399 (La. 4/12/02), 816 So.2d 289.
*g. State v. Lemoine, 20-561 (La. 10/14/20), 302 So.3d 1103 - “‘The
applicable rule is that, where the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of
two distinct statutory provisions, the test to be applied to determine whether there are
two offenses or only one, is whether each provision requires proof of a fact which
the other does not.’ Blockburger, 284 U.S. at 304, 52 S.Ct. at 182 (emphasis added).
In finding one of the crimes requires proof of an element that the other does not, and
then reaching its conclusion, the court of appeal erred by conducting only one-half
of the analysis under Blockburger.”
8. Court Exceeded Jurisdiction
a. State v. Ervin, 06-273 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/11/06) (unpublished opinion) Relator, a juvenile at the time of his arrest, was charged with one count of attempted
first degree murder and two counts of false imprisonment. Subsequent to his plea of
guilty to the charges, relator filed a pleading asserting the trial court lacked
jurisdiction over the false imprisonment charges under La.Ch.Code art. 305, as false
imprisonment is not one of the enumerated felonies in art. 305. The trial court
interpreted relator’s motion as an application for post-conviction relief, and denied it
as untimely. This court stated, “[t]he trial court erred in denying Relator’s ‘Motion
to Correct Illegal Sentence’ as the trial court lacked jurisdiction to convict and
sentence Relator on the two counts of false imprisonment. La.Ch.Code arts. 303 and
305.”
9. Probation Revocation
a. State ex rel. Clavelle v. State, 02-1244 (La. 12/12/03), 861 So.2d 186 - “No
appeal lies from an order revoking probation . . . and while supervisory review
provides a direct means for contesting the trial court’s action, we have recognized
that post-conviction proceedings may also afford an avenue of relief.” Id. at 187
(citations omitted) (emphasis added). The court noted that, at the close of the
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revocation hearing, the trial court advised the unrepresented relator that he had “two
years from when the sentence becomes final to apply for post-conviction relief.”
Relator filed a post-conviction application within that time period and sought review
from the court of appeal within the return date set by the trial court after the denial
of his application. Thus, the supreme court concluded that relator attempted to
comply with what he reasonably believed were the procedural requirements for
preserving his claims for review.
b. Under Uniform Rules—Courts of Appeal, Rule 4-3, a defendant has thirty
days from the ruling revoking his probation, unless the trial court grants an extension,
to file a supervisory writ seeking review of his probation revocation.
c. DO NOT mention post-conviction relief or time limits at probation
revocation proceedings.
d. State v. Thurman, 17-881 (La.App. 3 Cir. 11/27/17) (unpublished opinion)
- Evidence of arrest, through the testimony of the probation officer, alone is
insufficient to revoke probation. Revocation for a condition not imposed by the trial
court is insufficient, and failure to determine whether relator was indigent when he
failed to pay fees was improper.
e. State v. George, 18-472 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/13/18) (unpublished opinion) The provisions of La.Code Crim.P. art. 900 are not limited to felony probation.
f. State v. Jennings, 18-831 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/30/19) (unpublished opinion) The trial court did not clearly state for the record under which trial court docket
number Relator’s probation was revoked. Mere reference to pages 67 and 69 of a
document not described or admitted into evidence does not satisfy the trial court’s
burden under La.Code Crim.P. art. 900(D). Thus, the trial court’s order revoking
Relator’s probation was vacated and the matter was remanded for further revocation
proceedings, if so urged by the State.
10. Reinstatement of Right to Appeal (Out-of-Time Appeal)
a. There is a constitutional right to an appeal in Louisiana. The right to an
appeal can only be waived by the defendant himself, and any waiver of the right must
be an informed one. State v. Simmons, 390 So.2d 504 (La.1980).
b. State v. Counterman, 475 So.2d 336 (La.1985):
1. If the delay for seeking an appeal has expired, the appropriate procedural
vehicle for seeking reinstatement of the right to appeal is an application for postconviction relief.
2. The defendant must establish that he was not advised of the right to appeal
or that his attorney was at fault in failing to timely file an appeal.
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3. In deciding whether to grant an out-of-time appeal, the trial court may
consider factors such as the length of the delay in defendant’s attempt to exercise the
right and the adverse effect upon the state caused by the delay.
4. The State must be given an opportunity to oppose the request.
c. State v. Counterman, 491 So.2d 86 (La.App. 1 Cir. 1986) - The first circuit
certified to the supreme court the following question, “In the instant case, since the
trial court failed to follow the Supreme Court’s directive in State v. Counterman, 475
So.2d 336 (La.1985), to consider defendant’s request for appeal as an application for
post conviction relief and to employ the proper procedures therefor, is this appeal
properly before this Court?”
d. State v. Counterman, 501 So.2d 766 (La.1987) - The supreme court stated,
“The appeal is properly before the Court of Appeal. It does not appear that the state
has complained of the district court’s failure to follow C.Cr.P. art. 927 or of the
district court’s granting of the out of time appeal.”
e. State v. S.J.I., 06-2649 (La. 6/22/07), 959 So.2d 483 - The supreme court
remanded a case to this court stating the following, “The judgment of the court of
appeal dismissing relator’s appeal and remanding the case to the district court for
further proceedings pursuant to State v. Counterman, 475 So.2d 336 (La.1985), is
vacated and this case is remanded to the court of appeal to address relator’s
assignments of error on the merits. Given the trial court’s granting of relator’s pro
se motion for appeal and its appointment of the Louisiana Appellate Project to
represent relator on appeal, and given the state’s failure to complain about any
procedural irregularities in the ordering of the out-of-time appeal, dismissal of the
present appeal and a remand to the district court to cure any defects under this Court’s
Counterman decision would only prolong the delay without serving any useful
purpose.”
f. State ex rel. Thurman v. State, 08-994 (La. 2/13/09), 1 So.3d 459 - Relator
raised the issue of his entitlement to an out-of-time appeal within the parameters
established by La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8, although he did not do so in the trial
court. The supreme court ordered the district court to hold a hearing to determine if
relator was entitled to an out-of-time appeal under Counterman stating, “neither the
prescriptive period of art. 930.8(A) nor the discretionary procedural bar of La.C.Cr.P.
art. 930.4(E) should operate to deprive relator of his constitutional right to appeal.”
g. State v. Johnson, 16-2232 (La. 3/9/18), 237 So.3d 1184 - The ruling
ordering the evidentiary hearing on defendant’s entitlement to an out-of-time appeal
was reversed, as defendant pled guilty pursuant to a negotiated agreement, was
sentenced in conformity therewith, and was informed at the time of his plea that he
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was waiving his right to appeal.
h. State v. Ellison, 18-2083 (La. 5/6/19), 268 So.3d 1026 - The district court’s
grant of an out-of-time appeal and appointment of appellate counsel was vacated for
failure to comply with State v. Counterman, 475 So.2d 336 (La.1985), and La.C.Cr.P.
arts. 924–930.7. The district court was directed to reconsider whether the applicant
would be granted an out-of-time appeal after affording the State the opportunity to
respond to the application.
i. State ex rel. Burton v. State, 17-1915 (La. 1/14/19), 261 So.3d 769 - Relator
was not entitled to an out-of-time appeal. By pleading guilty unconditionally, he
waived all non-jurisdictional defects in the proceedings leading to his conviction, and
he also failed to show that he was denied the effective assistance of counsel during
plea negotiations.
j. Garza v. Idaho, ___ U.S. ___, 139 S.Ct. 738 (2019) - “[N]o appeal waiver
serves as an absolute bar to all appellate claims.” Id. at 744. “[A] waived appellate
claim can still go forward if the prosecution forfeits or waives the waiver.” Id. at
745. Filing a notice of appeal is a simple, nonsubstantive act that is within the
defendant’s prerogative. Id. at 746. Simply filing a notice of appeal does not
necessarily breach a plea agreement. The decision whether to appeal is ultimately
the defendant’s to make. Id. at 746. Where a defendant expressly requests an appeal,
counsel performs deficiently by disregarding the defendant’s instructions. Id. The
defendant did retain a right to his appeal. “[H]e simply had fewer possible claims
than some other appellants. Especially because so much is unknown at the noticeof-appeal stage . . . .” Id. at 748. “When counsel’s deficient performance forfeits an
appeal that a defendant otherwise would have taken, the defendant gets a new
opportunity to appeal.” Id. at 749. The presumption of prejudice applies regardless
of whether a defendant has signed an appeal waiver. Where an attorney performed
deficiently in failing to file a notice of appeal despite the defendant’s express
instructions, prejudice is presumed with no further showing from the defendant of
the merits of his underlying claims. Id. at 750.
*k. Boyd v. State, 20-503 (La. 9/23/20), 301 So.3d 1153 - A defendant is not
required to seek reinstatement of his right to appeal before he can present a claim of
ineffective assistance of counsel by a timely-filed application for post-conviction
relief. La.Code Crim.P. art. 924.1 should not be construed as requiring that a
defendant pursue an appeal he has waived, forfeited, or does not want before he
applies for post-conviction relief. Counterman provides a mechanism by which a
defendant may seek reinstatement of his right to appeal after he has lost it. It does not
require that a defendant seek reinstatement of his right to appeal before he can
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present a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel by timely filed application for
post-conviction relief.
*l. State v. Burnley, 21-79 (La. 5/4/21), 315 So.3d 205 - Applicant is not
entitled to an out-of-time appeal. By pleading guilty unconditionally, he waived all
non-jurisdictional defects in the proceedings leading to his conviction, and he cannot
appeal or seek review of a sentence imposed in conformity with a plea agreement.
11. Intellectual Disability
a. State v. Reeves, 14-132 (La. 4/25/14), 137 So.3d 625 - The supreme court
found the pre-evidentiary hearing ordering the defendant to provide the State with
wide-ranging discovery and to submit to an examination conducted by an expert of
the State’s choosing was premature, as the court was not at the stage of the
proceedings making the ultimate determination of whether the defendant was
mentally retarded and therefore subject to execution but determining only whether
reasonable grounds exited for making that inquiry.
b. Brumfield v. Cain, 576 U.S. 305, 135 S.Ct. 2269 (2015) - The trial court’s
decision that Brumfield did not present sufficient evidence of mental impairment was
an unreasonable determination of the facts. Therefore, the federal district court could
review the state court’s decision. The state court’s decision rested on its
determination that Brumfield’s IQ score was not low enough to prove that he had
subaverage intelligence and that Brumfield did not show that his adaptive skills were
impaired. However, an IQ test has a margin of error that, if applied to the score in
this case, would place Brumfield in the category of subaverage intelligence;
therefore, the state court could not definitively preclude the possibility that Brumfield
satisfied this criterion, and to hold otherwise was unreasonable. Additionally, the
factual record presented to the state court provided sufficient evidence to question
Brumfield’s adaptive skills. Because Brumfield only needed to raise reasonable
doubt regarding his intellectual capacity to be entitled to an evidentiary hearing, the
state court’s decision that Brumfield did not meet that low threshold was
unreasonable.
c. Moore v. Texas, __ U.S. __, 137 S.Ct. 1039 (2017) - The non-scientific
factors applied by Texas were inappropriate for determination of intellectual
disability.
12. Jury Conduct
a. State v. Tyler, 13-913 (La. 11/22/13), 129 So.3d 1230 - The matter was
remanded for an evidentiary hearing at which relator would have the burden of
proving that improper consultation with the Bible occurred during jury deliberations
and it had a substantial and injurious effect in determining the jury’s verdict. At the
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hearing, the testimony of jurors was admissible to show the nature and the
circumstances of any reading of the Bible which took place during deliberations.
However, under La.Code Evid. art. 606(B), no juror would be allowed to testify to
the actual impact consultation of the Bible had on his mind or verdict or speculate as
to the impact it had on the mind of another juror.
b. Warger v. Shauers, 574 U.S. 40, 135 S.Ct. 521 (2014) - Federal Rule of
Evidence 606(b), which provides that certain juror testimony about events in the jury
room is not admissible during an inquiry into the validity of a verdict, bars a federal
court from considering evidence of a juror’s comments during deliberations that
indicated she lied during voir dire about her impartiality and ability to award
damages.
c. Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, __ U.S. __, 137 S.Ct. 855 (2017) - Where a
juror makes a clear statement that indicates he relied on racial stereotypes or animus
to convict a defendant, the Sixth Amendment requires that the no-impeachment rule,
Fed. Rule 606(b), give way in order to permit the trial court to consider the evidence
of the juror’s statement and any resulting denial of the jury trial guarantee.
D. Examples of Issues which may NOT be Raised in a PCR Application
1. Claims of excessiveness or other sentencing errors. State ex rel. Melinie v.
State, 93-1380 (La. 1/12/96), 665 So.2d 1172, called into question by State v. Harris,
18-1012 (La. 7/9/20), 2020 WL 3867207.
2. Habitual Offender
a. Generally, challenges to a multiple offender adjudication cannot be heard
on post-conviction relief. State v. Hebreard, 98-385 (La.App. 4 Cir. 3/25/98), 708
So.2d 1291. See also State v. Daniels, 00-3369 (La. 11/2/01), 800 So.2d 770; State
ex rel. Brown v. State, 03-2568 (La. 3/26/04), 870 So.2d 976; State v. Shepard, 051096 (La. 12/16/05), 917 So.2d 1086.
b. State v. Cotton, 09-2397 (La. 10/15/10), 45 So.3d 1030 - A habitual
offender adjudication constitutes sentencing for purposes of State ex rel. Melinie v.
State, 93-1380 (La. 1/12/96), 665 So.2d 1172, and La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.3. A
fortiori, relator’s claim that he received ineffective assistance of counsel at his
habitual offender adjudication was not cognizable on collateral review so long as the
sentence imposed fell within the range of the sentencing statutes. See also State v.
Young, 16-1003 (La. 12/15/17), 231 So.3d 619. *But See State v. Harris, 18-1012
(La. 7/9/20), 2020 WL 3867207; State v. Robinson, 19-1330 (La. 11/24/20), 304
So.3d 846.
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c. State v. Quinn, 14-1831 (La. 4/10/15), 163 So.3d 799 - The supreme court
found the court of appeal erred to the extent it granted partial relief and vacated
relator’s habitual offender adjudication and sentence. Consideration of any habitual
offender adjudication error is precluded. *But See State v. Harris, 18-1012 (La.
7/9/20), 2020 WL 3867207; State v. Robinson, 19-1330 (La. 11/24/20), 304 So.3d
846.
d. A claim contesting the refusal to vacate a habitual offender ruling can be
reviewed as an illegal sentence claim. See State v. Singleton, 09-1269 (La. 4/23/10),
33 So.3d 889.
e. State v. Moore, 14-1282 (La. 3/27/15), 164 So.3d 186 - Relator filed an
application for post-conviction relief claiming he received ineffective assistance of
counsel because counsel failed to object to the multiple bill on the basis that the
cleansing period had lapsed. The fourth circuit refused to consider the sentencing
error. The supreme court remanded the matter for consideration of the claim because
the fourth circuit’s opinion on appeal specifically stated the issue was preserved and
could be raised via application for post-conviction relief.
f. State v. Francis, 16-513 (La. 5/19/17), 220 So.3d 703 - Relator filed an
application for post-conviction relief claiming that appellate counsel was ineffective
for failing to raise an excessive sentence claim on appeal. The supreme court
addressed the issue, stating: “Considering the facts that the 25-year sentence is
substantial, the claim was preserved for review by filing a motion to reconsider
sentence, and the district court failed to observe the sentencing delay—and in light
of the dissenting view on appeal—this claim also merits further evidentiary
development. Although La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.3 ‘provides no basis for review of claims
of excessiveness or other sentencing error post-conviction,’ State ex rel. Melinie v.
State, 93-1380 (La. 1/12/96), 665 So.2d 1172, relator’s complaint that counsel erred
by failing to challenge the sentence on appeal is cognizable post-conviction and, in
fact, must be addressed on collateral review if it is to be addressed at all. Therefore,
we grant relator’s application in part to remand to the district court to conduct an
evidentiary hearing on relator’s claims that appellate counsel rendered ineffective
assistance by failing to challenge . . . the sentence as excessive.”
*g. State v. Harris, 18-1012 (La. 7/9/20), 2020 WL 3867207 - Harris was
adjudicated a habitual offender and sentenced to life imprisonment, which was
affirmed on appeal after a bare excessiveness review. See State v. Harris, 13-133
(La.App. 3 Cir. 12/11/13), 156 So.3d 694. Harris subsequently filed an application
for post-conviction relief wherein he alleged trial counsel was ineffective for failing
to file a motion to reconsider and the sentencing court was unaware it had the
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authority to deviate below the mandatory life sentence. The trial court denied
Harris’s claims. Harris filed a writ application, arguing counsel at the hearing on his
application for post-conviction relief was ineffective. This court denied relief. State
v. Harris, 17-545 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/24/18) (unpublished opinion). The supreme court
granted Harris’s writ application to address whether his claim that trial counsel was
ineffective at sentencing was cognizable on post-conviction review. The supreme
court, in addressing Melinie, stated: “The principle that claims of ineffective
assistance—whether at an original sentencing hearing or with regard to a habitual
offender adjudication—are not cognizable on collateral review originated in brief
writ dispositions only, and was never the subject of a reasoned opinion of the Court.”
Id. at 12-13. The court further stated “several leaps of logic are necessary” to get
from what is written in the post-conviction articles to the notion that ineffective
assistance of counsel at sentencing is not cognizable on collateral review. Id.at 14.
The supreme court went on to state that direct review was ill suited for such
claims. It noted Harris’s complaints that counsel’s ineffectiveness at the habitual
offender sentencing resulted in his constitutionally excessive life sentence and that
counsel did not inform the trial court that it could deviate downward from a statutory
minimum sentencing provision of La.R.S. 15:529.1. It them stated: “An objectively
reasonable standard of performance requires that counsel be aware of the sentencing
options in the case and ensure that all reasonably available mitigating information
and legal arguments are presented to the court. Since Louisiana law prohibits
excessive sentences, and requires that individual circumstances be considered,
counsel acts unprofessionally when he fails to conduct a reasonable investigation into
factors which may warrant a downward departure from the mandatory minimum.”
Id. at 19. “Counsel’s failure to object to the sentence or file a motion to reconsider
at the habitual offender proceedings deprived defendant of an important judicial
determination by the trial court, and also failed to correct any inaccurate assumptions
concerning the law and the court’s capacity to deviate downward if warranted. This
failure also deprived the appellate court of an opportunity to review the district
court’s decisions (or errors of law), as well as deprived it of the opportunity to review
any evidence in support of defendant’s excessiveness claim that he could have put
into the record before the trial court.” Id. The court noted it made an exception to
Melinie in Francis. Therefore, in the interest of justice, it would do the same for
Harris. The supreme court remanded the matter to the trial court to conduct an
evidentiary hearing on Harris’s claim that trial counsel rendered ineffective
assistance at sentencing.
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In his concurrence, Justice Crichton stated that Melinie was wrongly decided
and should be overruled. “The majority opinion, however, leaves it to the reader to
surmise as to the impact of the majority’s ruling and does not explicitly reveal that
Melinie is overruled.”
*h. State v. Robinson, 19-1330 (La. 11/24/20), 304 So.3d 846 - Robinson was
adjudicated a fourth offender and sentenced to life imprisonment. The supreme court
noted that counsel for Robinson filed a motion to reconsider sentence but counsel
was unaware of the holding in State v. Dorthey, 623 So.2d 1276 (La.1993), allowing
for a downward departure from a mandatory penalty. Thus, counsel did not seek a
downward departure on the basis that a life sentence was excessive. “Due to
counsel’s error, the trial court did not consider whether a downward departure was
warranted, and the trial record was not fully developed with regard to this question.”
Id. at 847. On appeal, the first circuit performed a review much like a bare
excessiveness review and upheld Robinson’s sentence. See State v. Robinson, 121731 (La.App. 1 Cir. 4/26/13) 2013 WL 1791051, writ denied, 13-1234 (La.
11/22/13), 126 So.3d 480. In 2018, Robinson filed a motion to correct illegal
sentence challenging his life sentence. The trial court granted the motion, but the
first circuit reversed the trial court’s ruling. The supreme court addressed the issue:
“These proceedings occurred before our recent decision in State v. Harris, where we
held that an “ineffective assistance of counsel at sentencing claim is cognizable
on collateral review.” Because the case had never been evaluated by any court in
light of the decision in Harris, and because Robinson presented a prima facie claim
of ineffective assistance of counsel at sentencing meriting an evidentiary hearing,
Robinson’s writ application was granted. The ruling of the court of appeal was
reversed, and the matter was remanded to the district court to reconsider its ruling in
light of Harris and to conduct an evidentiary hearing on the claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel at sentencing.
Justice Crain dissented. He noted Robinson had already asserted his mandatory
life sentence was excessive, warranting a downward departure. The issue was
analyzed by the first circuit, and the claim was denied. Moreover, Robinson’s writ
application to the supreme court, based solely on his excessive sentence argument,
was unanimously denied. Robinson’s sentence was not illegal, and the first circuit’s
ruling on the motion to correct illegal sentence was correct. Justice Crain continued:
“There is no explanation why this repetitive claim, fully litigated on direct appeal, is
not precluded by Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure article 930.3. . . . Although
the Harris majority characterized its holding as an ‘exception to Melinie,’ that
opinion is now being used as authority in this case to vacate a sentence on collateral
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review where (1) the sentence was legally imposed, (2) the constitutionality of the
sentence was judicially reviewed and upheld on direct appeal, (3) defendant makes
no express claim of ineffective assistance of counsel at sentencing, (4) the relief
granted defendant was based on statutory amendments not applicable to the sentence,
and (5) the mandatory sentence is declared unconstitutional without any
determination that defendant is ‘exceptional’ under Dorthey. If any remnant of
Melinie survived Harris, today it is buried. Collateral review of sentences is no longer
the exception; it is the rule. In fact, by ignoring the repetitive nature of this claim,
one can reasonably question whether there are any procedural bars to reviewing any
sentence at any time.”
*i. State v. Robinson, 20-427 (La.App. 5 Cir. 3/8/21) 2021 WL 863395 Robinson filed a “Motion to Correct Illegal Sentence and Hold a Dorthey Hearing.”
The trial court denied the motion, finding Robinson did not point to an illegal term
in his sentence. In his writ application to the fifth circuit, Robinson argued the trial
court erred in refusing to recognize its authority to use discretion to reduce his
sentence pursuant to Dorthey and failing to articulate a basis under La.Code Crim.P.
art. 894.1(C) for not deviating from the maximum sentence. The fifth circuit
acknowledged that Robinson had been sentenced to life as a habitual offender. The
fifth circuit noted trial counsel argued that the district court should consider a
downward departure and objected to the sentence but did not file a motion to
reconsider sentence after the trial court incorrectly determined it did not have
discretion to consider whether the minimum sentence mandated by La. R.S. 15:529.1
was constitutionally excessive. Relator eventually raised the constitutional
excessiveness issue in his third appeal but, since he had not raised the issue in his
prior consolidated appeal, the fifth circuit declined to consider the issue and affirmed
Relator’s conviction and sentence. State v. Robinson, 12-22 (La. App. 5 Cir.
10/16/12), 102 So.3d 922, 926, writ denied, 12-2434 (La. 4/12/13), 111 So.3d 1017.
The court stated: “Although Relator’s trial counsel argued that the trial court could
perform a Dorthey analysis and consider reducing Relator’s habitual offender
sentence, trial counsel did not formally file a motion to reconsider sentence. Also,
Relator’s appellate counsel for his first two appeals did not assign the alleged
excessive sentence as error in its brief. Thus, we find that Relator has presented a
prima facie claim of ineffective assistance of (trial and appellate) counsel, similar
to the defendants in Cardell Robinson, Harris, and Francis, but, in this case, the
issue is not properly before us.” Counsel submitted an alternative request for relief
and asked the supreme court to remand the matter for an evidentiary hearing to
determine whether Robinson received ineffective assistance of counsel during
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sentencing by way of a letter to the Court’s Clerk of Court pursuant to Uniform Rules
– Rule 2-12.6.1. The court granted the writ for the limited purpose of remanding the
matter to the trial court, and ordered the district court to grant Robinson leave of court
to either amend his motion to correct illegal sentence, or file a PCR, and hold an
evidentiary hearing on the claims of ineffective assistance of counsel within fortyfive days of its receipt of the pleading.
The supreme court denied writs. However, Justice Crain would have granted
the writ to revisit Robinson, 304 So.3d 846, and Harris, which he said were wrongly
decided. State v. Robinson, 21-485 (La. 5/25/21), ___ So.3d ___.
3. Non-jurisdictional defects
a. A guilty plea waives all non-jurisdictional defects in the proceedings
leading to the plea. State v. Starks, 01-1078 (La. 3/28/02), 812 So.2d 638. See also
State ex rel. Nelson v. State, 15-1990 (La. 2/3/17), 209 So.3d 695 - By pleading
guilty, relator waived review of all non-jurisdictional defects in the proceedings prior
to the plea. State v. McKinney, 406 So.2d 160, 161 (La.1981). This includes
ineffective assistance of counsel that occurs prior to entry of the guilty plea. State v.
Holder, 99-1747 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/11/00), 771 So.2d 780. See State v. Crosby, 338
So.2d 584 (La.1976) for a list of jurisdictional defects. However, under Crosby a
defendant’s guilty plea can be expressly conditioned upon his right to obtain
appellate review of pre-plea rulings urged as reversibly erroneous.
b. State v. Jenkins, 419 So.2d 463 (La.1982) - The defendant alleged defense
counsel was ineffective for failing to call him as a witness at the motion to quash
hearing. The supreme court held the defendant pled guilty, thus, waiving any nonjurisdictional defects such as the alleged ineffective assistance of counsel.
c. But see State v. West, 09-2810 (La. 12/10/10), 50 So.3d 148 - The supreme
court stated: “The court of appeal erred to the extent that it implied that relator’s
claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was waived as a ‘non-jurisdictional defect’
by entering guilty pleas to the charged crimes. Established jurisprudence of this Court
provides that the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments and La. Const. art. I, § 2 and §
13 protect a defendant pleading guilty. ‘When a defendant enters a counseled plea of
guilty, this court will review the quality of counsel’s representation in deciding
whether the plea should be set aside.’ The two-part test of Strickland v. Washington,
466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984), applies to challenges of guilty
pleas based on claims of ineffective assistance of counsel.”
d. State ex rel. Slaughter v. State, 16-372 (La. 5/26/17), 220 So.3d 723 Relator pled guilty unconditionally, waiving all non-jurisdictional defects in the
proceedings leading to his conviction. Relator also failed to show that he was denied
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effective assistance of counsel during plea negotiations. See also State ex rel. Rainey
v. State, 16-1439 (La. 10/27/17), 228 So.3d 193.
e. Missouri v. Frye, 566 U.S. 134, 132 S.Ct. 1399 (2012) - The Sixth
Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel in criminal cases includes the
right to notice from one’s attorney of the terms of a plea offer from the prosecution.
Failure to convey such terms to the defendant violates that right. To obtain relief,
however, the defendant must still establish a reasonable probability that, had he
received effective assistance of counsel, (a) the defendant would have accepted the
plea offer, (b) the resulting plea agreement would have been entered by the court, and
(c) that agreement would have resulted in a plea to a lesser charge or a lighter
sentence than was actually imposed.
f. Lafler v. Cooper, 566 U.S. 156, 132 S.Ct. 1376 (2012) - A defendant who
(a) rejects a plea offer based on legal advice so deficient that it violates the Sixth
Amendment, and (b) is later convicted at trial and receives a harsher sentence can
seek reconsideration of his sentence if he can show a reasonable probability that, but
for the ineffective assistance of counsel, (1) the plea agreement would have been
presented to and accepted by the court, and (2) the subsequent conviction and
sentence (or both) under that plea agreement would have been less severe than the
judgment and sentence that were actually imposed.
g. State v. Birtha, 10-2526 (La. 2/10/12), 81 So.3d 649 - The district court was
ordered to appoint counsel to represent relator and to conduct an evidentiary hearing
on his claims that he was constructively denied the representation of counsel when
the trial court appointed counsel on the morning of trial and the day after relator’s
retained counsel failed to appear, and appointed counsel rendered ineffective
assistance of counsel by pressing relator to plead guilty.
V. PROCEDURAL OBJECTIONS
A. Pending Appeal
If an appeal is pending, the person in custody may not file an application for
post-conviction relief. La.Code Crim.P. art. 924.1.
B. Raised on Appeal
If a claim was fully litigated on appeal or in a prior PCR application, the claim
shall be denied as repetitive. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(A).
1. Although an appellate court may invoke the procedural bar in La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.4(A), the legislature directed the discretionary procedural bars of
La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(B)-(E) to district court judges who, in appropriate cases,
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may, but need not, invoke them to deny relief or dismiss an application. Carlin v.
Cain, 97-2390 (La. 3/13/98), 706 So.2d 968.
2. State v. Ford, 96-2919 (La. 5/30/97), 694 So.2d 917 (citations omitted) “The trial court may not avoid the procedural bars of La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.4 and
La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.8 by ‘reconsidering’ an application for post-conviction relief on
which it has earlier ruled, especially when, as here, this Court has considered and
rejected the claims.”
a. State ex rel. Washington v. State, 15-1878 (La. 2/17/17), 211 So.3d 376 Relator showed no error in the district court’s refusal to reconsider his motion to
withdraw his guilty plea because a district court may not reconsider an application
for post-conviction relief on which it has earlier ruled.
b. State v. Galle, 15-1734 (La. 3/13/17) 212 So.3d 1164 - The district court’s
ruling denying post-conviction relief was vacated and the matter remanded for an
evidentiary hearing to determine whether exclusion of the grand jury testimony at
trial, which the state disclosed before trial pursuant to Brady, impeded relator’s
fundamental right to present a defense and whether trial counsel rendered ineffective
assistance with regard to litigating the admissibility of this evidence and
demonstrating its importance to the defense. Notwithstanding the court of appeal’s
finding on direct review there was no error in the trial court’s ruling excluding the
grand jury testimony and the procedural bar against repetitive claims, the interest of
justice required revisiting the issues in a case in which relator’s defense was that the
state’s sole eyewitness misidentified him, and the state disclosed the testimony at
issue because it directly contradicted that eyewitness account.
C. Failed to Raise in Trial Court
If the petitioner had knowledge of a claim and inexcusably failed to raise it in
the proceedings leading to the conviction, the court shall deny relief. La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.4(B).
D. Failed to Pursue on Appeal
“If the application alleges a claim which the petitioner raised in the trial court
and inexcusably failed to pursue on appeal, the court shall deny relief.” La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.4(C).
E. Successive Application
1. A successive application shall be dismissed if it fails to raise a new or
different claim or raises a new or different claim that was inexcusably omitted from
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a prior application. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(D)(E).
2. Beginning September 18, 2015, some Louisiana Supreme Court per curiams
include language stating the post-conviction procedure envisions the filing of a
second or successive application only under the narrow circumstances provided in
La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4 and within the limitation period found in La.Code Crim.P.
art. 930.8. The court points out that in 2013 the legislature amended art. 930.4 to
make the procedural bar against successive applications mandatory. The court
further states: “Relator’s claims are now all fully litigated in state collateral
proceedings in accordance with La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.6, and the denial of relief has
become final. Hereafter, unless relator can show that one of the narrow exceptions
authorizing the filing of a successive application applies, relator has exhausted his
right to state collateral review.” State ex rel. Stevenson v. Cain, 15-1084 (La.
9/25/15), 175 So.3d 392. As of October 30, 2015, those supreme court per curiams
order the district court to record a minute entry consistent with the per curiam. See
State v. Singleton, 15-765 (La. 10/30/15), 178 So.3d 556.
3. State v. Robertson, 18-1006 (La. 5/20/19), 271 So.3d 190 - Applicant’s
claimed violation of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed.2d 215
(1963), overcomes the procedural bars of La.Code Crim.P. arts. 930.4(E) and
930.8(A) pursuant to the exception set out in La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(A)(1).
4. State v. Newton, 17-926 (La. 2/11/19), 263 So.3d 421 - The discovery of
new evidence excepting a claim from the prescriptive period of La.Code Crim.P. art.
930.8 would necessarily except a claim from the repetitiveness bars of La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.4
F. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(F)
“If the court considers dismissing an application for failure of the petitioner to
raise the claim in the proceedings leading to conviction, failure to urge the claim on
appeal, or failure to include the claim in a prior application, the court shall order the
petitioner to state reasons for his failure. If the court finds that the failure was
excusable, it shall consider the merits of the claim.” La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(F).
1. In State ex rel. Rice v. State, 99-496 (La. 11/12/99), 749 So.2d 650, the
court stated, “[t]he Uniform Application thus in most cases both provides an inmate
with an opportunity to explain his failure to raise a claim earlier and provides the
district judge with enough information to undertake the informed exercise of his
discretion and to determine whether default of an application under La.C.Cr.P. art.
930.4(B), art. 930.4(C), or art. 930.4(E) is appropriate. Proper use of the Uniform
Application thus satisfies the requirements of La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.4(F) without the
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need for further filings, formal proceedings, or a hearing.”
2. State v. Office, 15-171 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/15) (unpublished opinion) Relator did not use the Uniform Application and the matter was remanded for
compliance with art. 930.4(F).
*G. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.4(G)
“Notwithstanding any provision of this Title to the contrary, the state may
affirmatively waive any procedural objection pursuant to this Article. Such waiver
shall be express and in writing and filed by the state into the district court record.”
VI. TIME LIMITATION.
A. La.Code Crim.P art. 930.8 - An application for post-conviction relief,
including one seeking reinstatement of the right to appeal (i.e., an out-of-time
appeal), must be filed within two years of the finality of the judgment of conviction
and sentence, unless an exception applies.
1. State ex rel. Glover v. State, 93-2330, 94-2101, 94-2197 (La. 9/5/95), 660
So.2d 1189, abrogated in part on other grounds by State ex rel. Olivieri v. State, 00172, 00-1767 (La. 2/21/01), 779 So.2d 735, cert. denied, 533 U.S. 936, 121 S.Ct.
2566 (2001), and cert. denied, 534 U.S. 892, 122 S.Ct. 208 (2001), held:
a. The time limit in art. 930.8 does not violate the federal or Louisiana due
process clauses, the federal or Louisiana habeas corpus clauses, the Louisiana
guarantee to the right of access to courts, or the federal or Louisiana ex post facto
clauses.
b. The untimeliness of an application for post-conviction relief can be
recognized by an appellate court even if the trial court considered the merits of the
application.
B. Finality of Judgment of Conviction and Sentence
1. No appeal filed - If no appeal is filed, the judgment of conviction and
sentence becomes final upon the expiration of the time limitation for seeking an
appeal (30 days after the rendition of the judgment or from the ruling on a timely
filed motion for reconsideration of sentence). La.Code Crim.P. arts. 914(B).
2. Appeal filed - A judgment of an appellate court becomes final when the
delay for applying for a rehearing (14 days from date of rendition of judgment) has
expired when no application is filed or the date the rehearing is denied when a timely
application for rehearing is filed. La.Code Crim.P. art. 922(A) - (C). “If an
application for a writ of review is timely filed with the supreme court, the judgment
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of the appellate court from which the writ of review is sought becomes final when
the supreme court denies the writ.” La.Code Crim.P. art. 922(D). A writ of review
to the supreme court must be filed within 30 days of the mailing of notice of the
original judgment of the court of appeal, if a timely filed application for rehearing is
not filed, or within 30 days of the mailing of notice of the judgment on a timely filed
application for rehearing. Supreme Court Rules, Rule 10, § 5.
3. Ohlsson v. State, 16-1186 (La. 11/17/17), 229 So.3d 921 - Though the
supreme court issued an order denying relator’s writ after the court of appeal affirmed
his convictions and sentences on direct review, his writ was untimely pursuant to
La.S.Ct.R. X, § 5(a). In accordance with La.Code Crim.P. art. 922, his convictions
and sentences became final 14 days after the Fifth Circuit affirmed them.
4. “Resentencing alone does not restart the . . . time period for applying for
post-conviction relief.” State ex rel. Rushing v. Whitley, 93-2722 (La. 11/13/95), 662
So.2d 464.
5. Although resentencing alone does not restart the prescriptive period for
filing a post-conviction relief application, the prescriptive period does not initially
begin to run until the judgment of conviction and sentence have become final. State
ex rel. Frazier v. State, 03-242 (La. 2/6/04), 868 So.2d 9.
6. An out-of-time appeal restarts the time limit for applying for postconviction relief. State ex rel. Campbell v. Whitley, 93-677 (La. 10/27/95), 661 So.2d
1367.
7. Extension of Time Limits - State v. Celestine, 04-1130 (La.App. 3 Cir.
2/2/05), 894 So.2d 1197, writ denied, 05-1401 (La. 2/17/06), 924 So.2d 1001 - This
court dismissed an appeal when the application for post-conviction relief, which
sought an out-of-time appeal, was not timely filed under La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8.
This court found the time bar in art. 930.8 is jurisdictional; therefore, a trial court has
no authority to extend the time limit provided therein.
8. State v. Shelton, 09-2071 (La. 1/29/10), 26 So.3d 745 - When the trial court
denied the motion to withdraw plea, it necessarily denied the contemporaneously
filed motion to reconsider the sentence that had been imposed as part of a plea
bargain. Therefore, review of the motion to reconsider sentence by the trial court
eight years later was improper.
9. State v. Brumfield, 13-2390 (La. 11/14/14), 152 So.3d 870 - Relator pled
guilty on the same day in 1999 to six charges, including one count of armed robbery
that was the basis of his habitual offender sentence. In 2008, he raised a conflict of
interest claim attacking the guilty plea to armed robbery. The trial court determined
the claim was precluded by La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(A). In 2011, on relator’s
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motion, the district court imposed sentence for the first time on the five other
convictions. In 2012, the district court resentenced relator on the armed robbery, reimposing the same habitual offender sentence. Relator filed another application for
post-conviction relief challenging all six convictions on the basis of conflict of
interest. The supreme court found the time limits did not begin to run anew when
the district court vacated the habitual offender sentence originally imposed in 1999
and resentenced him to the same term in 2012. Additionally, the window for
attacking the armed robbery was not reopened when the district court imposed
sentence on five counts in 2011.
C. Date of Filing
State ex rel. Egana v. State, 00-2351 (La. 9/22/00), 771 So.2d 638 - The court
of appeal was directed to review the filing to determine if it was timely under the
“mailbox rule” of Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266, 108 S.Ct. 2379 (1988), which held
that pro se prisoners’ notices of appeal are filed at the moment of deliver to prison
authorities for forwarding to the district court.
D. Informing Defendant of Prescriptive Period
1. At the time of sentencing, the trial court shall inform the defendant of the
prescriptive period for seeking post-conviction relief. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8.
2. While art. 930.8 requires the trial court to inform the defendant of the
prescriptive period for seeking post-conviction relief, it does not provide a remedy
for an individual defendant who is not so advised. State ex rel. Glover v. State, 932330, 94-2101, 94-2197 (La. 9/5/95), 660 So.2d 1189, abrogated in part on other
grounds by State ex rel. Olivieri v. State, 00-172, 00-1767 (La. 2/21/01), 779 So.2d
735, cert. denied, 533 U.S. 936, 121 S.Ct. 2566 (2001), and cert. denied, 534 U.S.
892, 122 S.Ct. 208 (2001).
a. The trial court cannot grant an extension for seeking post-conviction relief
based on its failure to inform relator of the time limitations for filing same. State v.
Brumfield, 09-1084 (La. 9/2/09), 16 So.3d 1161.
VII. EXCEPTIONS TO THE TIME LIMITATION
A. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(A) provides:
*(1) The application alleges, and the petitioner proves or the state admits, that
the facts upon which the claim is predicated were not known to the petitioner or his
prior attorneys. Further, the petitioner shall prove that he exercised diligence in
attempting to discover any post-conviction claims that may exist. “Diligence” for the
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purposes of this Article is a subjective inquiry that shall take into account the
circumstances of the petitioner. Those circumstances shall include but are not limited
to the educational background of the petitioner, the petitioner’s access to formally
trained inmate counsel, the financial resources of the petitioner, the age of the
petitioner, the mental abilities of the petitioner, or whether the interests of justice will
be served by the consideration of new evidence. New facts discovered pursuant to
this exception shall be submitted to the court within two years of discovery. If the
petitioner pled guilty or nolo contendere to the offense of conviction and is
seeking relief pursuant to Code of Criminal Procedure Article 926.2 and five
years or more have elapsed since the petitioner pled guilty or nolo contendere
to the offense of conviction, he shall not be eligible for the exception provided
for by this Subparagraph.
(2) The claim asserted in the petition is based upon a final ruling of an
appellate court establishing a theretofore unknown interpretation of constitutional
law and petitioner establishes that this interpretation is retroactively applicable to his
case, and the petition is filed within one year of the finality of such ruling.
(3) The application would already be barred by the provisions of this Article,
but the application is filed on or before October 1, 2001, and the date on which the
application was filed is within three years after the judgment of conviction and
sentence has become final.
(4) The person asserting the claim has been sentenced to death.
*(5) The petitioner qualifies for the exception to timeliness in Article 926.1.
*(6) The petitioner qualifies for the exception to timeliness in Article 926.2.
B. Facts Not Known
1. Late realization that an error may have occurred at trial does not qualify as
the discovery of a new fact for purposes of the exception in La.Code Crim.P. art.
930.8(A). State v. Parker, 98-256 (La. 5/8/98), 711 So.2d 694.
2. Due Diligence
a. In State v. Obney, 99-592 (La.App. 3 Cir. 8/11/99), 746 So.2d 24, writ
denied, 99-2667 (La. 5/5/00), 760 So.2d 1190, relator filed an application for postconviction relief asserting that “the testimony of a State forensic witness in his case,
which was given during a 1991 action for civil damages resulting from the death of
the child victim in Relator’s case, was at variance with the witness’s trial testimony
concerning the time of death.” Id. at 26. The relator claimed the “documents
detailing the 1991 civil trial testimony were ‘obtained’ by Relator’s family members
at an unspecified date and ‘delivered’ to certain attorneys ‘in fall of 1997.’” Id. This
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court rejected relator’s contention that there was no due diligence requirement in the
discovery of the material. In denying the writ in Obney, the supreme court stated,
“[r]esult is correct.”
b. “The fact that relator discovered the new facts before the prescriptive period
had run but did not file until after it had run does not make his application untimely.
Instead, if delays caused by matters outside the control of the state have prejudiced
the state, it may invoke La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.8(B) and demand a hearing on that issue.”
State v. Lanieu, 03-2640 (La. 10/1/04), 885 So.2d 512 (additional citations omitted).
But see La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(A)(1)’s requirement that the PCR be filed within
two years of discovery.
c. “Because the state makes a substantial showing that relator received the
1988 crime lab report before he entered his guilty plea, this Court remands the case
to the district court to reconsider its conclusion that the state’s withholding of
exculpatory evidence in violation of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194,
10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963), vitiated the voluntariness of relator’s pleas entered under
North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 91 S.Ct. 160, 27 L.Ed.2d 162 (1970).” State
v. Kenner, 05-1052 (La. 12/16/05), 917 So.2d 1081.
d. “Relator’s discovery of arguably suppressed evidence allows his untimely
filing without regard to his diligence in seeking the suppressed material. La.C.Cr.P.
art. 930.8(A)(1); La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.8(B); Carlin v. Cain, 97-2390 (La. 3/13/98), 706
So.2d 968.” State ex rel. Walker v. State, 04-714 (La. 1/27/06), 920 So.2d 213
(additional citations omitted). But see the two year filing requirement in La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.8(A)(1).
1. Late discovery of Brady material warrants a hearing. State v. Williams, 091750 (La. 5/28/10), 35 So.3d 255. But see State v. Singer, 09-2167 (La. 10/1/10), 45
So.3d 171, in which the supreme court found that statements made by a co-defendant
after he completed his sentence did not constitute “new, material, noncumulative and
conclusive evidence, which meets an extraordinarily high standard, which
undermine[s] the prosecution’s entire case.”
2. State v. Duncan, 08-2244 (La. 1/22/10), 26 So.3d 148 - An evidentiary
hearing was mandated for a claim involving untimely discovery of a police report
and alleged suppression of impeachment evidence. Also, judicial economy
warranted review of other claims not originally presented to the trial court in the
application for post-conviction relief.
3. An evidentiary hearing is not required for Brady claims where relator’s own
statement is inculpatory and would not “absolve Relator of the crime of which he
was convicted.” State v. Matthews, 09-493 (La. 12/18/09), 23 So.3d 898.
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4. State v. Dietz, 16-1538 (La. 1/28/19), 262 So.3d 278 - The district court
erred in summarily dismissing an application for post-conviction relief asserting
ineffective assistance of counsel which was based in part on a sealed videotaped
interview with the victim, to which post-conviction counsel did not obtain access
until 2016. The matter was remanded for an evidentiary hearing.
C. New Ruling/Interpretation of Constitutional Law
1. Relators who were under the age of 18 when they committed a homicide
have recently filed applications for post-conviction relief based on the alleged
retroactivity of the United States Supreme Court’s recent opinion in Miller v.
Alabama, 567 U.S. 460 , 132 S.Ct. 2455 (2012). In Miller, the Supreme Court held
that a defendant under the age of 18 at the time he committed a homicide cannot
automatically be sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. Instead, the
Supreme Court held the sentencing court must hold a hearing to consider mitigating
factors, such as the defendant’s youth, before imposing the severe penalty.
2. State v. Montgomery, 13-1163 (La. 6/28/16), 194 So.3d 606 - Relator, who
was convicted of murder and sentenced to life without parole for a crime he
committed as a juvenile, moved to correct an illegal sentence. The Nineteenth
Judicial District Court denied the motion, and the Louisiana Supreme Court denied
his application for supervisory writ. Relator sought review in the United States
Supreme Court, which found the holding in Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S. 460, 132
S.Ct. 2455 (2012), announced a substantive rule of constitutional law that applied
retroactively. Montgomery v. Louisiana, 577 U.S. 190, 136 S.Ct. 718 (2016). On
remand from the United States Supreme Court, the Louisiana Supreme Court vacated
Relator’s sentence and remanded the matter to the district court for resentencing
pursuant to La.Code Crim.P. art. 878.1. The supreme court indicated the district
court, in determining whether relator would be granted or denied parole eligibility,
could deem as relevant the general sentencing guidelines set forth in La.Code Crim.P.
art. 894.1 as well as other states’ legislative enumeration of factors to be considered
in sentencing a juvenile to life imprisonment. The supreme court directed the district
court to issue reasons setting forth the factors it considered to aid in appellate review
of the sentence imposed at resentencing.
3. State ex rel. Hudson v. State, 16-1731 (La. 1/9/17), 208 So.3d 882 Appellate jurisdiction for review of a new sentence imposed under Miller is vested
in the intermediate court of appeal.
4. State v. Johnston, 16-1460 (La. 6/5/17), 221 So.3d 46 - Juvenile was
charged with aggravated rape and entered a plea to the reduced charge of attempted
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aggravated rape. On appeal, the juvenile argued his guilty plea was not intelligently
entered because he was unaware that a juvenile non-homicide offender could no
longer be sentenced to a term of life without parole eligibility. Under Graham v.
Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 130 S.Ct. 2011 (2010), the juvenile would have been eligible
for parole after 30 years of a life sentence if he had pled guilty to aggravated rape.
However, his plea to attempted aggravated rape subjected him to a sentence without
benefit of parole for the entire 50-year sentence. The supreme court remanded the
matter to the district court for an evidentiary hearing, noting the juvenile was
arguably worse off in the context of parole eligibility raising the possibility he was
misadvised regarding his sentencing exposure. Additionally, the precise sentencing
advisements he received were unclear.
5. State v. Green, 16-107 (La. 6/29/17), 225 So.3d 1033, cert. denied, __ U.S.
__, 138 S.Ct. 459 (2017), - Defendant was adjudicated a third offender and sentenced
under La.R.S. 15:529.1 to life without benefits for a home invasion committed as a
juvenile. The court found Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 130 S.Ct. 2011 (2010),
was applicable to a defendant who was adjudicated and sentenced as a habitual
offender to life without parole for an offense committed as a juvenile. The court held
the sentence was illegal and could be corrected at any time and amended the sentence
to delete the restriction on parole eligibility.
6. State ex rel. Morgan v. State, 15-100 (La. 10/19/16), 217 So.3d 266 Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 130 S.Ct. 2011 (2010), applied to the juvenile’s 99year sentence without parole insofar as it was the functional equivalent of a life
sentence and denied him a meaningful opportunity for release. Because it was an
effective life sentence, the sentence was rendered illegal and could be corrected at
any time under La.Code Crim.P. art. 882.
*7. State v. James, 20-68 (La. 4/27/20), 295 So.3d 388 - The decision in Seals
v. McBee, 898 F.3d 587 (5th Cir. 2018), which found La.R.S. 14:122
unconstitutionally broad, is persuasive authority but is not binding on state courts.
*8. State v. Pierre, 19-739 (La. App. 3 Cir. 5/24/21) (unpublished opinion) State v. Curley, 16-1708 (La. 6/27/18), 250 So.3d 236, addressing the admissibility
of evidence of Battered Woman’s Syndrome, did not establish a new interpretation
of constitutional law. See also State v. Clark, 19-727 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/25/21)
(unpublished opinion).
*9. Ramos v. Louisiana, 590 U.S. ___, 140 S.Ct. 1390 (2020) - Nonunanimous verdicts are not permissible under the Sixth Amendment to the
Constitution, and the prohibition applies to the states through the Fourteenth
Amendment.
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*a. State v. Moore, 21-579 (La.App. 1 Cir. 7/19/21), 2021 WL 3033573 Ramos is inapplicable to defendants convicted of a serious offense by a unanimous
jury verdict. Moreover, the jury instructions regarding the numbers of jurors required
to convict were not erroneous, as they were based upon the law in effect at the time
of defendant’s jury trial.
*b. State v. Rodgers, 21-190 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/14/21), 318 So.3d 315 - The
Constitution requires unanimity in all verdicts, not just guilty verdicts.
*c. Edwards v. Vannoy, ___ U.S. ___, 141 S.Ct. 1547 (2021) - Ramos does
not apply retroactively on federal collateral review. The Louisiana Supreme Court
has not expressly addressed the applicability of Ramos on state collateral review.
D. Prejudice to the State
1. “An application for post conviction relief which is timely filed, or which is
allowed under an exception to the time limitation as set forth in Paragraph A of this
Article, shall be dismissed upon a showing by the state of prejudice to its ability to
respond to, negate or rebut the allegations of the petition caused by events not under
the control of the state which have transpired since the date of the original conviction,
if the court finds, after a hearing limited to that issue, that the state’s ability to respond
to, negate, or rebut such allegations has been materially prejudiced thereby.”
La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8(B).
2. State ex rel. Medford v. Whitley, 95-1187 (La. 1/26/96), 666 So.2d 652 “[T]he district court is ordered to determine if the relator’s claim based on the facts
not known both ‘allege[s] a claim which, if established, would entitle[] [relator] to
relief’ under La.Code Crim.Proc. art. 928 and also raises factual or legal issues which
cannot ‘be resolved based upon the application and answer and supporting
documents’ under La.Code Crim.Proc. art. 929. If relator’s claim based on facts not
known meets the threshold tests set out in Article 928 and Article 929, the district
court must hold a hearing pursuant to La.Code Crim.Proc. art. 930.8 A(1) and B at
which it will determine (1) whether relator has proved, or the state concedes, that his
Brady claim rests on facts not disclosed to him or his attorney; and (2) if so, whether
the state has been prejudiced in its ‘ability to respond to, negate, or rebut the
allegations of the petition . . . by events not under the control of the state which have
transpired since the date of [relator’s] original conviction . . . .’ In this context, the
withholding of exculpatory evidence under certain circumstances may constitute an
event ‘under the control of the state’ for purposes of La.Code Crim.Proc. art. 930.8
B.
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If the state does not show prejudice from the delay, the court must proceed to
an adjudication on the merits of relator’s Brady claim.”
3. State v. Colvin, 17-1840 (La. 2/11/19), 263 So.3d 420 - The district court
properly concluded the State was materially prejudiced in its ability to respond to,
negate, and rebut the allegations of the petition as a result of events not under its
control which transpired since the date of the original conviction. Therefore, the
application for post-conviction relief was dismissed.
*E. Waiver of Timeliness
“Notwithstanding any provision of this Title to the contrary, the state may
affirmatively waive any objection to the timeliness under Paragraph A of this Article
of the application for post conviction relief filed by the petitioner. Such waiver shall
be express and in writing and filed by the state into the district court record.” La.Code
Crim.P. art. 930.8(D).
VIII. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Judgment on PCR
“A copy of the judgment granting or denying relief and written or transcribed
reasons for the judgment shall be furnished to the petitioner, the district attorney, and
the custodian.” La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.1. However, the trial court is not required
to assign reasons. State ex rel. Foy v. Criminal District Court, 96-519 (La. 3/15/96),
669 So.2d 393.
1. It would be helpful if the reasons for the denial or at least a citation to a
code article were set forth in the ruling.
2. State ex rel. George v. State, 16-1167 (La. 10/9/17), 227 So.3d 797 - “The
district court’s minute entry provided sufficient notice of the court’s denial of
relator’s application for post-conviction relief.”
3. State ex rel. Stewart v. State, 17-850 (La. 10/8/18), 253 So.3d 1289 - Relator
received a letter signed by “Sec B” informing him that his motion to quash was
improper because he had already pled guilty. The letter, which was not signed by the
district court judge, did not constitute a ruling on the motion to quash.
*4. State v. Ball, 19-1674 (La. 11/24/20), 305 So.3d 90 - Although the district
court did not specifically rule on counsel’s ineffectiveness in relation to Batson
challenges, the court’s “global denial” sufficed as a denial of the claim.
B. A pleading’s nature is determined by its substance and not its caption.
State ex rel. Lay v. Cain, 96-1247 (La.App. 1 Cir. 2/14/97), 691 So.2d 135. See also
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State v. Curry, 17-737 (La. 8/3/18), 250 So.3d 261.
1. Motion to Correct Illegal Sentence - An illegal sentence may be corrected
at any time. La.Code Crim.P. art. 882.
a. Inmates often title their pleadings “Motion to Correct Illegal Sentence,” but
usually the pleadings are in the nature of an application for post-conviction relief.
Only those claims relating to the legality of the sentence itself under the applicable
sentencing statutes may be raised in a motion to correct illegal sentence. State v.
Gedric, 99-1213 (La.App. 1 Cir. 6/3/99), 741 So.2d 849 (per curiam), writ denied,
99-1830 (La. 11/5/99), 751 So.2d 239. See also La.Code Crim.P. art. 881.5. If the
filing does not point to a claimed illegal term in the sentence, the claim is not
cognizable in a motion to correct illegal sentence and may be raised through an
application for post-conviction relief. State v. Parker, 98-256 (La. 5/8/98), 711 So.2d
694.
b. State v. Edwards, 13-2497 (La. 2/21/14), 133 So.3d 1261 - Petitioner
presented a post-conviction claim of ineffective assistance of counsel regarding the
imposition of an illegal sentence following his plea to indecent behavior with
juveniles. The claim was dismissed as time barred. The supreme court remanded
the matter to the trial court to be considered as a motion to correct illegal sentence,
which, if meritorious, was an exception to the time limitation for post-conviction
relief.
c. State v. LeBlanc, 14-163 (La. 1/9/15), 156 So.3d 1168 - Guilty pleas entered
on the same day in 1993 were counted as two convictions for the purposes of La.R.S.
15:529.1 despite jurisprudence stating they should be counted as one. Relator
subsequently complained that he received punishment far in excess of what the law
prescribed at the time he committed the predicate offense. The supreme court held:
“We recognize that in this unique convergence of grounds for post-conviction relief
as a matter of La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.3(6) and for collaterally attacking a sentence as
illegal under La.C.Cr.P. art. 882, relator has stated a claim upon which relief may be
granted even years after finality of his conviction and sentence. He is entitled to the
relief he seeks, which is no more than application to his case of the settled rule in
Louisiana that an offender’s punishment is determined according to the law in effect
at the time he committed his crime.”
d. State ex rel. Foster v. State, 15-747 (La. 2/5/16), 183 So.3d 508 - Language
to use when ruling on a motion to correct illegal sentence that is actually an
application for post-conviction relief: “Relator does not identify an illegal term in
his sentence, and therefore, his filing is properly construed as an application for postconviction relief. See State v. Parker, 98-0256 (La.5/8/98), 711 So.2d 694. As such,
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it is subject to the time limitation set forth in La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.8. Relator’s
application was not timely filed in the district court, and he fails to carry his burden
to show that an exception applies. La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.8; State ex rel. Glover v. State,
93-2330 (La.9/5/95), 660 So.2d 1189.”
e. State v. Holloway, 15-1233 (La. 10/19/16), 217 So.3d 343 - The May 17,
2012 version of La.Code Crim.P. art. 890.1 applied by its plain language “upon
conviction, in sentencing the offender” to the defendant convicted and sentenced in
2014 rather than the article pertaining to designation of crimes of violence in effect
when the crime was committed in 2007. See also State v. Henry, 17-516 (La.
5/26/17), 220 So.3d 706, discussing the amendments to La.R.S. 40:966 in 2015 La.
Act 295.
f. State ex rel. Esteen v. State, 16-949 (La. 1/30/18), 239 So.3d 233 - Where
application of La.R.S. 15:308 resulted in a defendant’s sentence becoming illegal,
the defendant could seek relief through a motion to correct illegal sentence.
*g. State v. Lyles, 19-203 (La. 10/22/19), 286 So.3d 407 - Defendants whose
convictions became final on or after November 1, 2017, and whose habitual offender
bills were filed before that date are eligible to receive the benefit of all ameliorative
changes made by 2017 La. Acts No. 282.
*h. State v. Kennon, 19-998 (La. 9/1/20), 2020 WL 5405710 - Defendant’s
conviction on drug charges became final, for purposes of determining whether
Habitual Offender Law amendments applied, at the time appellate review of
defendant’s conviction was completed, rather than at the time that adjudication of a
later-filed habitual offender bill became final.
*i. State v. Quinn, 19-647 (La. 9/9/20), 2020 WL 5406137, cert. denied, ___
U.S. ___, 141 S.Ct. 1406 (2021) - Defendant was sentenced under the habitual
offender statute in effect at the time of the crime, which provided a sentencing range
of 20 to 80 years. If sentenced under the habitual offender statute as amended by
2017 La. Acts No. 282, the sentencing range would be 13 1/3 to 80 years. The district
court sentenced defendant to consecutive terms of life and 50 years. Considering the
sentences imposed, the supreme court found there was no reason to believe the
district court would impose a lesser sentence if defendant were resentenced under a
provision in which the minimum sentence had been reduced from one-half the
maximum unenhanced sentence to one-third the maximum unenhanced sentence.
Defendant cited State v. Williams, 17-1753 (La. 6/15/18) (per curiam), 245 So.3d
1042, for the proposition a defendant is entitled to be resentenced under Act 282 even
when the defendant’s sentence is well within the ranges provided under either version
of the habitual offender statute. In Williams, the State conceded the defendant should
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be resentenced. “Under the circumstances here, and where there is no reason to
believe a different outcome will result, we decline to remand for resentencing.” But
see State v. Bias, 20-74 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/29/21) (unpublished opinion), wherein this
court remanded the matter for resentencing when the sentencing range was reduced
from twenty-five to one hundred years to sixteen and two-thirds to one hundred years,
and Relator was sentenced to seventy years.
2. Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea - A motion filed after sentencing is in the
nature of an application for post-conviction relief and must be filed timely under
La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.8. State ex rel. Chauvin v. State, 99-2456 (La.App. 1 Cir.
1/28/00), 814 So.2d 1.
3. Motion for New Trial - State ex rel. Jackson v. State, 15-235 (La. 1/13/17),
206 So.3d 873 - The trial court did not err in summarily dismissing relator’s motion
for new trial because it was untimely under La.Code Crim.P. art. 853(B), and the
motion was properly construed as an application for post-conviction relief. See also
State ex rel. Besse v. State, 15-2297 (La. 4/24/17), 217 So.3d 341.
4. Writ of Habeas Corpus - State ex rel. Guardado v. State, 15-2050 (La.
2/17/17), 211 So.3d 1157 - Alternatively naming a filing an application for a writ of
habeas corpus does not save relator from the procedural requirements for applications
for post-conviction relief.
C. DNA Testing
1. Time Limitations
“(1) Prior to August 31, 2024, a person convicted of a felony may file an
application under the provisions of this Article for post-conviction relief requesting
DNA testing of an unknown sample secured in relation to the offense for which he
was convicted. On or after August 31, 2024, a petitioner may request DNA testing
under the rules for filing an application for post-conviction relief as provided in
Article 930.4 or 930.8 of this Code.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of Subparagraph (1) of this Paragraph, in
cases in which the defendant has been sentenced to death prior to August 15, 2001,
the application for DNA testing under the provisions of this Article may be filed at
any time.” La.Code Crim.P. art 926.1(A).
2. La.Code Crim.P. art. 926.1(B) mandates an application requesting DNA
testing allege all of the following:
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“(1) A factual explanation of why there is an articulable doubt, based on competent
evidence whether or not introduced at trial, as to the guilt of the petitioner in that
DNA testing will resolve the doubt and establish the innocence of the petitioner.
(2) The factual circumstances establishing the timeliness of the application.
(3) The identification of the particular evidence for which DNA testing is sought.
(4) That the applicant is factually innocent of the crime for which he was convicted,
in the form of an affidavit signed by the petitioner under penalty of perjury.”
3. Relief should be granted when there is an articulable doubt based on
competent evidence, whether or not introduced at trial, as to the guilt of the petitioner
and there is a reasonable likelihood that the requested DNA testing will resolve the
doubt and establish the innocence of the petitioner, the application has been timely
filed, and the evidence to be tested is available and in a condition that would permit
DNA testing. La.Code Crim.P. art. 926.1(C).
4. Relief shall not be granted when the court finds there is a substantial
question as to the integrity of the evidence to be tested. La.Code Crim.P. art.
926.1(D). Relief should not be granted solely because there is evidence currently
available for DNA testing but the testing was not available or was not done at the
time of the conviction. La.Code Crim.P. art. 926.1(E).
5. State v. ex rel. Williams v. Williams, 04-637 (La. 1/28/05), 894 So.2d 324 Because of the remoteness of the conviction, the court cautioned the trial court to pay
particular attention to whether the evidence was available and in a condition that
would permit DNA testing.
6. State v. Williams, 10-137 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/11/10) (unpublished opinion),
writ denied, 10-1630 (La. 2/25/11), 57 So.3d 1030 - There was no error in the trial
court’s ruling granting DNA testing regarding a 1983 conviction, as an affidavit
from the DNA analyst stated it was highly likely that interpretable DNA profiles
could be obtained.
7. State ex rel. Jackson v. State, 11-394 (La. 5/25/12), 90 So.3d 384 - The
lower court erred when denying a post-conviction request for DNA testing based on
the alleged failure of the testing to establish relator’s innocence when the rape
conviction rested largely on the victim’s identification and relator presented a defense
of misidentification at trial. The supreme court directed the district court to
investigate the availability and integrity of the evidence and to order DNA testing in
the event the results could tend to make relator’s guilt more or less probable. See
also State ex rel. Tran v. State, 12-1275 (La. 10/8/12), 99 So.3d 1005.
8. State v. Debrow, 13-1814 (La. 5/23/14), 138 So.3d 1229 - Relator’s
conviction rested on identification testimony and he presented a defense of
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misidentification. The supreme court directed the district court to investigate the
availability and integrity of the physical evidence and to order DNA testing in the
event that it determined the results could tend to make relator’s guilt more or less
probable.
*D. La.Code Crim.P. art. 926.3. Motion for testing of evidence
A. Upon motion of the state or the petitioner, the district court may order the
testing or examination of any evidence relevant to the offense of conviction in the
custody and control of the clerk of court, the state, or the investigating law
enforcement agency.
B. If the motion is made by the petitioner and the state does not expressly
consent to the testing or examination, a motion made under this Article shall be
granted only following a contradictory hearing at which the petitioner shall establish
that good cause exists for the testing or examination. If the state does not expressly
consent to the testing or examination and the motion made under this Article is
granted following the contradictory hearing, the district attorney and investigating
law enforcement agency shall not be ordered to bear any of the costs associated with
the testing or examination.
E. Waiver of Post-Conviction Rights
Waiver of the right to post-conviction relief must be clear and unambiguous,
including recitation of the waiver during the plea colloquy and inclusion of the waiver
on the plea form signed by the defendant. Subsequent advice regarding postconviction time limits may lead to a claim by the defendant that he did not waive the
right to PCR after all; thus, the court should make it clear that informing a defendant
of the time limits does not invalidate the waiver of PCR. When waiving the right to
a transcript of the plea colloquy, the court must determine whether the defendant can
read and write the English language.
1. State v. Davenport, 11-221 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/15/12) (unpublished opinion)
- Relator waived his right to seek post-conviction relief and all claims of ineffective
assistance of counsel. The plea form signed by relator contained the following
language: “(3) By accepting this plea agreement, the defendant waives, releases and
relinquishes any and all rights to appeal the conviction and sentence resulting from
this plea agreement, whether on direct appeal or by application for post-conviction
relief, motion to modify sentence, motion to correct sentence, application for habeas
corpus relief, or otherwise. (4) By accepting this plea agreement, defendant asserts
that he/she is fully satisfied with the services and assistance rendered by his/her
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counsel and has had sufficient time to confer with counsel concerning his/her case
and this plea agreement. By accepting this plea agreement, defendant acknowledges
that his/her counsel has performed adequately and competently, securing a
satisfactory plea agreement and resolution of defendant’s criminal case(s). By
accepting this plea agreement, defendant waives, releases and relinquishes any claim
or right to appeal this matter, whether on direct appeal or by application for postconviction relief, motion to modify sentence, motion to correct sentence, application
for habeas corpus relief, or otherwise on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel.”
Also included in the writ application was a form entitled “Determination of
Understanding of Constitutional Rights, Nature of Charge and Consequences of
Guilty Plea,” which included the following language: “In exchange for the sentence
received, I understand that his matter will be finalized and waive all rights to appeal
my conviction and sentence, along with Motions to Reconsider Sentence, New Trial,
amend Sentence and Post-Conviction Relief, including any claim for ineffective
assistance of counsel, or any other available motion. Further, that because I was
advised of the rights listed above, I waive my right to request a free transcript of my
guilty plea unless I state a particularized need . . . .” The form further provided: “I,
as attorney for the defendant, certify that I have informed the defendant of his/her
rights, particularly the nature of the crime to which he/she is pleading guilty, the
maximum sentence the Court could impose under the law, and the fact that the
defendant, by entering this plea of guilty, is waiving his or her right to trial by jury,
his/her right to confront and cross-examine his/her accusers, his/her right against selfincrimination and, his/her right appeal his/her conviction and sentence along with
Motions to Reconsider Sentence, New Trial, Amend Sentence and Post-Conviction
Relief, including any claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, or any other available
motion. I have explained the contents of this form to the defendant. I am satisfied
the defendant understands these constitutional rights, as set forth above, and that the
guilty plea is freely, voluntarily and intelligently made, with knowledge of the
consequences of the plea.” During the colloquy, the trial court further informed
relator that he was waiving his right to appeal, post-conviction relief, and to assert
claims of ineffective assistance of counsel.
2. State v. Oxley, 08-670 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/9/09) (unpublished), writ denied,
09-1103 (La. 4/5/10), 31 So.3d 354 - Relator entered into an agreement with the State
wherein the State agreed not to seek the death penalty and relator agreed not to seek
post-conviction relief in state and federal court or review before the pardon or parole
boards. Relator subsequently filed an application for post-conviction relief. The
State objected to the filing and sought to have the application dismissed. Relator
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asserted counsel informed him that his waiver of the right to seek post-conviction
relief was not a valid waiver. The trial court denied the State’s motion to enforce the
agreement. This court reversed the judgment of the trial court, finding that relator
failed to present proof of his allegations and ordered the trial court to enter a judgment
dismissing relator’s application for post-conviction relief.
3. State v. Crittenden, 14-83 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/4/14) (unpublished opinion)
2014 WL 2558202 - “‘[P]ost-conviction relief is not required by the Due Process
Clause of the United States Constitution and is, therefore, not a constitutionally
protected right.’ State v. Davenport, 33,961, p. 14 (La.App. 2 Cir. 11/1/00), 771
So.2d 837, 847, writ denied, 00–3294 (La.10/26/01), 799 So.2d 1150. Therefore, the
right to post-conviction relief may be waived.
In State v. Phillips, 04–1687 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/28/05) (unpublished opinion),
this court held the right to post-conviction relief could be waived, and the written
plea of guilty form signed by the defendant and filed in open court at the time he
entered his guilty plea constituted a sufficient showing of the agreement on the record
and of the defendant’s waiver of his right to seek post-conviction relief. See also
State v. Green, 06-1392 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/5/07) (unpublished opinion); State v.
Oxley, 08-670 (La.App. 3 Cir. 1/9/09) (unpublished opinion), writ denied, 09-1103
(La.4/5/10), 31 So.3d 354; and State v. Love, 09-723 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/7/09)
(unpublished opinion), writ denied, 10-1874 (La.9/16/11), 69 So.3d 1136.”
4. State v. Wyatt, 13-458 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/31/13) (unpublished opinion)
Relator filed an application for post-conviction relief alleging he was denied his
constitutional right to a transcript of his guilty plea. This court found no error in the
trial court’s denial of relator’s application, as he waived his right thereto. In State v.
Wyatt, 13-2061 (La. 4/11/14), 138 So.3d 611, the supreme court held: “If it has not
already done so, the district court is ordered to provide relator with a copy of his
guilty plea colloquy. See State ex rel. Simmons v. State, 93–0275 (La.12/16/94), 647
So.2d 1094. Because relator sought the document upon which his post-conviction
claim(s) may be based within the delay established by La.C.Cr.P. art. 930.8, the
district court is also ordered to accept as timely any application filed within 60 days
of relator’s receipt of the materials requested. In all other respects the application is
denied.”
*F. La.Code Crim.P. art. 930.10. Departure from this Title; post
conviction plea agreements
“A. Upon joint motion of the petitioner and the district attorney, the district
court may deviate from any of the provisions of this Title.
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B. Notwithstanding the provisions of Code of Criminal Procedure Article
930.3 or any provision of law to the contrary, the district attorney and the petitioner
may, with the approval of the district court, jointly enter into any post conviction
plea agreement for the purpose of amending the petitioner’s conviction, sentence,
or habitual offender status. The terms of any post conviction plea agreement
pursuant to this Paragraph shall be in writing, shall be filed into the district court
record, and shall be agreed to by the district attorney and the petitioner in open court.
The court shall, prior to accepting the post conviction plea agreement, address the
petitioner personally in open court, inform him of and determine that he understands
the rights that he is waiving by entering into the post conviction plea agreement, and
determine that the plea is voluntary and is not the result of force or threats, or of
promises apart from the post conviction plea agreement.”
G. Cheney C. Joseph, Jr., Postconviction Procedure, 41 La. L. Rev. 625, 63264, provides a discussion of the basics of post-conviction relief.
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2021 Criminal Law Legislative Update
• HB 33, Act 142: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 573(4) to delay commencement
of the prescriptive period until the end of the relationship or status when the
offense is a felony crime of violence under La.R.S. 14:2(B) or is cruelty to
juveniles under La.R.S. 14:93 where the victim is under 18 unless a longer
prescriptive period is established by law.
• HB 70, Act 270: Removes the “leave of court” requirement in amending
juvenile petitions under La.Ch.Code arts. 635, 750, and 846 while allowing the
court to grant a continuance on motion of the child or parent if they are
prejudiced by the amendments.
• HB 77, Act 61: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 893(B) to allow for suspension
of sentence in fourth or subsequent felony convictions “upon consent of the
district attorney” and removed requirements for participation in specialty court
programs except for 3rd and 4th offense DWI.
• SB 186, Act 104: See La.Code Crim.P. arts. 926.2, 926.3, 930.4, 930.8, and
930.10.
• HB 46, Act 252: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 701(B)(1)(a) to require a
defendant in custody be charged within 30 days if being held for a
misdemeanor.
• HB 54, Act 464: Enacts La.R.S. 14:67.5 (adoption deception), which makes it
criminal to accept benefits from an adoption plan when the individual (A)
knows or should have known she was not pregnant or (B) receives benefits
from multiple sets of prospective parents hoping to adopt the same baby. Can
be a misdemeanor or a relative felony.
• HB 84, Act 121: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 401(A)(5) to allow convicted
felons to qualify for jury service so long as they have not been incarcerated or
on probation or parole for a felony offense within a five-year period
immediately preceding the jury service.
• HB 106, Act 271: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 556.1(A)(5) to expand the
duties of “Defense counsel or the court” to require advisement that a plea could
result in deportation for non-citizens and affect a citizen’s rights to vote, bear
arms, due process, and equal protection; “Defense counsel or the court” may
inform individuals of possible impacts on college admissions, financial aid,
public housing, employment and licensing restrictions, sentencing as a
habitual offender, and the standard of proof for probation or parole
revocations. Failure to inform is not an error affecting the substantial rights of
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the accused and is not grounds for reversal under La.Code Crim.P. art. 921.
Allows use of a form to convey the information.
HB 232, Act 124: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 894(B)(2) to remove the
restriction that only one misdemeanor may be discharged and dismissed
pursuant to the section in a five-year period.
HB 251, Act 72: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 573.1 to expand the time
limitation exception for the crime of exploitation of persons with infirmities to
include any crime where the victim is an individual with infirmities.
HB 145, Act 122: Amends La.R.S. 15:574.4 regarding parole eligibility for
certain juvenile offenders.
HB 395, Act 462: Amends La.R.S. 14:107.4(B) to add an enhanced penalty of
up to eight years with or without hard labor and/or a $2000 fine for “unlawful
posting of criminal activity for notoriety and publicity” when the criminal
activity results in the serious bodily injury or death of the victim.
HB 406, Act 235: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 833 to allow an unrepresented
defendant charged with a misdemeanor to be arraigned, enter his plea of guilty,
or be tried, in his absence. A defendant charged with a misdemeanor may enter
a not guilty plea through counsel via sworn affidavit stating defendant wishes
counsel to represent him without his presence. Includes the language for the
waiver, which must be filed in advance of arraignment.
HB 652, Act 247: Amends La.R.S. 40:966(C) to restrict the punishment for
possession of marijuana in an amount less than 14 grams to a $100 fine
enforced by summons without arrest. Treats possession under 14 grams the
same regardless of the number of times someone has been convicted of the
offense.
HB 708, Act 243: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 311 to add definitions of
“originating jurisdiction” and “executing jurisdiction” and enacts La.Code
Crim.P. art. 330.1 which allows someone arrested in an executing jurisdiction
to, under certain conditions, make bail in the originating jurisdiction and be
released without having to be transferred to the originating jurisdiction first.
Does not apply to sex offenses, homicides, felony domestic violence, and
aggravated offenses.
SB 139, Act 349: Amends La.Code Crim.P. art. 893.2 to add simple burglary,
simple burglary of an inhabited dwelling, and unauthorized entry of an
inhabited dwelling to the list of offenses for which the State may seek a jury
determination as to whether a firearm was possessed during the offense.
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Recent Criminal Law Jurisprudence
• State v. Tanner, 21-698 (La. 5/23/21), 2021 WL 2201222 - The State was
ordered to expeditiously designate for defense counsel the order in which the
State intended to call defense counsel’s cases for trial on June 1, 2021. The
State remains obligated to provide defendants with fair notice of the
probability that their cases will or will not go to trial on the date assigned.
• State v. Robinson, 20-1389 (La. 3/9/21), 312 So.3d 255 - Defendant filed a
motion to quash two counts of conspiracy to obstruct justice in two second
degree murder investigations. The matter was remanded even after the State
was given multiple chances to supplement the bill of particulars. Justice
Hughes concurred - “Places, dates, and names of co-conspirators would be
helpful.”
• State v. Campbell, 20-934 (La. 11/10/20), 2020 WL 6580522 - Addresses the
public safety exception to the requirement of Miranda warnings.
• State v. Fife, 19-1833 (La. 1/28/20), 288 So.3d 117 - Because the district court
found that viewing child pornography was not a crime involving sexually
assaultive behavior by the viewer, the district court did not apply the balancing
test provided in La.Code Evid. art. 403. The court of appeal erred in applying
that balancing test in the first instance without first remanding the matter to
the district court.
• State v. Alexander, 19-645 (La. 1/29/20), 2020 WL 500022 - Once any officer
involved in the defendant’s case knew that an attorney was available and
wished to render legal counsel, all successive officers should be held to have
knowledge of this fact.
• State v. Revish, 19-01732 (La. 10/1/20), 2020 WL 6146107 - The district court
granted the defendant’s motion to quash due to the State’s failure to timely
retry the defendant after a new trial was granted. The district court’s ex proprio
motu action in continuing the trial was not initiated by defendant, did not
benefit defendant, was not agreed to by defendant, and did not appear to have
anything to do with defendant. While defendant did not object to the district
court’s action, it was incumbent on the State to inform the district court of the
time remaining to commence trial, and it failed to do so. The supreme court
affirmed the ruling.
• Smith v. LeBlanc, 20-1467 (La. 4/7/21), 313 So.3d 268 - Louisiana law does
not provide for coterminous sentences.
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• State in Interest of D.T., 19-1445 (La. 4/3/20), 2020 WL 1670730 - La.Ch.
Code art. 305(B)(2)(j), the statute providing for divestiture of juvenile court
jurisdiction when a child has been charged with aggravated battery committed
with firearm, is unconstitutional on its face.
• State v. Broussard, 20-547 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/14/21), 318 So.3d 319 - Jury’s
non-unanimous verdict finding defendant guilty of the lesser-included offense
of negligent homicide was not a valid judgment, and the issue of whether
defendant committed aggravated obstruction of a highway was not necessarily
decided in the jury’s verdict in defendant’s first trial for manslaughter based
on the underlying felony of aggravated obstruction of a highway. Thus, the
State was not collaterally estopped pursuant to the Double Jeopardy Clause
from charging defendant with aggravated obstruction of a highway prior to his
second trial on remand.
• State in Interest of A.N., 18-1571 (La. 10/22/19), 286 So.3d 969 - La.Code
Civ.P. art. 1880 does not mandate service upon the Attorney General in postconviction criminal proceedings. Any concern we may have had that the
Attorney General’s interest should be represented in criminal court
proceedings related to the constitutionality of a statute is quelled by our
understanding that the State – through its acting district attorney – is on notice
of any constitutional argument made in the district court, and the State’s
interests are thus represented in all criminal matters. Any reference to Article
1880 in a footnote in State v. Schoening, 00-903 (La. 10/17/00), 770 So.2d
762, was dicta and did not infer application of the article to all criminal
proceedings.
• State in Interest of W.C.L., 21-46 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/9/21) (unpublished
opinion) - Minors may be subpoenaed under La.Code Crim.P. art. 66.
• State v. Jones, 19-405 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/9/19) (unpublished opinion) Ordering discovery based on an affidavit of arrest and before institution of
prosecution was an abuse of discretion.
• State v. Coutee, 21-98 (La.App. 5/3/21) (unpublished opinion), writ denied,
21-631 (La. 5/13/21), 316 So.3d 2 - The trial court did not abuse its discretion
in denying the motion to suppress evidence seized as a result of information
obtained by police upon entry into a residence at the request of the landlord to
ascertain the welfare of the defendant’s pets. Additionally, the presumption
set out in La.R.S. 14:20 is not absolute.
• State v. Kennon, 19-998 (La. 9/1/20), 2020 WL 5405710 - The defendant’s
sentence was reviewable even though imposed in conformity with the plea
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agreement where, after imposing sentence, the court informed the defendant
that he had 30 days to appeal his sentence and had informed defense counsel
that it wanted to preserve the record for appellate review. The supreme court
found the agreed upon sentence was excessive, and a defendant could not
acquiesce in in the imposition of excessive punishment. The entire agreement
was rescinded and the parties restored to their statuses before the agreement to
renegotiate.
Torres v. Madrid, ___ U.S. ___, 141 S.Ct. 989 (2021) - § 1983 action - The
application of physical force to the body of a person with intent to restrain is a
seizure even if the person does not submit and is not subdued.
Caniglia v. Storm, ___ U.S. ___, 141 S.Ct. 1596 (2001) - § 1983 action - Police
officers’ community caretaking duties do not justify warrantless searches and
seizures in the home.
U.S. v. Cooley, ___ U.S. ___, 141 S.Ct. 1638 (2021) - A tribal police officer
has authority to detain temporarily and to search non-Indian persons traveling
on public rights-of-way running through a reservation for potential violations
of state or federal law.
Lange v. California, ___ U.S. ___, 141 S.Ct. 2011 (2021) - Pursuit of a fleeing
misdemeanor suspect does not categorically qualify as an exigent
circumstance justifying a warrantless entry into a home.
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RECENT DECISIONS OF THE THIRD CIRCUIT
ATTORNEY FEES
Davis v. Zurich American Ins. Co., 20-419 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/7/21), 318 So.3d 306.
(Gremillion with Cooks and Pickett)
Attorney intervened in the plaintiff’s tort suit seeking attorney fees based on
his contingency fee contract or quantum meruit. Attorney was awarded $5,000 of a
$170,000 judgment. Attorney initially filed a worker’s comp claim which he
testified was a necessary precursor to the tort suit. The worker’s comp claim netted
$1350.00 in fees. Davis fired attorney and enlisted another that he also terminated.
He then attempted to re-hire the original attorney who declined. Davis then settled
upon another firm who settled the tort claim for $170,000. It argued that it had done
all the work resulting in the settlement.
Affirmed as amended. The trial court abused its discretion in awarding only
$5,000 to the first attorney. We reviewed the conflicting and sometimes confusing
law regarding how an attorney fee award is to be split depending on whether the
attorney was discharged for cause, etc. Finding that the original attorney was not
dismissed for cause since Davis quickly attempted to rehire him, we ultimately used
a quantum meruit approach to determine the correct amount because there was
insufficient evidence in the record to use the contingency fee contract. We increased
the award to $20,000.00 because the original attorney built the foundation of the
case through eight months of representation including medical treatment and
surgery.
CIVIL PROCEDURE
Navarre v. Prosper Operators, Inc., 20-312 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/24/21), 318 So.3d
252, writ denied, 21-553 (La. 6/8/21), 317 So.3d 320.
(Kyzar with Gremillion and Perry)
Plaintiff, a Jones Act seaman, was injured when he jumped from a fixed
platform to his work boat. Because the platform lacked the means to secure the boat,
plaintiff left the boat in gear so it would maintain contact with the platform.
However, the rough seas caused by Tropical Storm Bill caused the boat to drift away
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and forced plaintiff to try and secure the boat in order to avoid being stranded.
Pursuant to the Savings to Suitors clause, plaintiff filed suit against his employer in
state court. Thereafter, the employer sought to limit its liability to the value of the
work boat in federal district court, which led to a three-year stay of plaintiff’s state
law claim before the federal court dismissed the employer’s claim. Two days prior
to that dismissal, plaintiff sought to amend his state court petition to add as a
defendant, the platform owner, based on state law negligence claims. Plaintiff’s
motion to amend was granted six days after the federal dismissal. The platform
owner moved to dismiss plaintiff’s claim, arguing that it was prescribed based on
the three-year statute of limitations applicable to general maritime law. The trial
court sustained the platform owner’s exception and dismissed plaintiff’s claim with
prejudice. Plaintiff appealed.
Reversed And Remanded.
On appeal, the court reversed the trial court judgment granting the platform
owner’s exception of prescription. The court held that although plaintiff’s claim
against his employer invoked federal admiralty jurisdiction, his claim against the
platform owner invoked state law because the accident occurred on a fixed platform
located in state waters. Thus, the court held that Louisiana substantive law applied
to the claim against the platform owner, and because the state court was a court of
competent jurisdiction and venue to hear plaintiff’s admiralty claim, his suit against
his employer interrupted prescription against the platform owner.
McClure v. Target Corp. (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/10/20), 298 So.3d 889.
(Gremillion with Thibodeaux and Savoie)
Plaintiff alleged that she was injured in 2016 in the Target parking lot in
Alexandria. Plaintiff sued Target in 2017. During the course of the litigation,
plaintiff’s counsel never filed a notice of change of address with the Rapides Parish
Clerk of Court. In 2019, Target filed a motion for summary judgment, urging that
plaintiff could not produce evidence of actual or constructive notice of any defect in
the parking lot. On two occasions, Target failed to obtain service on plaintiff through
her counsel and had to request new hearing dates. In the interim, plaintiff’s counsel
had relocated to Galveston, Texas. Again, Target had to request that a new date be
fixed for the hearing. In the motion to refix, Target requested certified copies of the
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original motion and the new order setting the hearing date, which Target then
forwarded to a Galveston address. The United States Postal Service unsuccessfully
attempted delivery.
The hearing on Target’s motion was held nonetheless. At the hearing,
Counsel for Target introduced a series of emails exchanged between himself and
plaintiff’s counsel, including one in which plaintiff’s counsel affirmed that she “will
absolutely waive service, moving forward[.]” Another email dated over a month
before the hearing date advised that if Target’s counsel would forward electronic
copies of the motion, she would waive service. Those were sent to plaintiff’s counsel
the following day. Lastly, five days before the hearing, plaintiff’s counsel emailed
Target’s counsel to advise that she would not waive service because she was
retaining an expert to assist with the case. The trial court ruled that plaintiff’s
counsel had waived service. Judgment was entered in favor of Target, and plaintiff
appealed solely on the ground that the trial court had construed the emails as a waiver
of service.
Service of motions for summary judgment can be waived. That waiver need
not conform to the requirements of La.Code Civ.P. art 1201, which governs waiver
of citation only. Plaintiff’s counsel communicated a condition under which she
would waive service. That condition was fulfilled. Given these circumstances, the
court concluded that the trial court did not manifestly err in finding an effective
waiver of service. Judgment was affirmed.
U.S. Bank Nat’l Assoc., as Trustee of the Igloo Series III Trust v. Guidry, 20-120
(La.App. 3 Cir. 12/16/20), 310 So.3d 243.
(Gremillion with Kyzar and Perry)
In 2009, Wells Fargo Bank, NA, began executory proceedings to seize and
sell defendants’ property. Defendants’ property was seized on three separate
occasions. U.S. Bank was substituted for Wells Fargo as the plaintiff. The seizures
never resulted in sales of the property by the Acadia Parish sheriff until 2018.
Approximately three months later, defendants, in the executory proceeding, filed a
petition to annul the sale, for a TRO , injunctive relief, attorney fees, and costs, and
cited both Wells Fargo and U.S. Bank as defendants.
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Wells Fargo and U.S. Bank filed “Responses” in which they asserted that
defendants were improperly utilizing summary proceedings. Wells Fargo also
asserted that it had no interest in the matter because U.S. Bank had substituted as
plaintiff. The trial court dismissed defendants’ matter.
On appeal, we found that the substance of a pleading governs its nature, not
its caption. The Responses filed by Wells Fargo and U.S. Bank were treated as
exceptions of improper use of executory process and improper cumulation of
actions, which the trial court correctly maintained; however, the proper remedy for
maintaining those exceptions is ordering that the action be severed from the main
demand, not dismissal. Therefore, this court reversed and remanded with
instructions that the demand of defendants be assigned a separate docket number to
proceed as an ordinary action.
Newman v. Hoffoss & Devall, LLC, 21-24 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/9/21), __ So.3d __
(Gremillion with Cooks and Pickett)
Newman, who was formerly law partners with Defendant, filed an injunction
in April 2013 for an accounting following the dissolution of the law partnership.
The parties entered into a stipulation agreeing not to dispose of records. Defendant
filed a motion for dismissal arguing the petition has been extinguished by virtue of
the stipulation. Newman argued in opposition that discovery was ongoing. In July
2013, Newman filed a first “supplemental and amending” petition. Defendant filed
a peremptory exception of no right of action and motion to strike arguing that the
pleading was supplemental and required a contradictory hearing.
In March 2016, Newman filed a motion to compel with correspondence
between the parties over the years attached. In August 2016, Newman filed a second
“supplemental and amending” petition to correct the proper party designation and
allege breach of fiduciary duties. In May 2019, Defendant filed another exception
of no right of action and motion to strike all supplemental and amending petitions.
Newman argued that all subsequent pleadings were amending in nature and not
supplemental. He further argued that leave of court was not required since Defendant
had yet to file an answer.
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Following a December 2019 hearing, the trial court granted defendant’s 2013
motion for dismissal and struck all of Newman’s supplemental and amending
petitions. Newman appealed.
Reversed and remanded. We held that the stipulation entered in 2013 clearly
did not have the effect of ending the litigation between the parties and to
retroactively suggest that it did was a legal error. Further, the nature of the
stipulation to enjoin the disposal of financial records and legal documents
presuppose that further down the line, something is to be done with the documents,
i.e., an accounting between the former law partners. Thus, the trial court erred in
granting the motion strike and/or dismiss on this basis.
Next, we addressed the “amending and supplemental petitions” filed by
Newman. After discussing the difference between the two and the tendency of
courts and counsel to misuse the terms (amending petitions don’t add anything new
and don’t require a contradictory hearing whereas supplemental petitions add new
claims and require a contradictory hearing), we held that the first “amending and
supplemental” petition was amending in nature and required no leave of court, the
second one was amending and required no leave of court since Defendant had yet to
file an answer and the third was supplemental because it alleged fraudulent
conversion which only arose after Defendant’s failure to comply over the years.
Thus, because a contradictory hearing is required, we could not allow the petition,
but Newman could re-urge his supplemental petition on remand.
South Ryan Holdings, LLC v. Aguillard, 19-577 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/19/21), __
So.3d __.
(Pickett, J., writing.) Panel: Judges Pickett, Cooks, Gremillion. Judge Cooks
dissented.
The plaintiffs were Calcasieu Parish landowners who challenged the method
used by the assessor to calculate the value of commercial property. They filed a
class action and sought be named as class representatives for similarly-situated
taxpayers. The trial court found the numerosity requirement was not met because
only one of the plaintiffs paid their ad valorem taxes under protest as required by
La.R.S. 47:2134, which sets forth the exclusive means of challenging the assessment
of ad valorem taxes.
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Affirmed and remanded. A taxpayer must pay under protest in order to have
a cause of action in the courts to challenge an assessment. The putative members of
the class could not challenge the assessment on behalf of other taxpayers. Further,
the putative class representatives cannot seek a reassessment of the property in court
without first availing themselves of the administrative procedure required by
La.Const. Article VII, §18(E).
Acadiana Renal Physicians v. Our Lady of Lourdes, 21-289, 21-290 (La.App. 3
Cir. 05/27/21), 283 So.3d 653.
(Pickett, J., writing). Panel: Judges Pickett, Gremillion, Conery.
Acadiana Renal Physicians, a medical corporation owned by a group of
nephrologists, filed suit against two Lafayette hospitals seeking to be paid for oncall services. The petition alleged violations of LUTPA. The trial court ordered the
individual doctors to be named as plaintiffs. The amended petition added the doctors
as plaintiffs. The defendants filed a motion to strike two paragraphs of the petition
as inflammatory and an exception of no right of action seeking to have the medical
corporation dismissed from the suit. The trial court granted the motion to strike and
sustained the exception of prescription.
Reversed. The allegations of the petition should not have been stricken. The
elements of a claim under the Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices Act include
allegations of unflattering conduct. The trial court’s ruling indicated that the
plaintiffs could reassert the claims if they provided proof, but by striking the
paragraphs, it made any such proof inadmissible as irrelevant. The trial court further
erred in dismissing the physicians’ group, as the petition alleges that all payments to
the individual physicians are made to the physicians’ group. The claims of the
plaintiffs sound in tort, not contract law, so privity of contract is not a requirement
to have standing.
CONTRACTS
Macro Co., Inc. v. Dearybury Oil & Gas, Inc., et al., 20-174 (La.App. 3 Cir.
3/3/21), 307 So.3d 266, rev’d, 21-483 (La. 6/29/21), 319 So.3d 286 (per curiam).
(Pickett, J., writing). Judges Pickett, Ezell, Savioe.
Following Hurricane Maria, the plaintiff negotiated with FEMA to obtain and
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distribute fuel to hospitals, nursing homes, and water plants in Puerto Rico. After
initiating negotiations with two companies to implement the FEMA contract, the
plaintiff decided it would not proceed with the contract and negotiated with one of
the two defendants, Dearybury Oil & Gas, Inc., to allow it to pursue the contract
with FEMA in exchange Dearybury paying it a five-cent commission on the fuel it
sold to FEMA. Dearybury contracted with FEMA to provide fuel and storage
services but refused to pay the the commission. The plaintiff sued Dearybury to
recover the commission. Dearybury filed a motion for summary judgment to have
the plaintiff’s claim dismissed, citing a federal regulation in its contract with FEMA
which prohibits the payment of payment a contingent fee to a third party for its
assistance in obtaining the contract. The trial court granted the motion and dismissed
the plaintiff’s claims.
HELD: The panel affirmed the trial court’s grant of summary judgment.
The supreme court reversed the grant of summary judgment, finding that the federal
regulation at issue must be considered in pari materia with all regulations governing
federal contracts, especially with those that do not contain a contingent fee
prohibition for commercial items, as the plaintiff alleges applies herein. Therefore,
genuine issues of material fact exist, and summary judgment is improper.
Macro Co., Inc. v. Dearybury Oil & Gas, Inc., et al., 20-254 (La.App. 3 Cir.
3/3/21), 313 So.3d 334, writ denied, 21-478 (La. 6/29/21), __ So.3d __.
(Pickett, J., writing). Judges Pickett, Ezell, Savioe.
After deciding not to pursue the contract with FEMA, the plaintiff terminated
negotiations with Florida Marine Transporters, LLC. (FMT), to transport the fuel it
was to sell to FEMA to Puerto Rico. Before deciding not to proceed with the FEMA
contract, the plaintiff instructed FMT to begin preparing for the project, which
required FMT to incur expenses. FMT filed a counterclaim against the plaintiff
asserting a claim for detrimental reliance to recover these expenses. The trial court
granted the summary judgment because their agreement was not reduced to writing
as contemplated by FMT.
Reversed. Discussions between the plaintiff and one of FMT’s employees
showed that FMT informed the plaintiff’s representative that it could not proceed
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with outfitting vessel to transport fuel as requested without the plaintiff confirming
it would enter a written contract with FMT to transport the fuel. Testimony and
documentary evidence showed, however, that plaintiff’s representative responded
that it would contract with FMT if it “could fit sixteen frac tanks on a supply boat.”
Accordingly, genuine issues of material exist which preclude summary judgment
and the trial court erred in granting summary judgment.
Johnston v. Vincent, 20-357 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21), __ So.3d __, 2021 WL
1782967.
The plaintiffs an LLC and its owner, filed suit against a new company started
and its owners. Two of the new owners were a former owner of the plaintiff LLC
and her husband, who had served as general manager of the plaintiff LLC. The
plaintiffs sued the defendants, alleging breach of contract, unfair trade practices, and
theft of trade secrets arising from the defendants misappropriation and use of
proprietary information to compete against the plaintiff LLC. After a bench trial,
the trial court concluded that the defendant violated provisions of the Louisiana
Uniform Trade Secrets Act (LUTSA) and the Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices Act
(LUTPA) and awarded the plaintiff LLC lost profits in the amount $700,000 and
75% of their costs, but denied its claims for unjust enrichment, future damages,
treble damages, attorney’s fees, and all costs, finding that the proprietary information
taken and used by the defendants merely allowed them to get a few months head
start in establishing the new business. The trial court also denied the LLC’s owner’s
claims for damages.
Affirmed in part, amended in part, reversed in part, and remanded with
instructions. The plaintiffs appealed the trial court’s award of only $700,000 for
lost profits and its partial award of costs, urging the evidence substantiated much
higher damage award for lost profits as well as damages for unjust enrichment, treble
damages, attorney fees, and all of court costs. The evidence established that the
defendants took and used extensive amounts of the plaintiff LLC’s proprietary
information to start their new business and begin actively competing against the
plaintiff within one month. The trial court erred in failing to acknowledge the extent
to which the defendants’ use of the plaintiff LLC’s proprietary information allowed
the defendant to begin operating a company that would usually take years to develop
and compete against the plaintiff to the extent that it did. The plaintiff proved that
the defendant caused it $3,850,046 in lost profits and enjoyed $8,024,746 in unjust
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enrichment. The trial court also erred in not awarding the plaintiffs all their costs
and attorney fees, as mandated by La.R.S. 51:1409(A) when a plaintiff proves it
suffered a loss of money due to a defendant’s unfair trade practices, and not trebling
the plaintiff LLC’s lost profits award because the defendants continued to use its
proprietary information after being put on notice by the attorney general. As a
corporation, the plaintiff LLC is the only party entitled to recover damages;
therefore, the trial court did not err in not awarding the LLC owner damages. See
La.R.S. 12:1320(C).
CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
State v. Vaccaro, 20-170 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/17/21), ____ So.3d ____
(unpublished opinion).
(Ezell with Pickett and Savoie)
Defendant, Christopher Michael Vaccaro, was charged with aggravated
assault with a firearm, a violation of La.R.S. 14:37.4, on September 19, 2018. A
jury convicted Defendant of the lesser offense of attempted aggravated assault with
a firearm, a violation of La.R.S. 14:27 and 14:37.4, on July 24, 2019.
Affirmed. After dark on July 21, 2018, employees of Big South Inflatables
arrived at Defendant’s home to pick up a fun jump. They exchanged words with
Defendant and others before they left the scene without getting the jump. When a
second truck arrived, events culminated with Defendant pointing a gun at the victim.
Numerous witnesses testified at trial from both sides of the situation.
Defendant contends the evidence introduced at trial was insufficient to prove,
beyond a reasonable doubt, all of the elements of either attempted aggravated assault
with a firearm or aggravated assault with a firearm. The jury obviously accepted the
version of the facts presented by the victim and the other State’s witnesses. Under
that version, Defendant pointed a gun close to the victim’s face, had him leave his
friends, and had him exit the truck to meet Defendant’s group, who may themselves
have been armed. The victim testified he thought he was going to die. These facts
were sufficient for the jury to believe Defendant intentionally placed the victim in
reasonable apprehension of receiving a battery involving a firearm. Defendant’s
behavior would very reasonably result in the victim’s apprehension of harm. The
jury weighed the evidence and made credibility determinations; according to those
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determinations, the evidence was sufficient to convict Defendant of attempted
aggravated assault with a firearm.
Defendant alleges the trial court erred when it denied his motion for new trial
by excluding evidence of cell phone records. Prior to trial, Defendant filed a motion
asking the trial court to issue subpoenas for the pre-trial production of cell phone
records of three witnesses to the incident. The motion limited the production to
records reflecting cell phone usage from 8:00 p.m. and midnight on July 21, 2018.
At trial, defense counsel argued the straightforward reports did not require expert
testimony interpretation; however, he admitted the AT&T reports showed a fivehour differential between the reported Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) and
Central Time (CT). Defendant did not have a witness to explain that differential.
Rather, defense counsel stated, “[W]e are five hours behind UTC time.” He
contended the records showed when each call/text began and ended, how long each
call/text lasted, and the phone numbers from which they originated and terminated.
Thus, they showed calls and texts were made during the time of the incident. The
trial court did not allow the records to be introduced into evidence because it refused
to “take anybody’s word of what – of how to interpret [the records] without an
expert.” The trial court held it could not admit the records without expert testimony
about how to interpret the time difference.
Here, the first few pages of Defendant’s exhibit identified as “Proffer 1”
consist of information about time zones from a website identified as
“en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Time_Zone.” In searching for a definition of
Wikipedia, this court located a website identified as “en.m.wikipedia.org.” This
website’s cover page states, “Welcome to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia that
anyone can edit.” A free website that may be edited by anyone and was not subject
to cross-examination at trial does not provide adequate reliability and credibility for
a court seeking to provide a proper record on which to base a verdict. Further,
Defendant’s counsel offered no additional explanation of the time differential other
than his own unsupported comments. The proffered AT&T records show only the
date, connect time, and length of each communication in UTC. For example, the
records show a call was made on July 22, 2018, at 2:04:13 UTC that lasted twentysix seconds. This evidence shows nothing relating to this incident without some type
of explanation of the time differential. An expert witness having the “knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education” in the interpretation of the Verizon records
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would have been able to “help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to
determine a fact in issue[.]”
At trial, Defendant objected when the State introduced a black holster and a
semi-automatic firearm into evidence because the weapon was neither the firearm
nor the type of firearm involved in the incident. Any perceived prejudice from
admitting the holster and firearm and showing it to the jury was negated by the
testimony of witnesses including that of the victim himself. The evidence was not
of a type that would unduly and prejudicially influence the jury in light of the
evidence and testimony clearly indicating that, while the holster looked like the one
from that night, the weapon did not look like the revolver Defendant pointed at the
victim. The record shows no reasonable possibility that the admission of the firearm
and holster might have contributed to Defendant’s conviction.
The record reflects the trial court considered the applicable factors of La.Code
Crim.P. art. 894.1 and Defendant’s mitigating circumstances. Defendant did not
argue his PTSD or any other type of mental illness was a factor in his behavior that
night. The court affirmed Defendant’s sentence of one year in the parish jail, not at
hard labor, serve two years on probation, and pay no fine for a serious crime.
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Green v. Green, 20-29 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/21/20), 308 So.3d 778.
(Gremillion with Ezell and Keaty)
Wife appealed the trial court’s award of $117 in final periodic support
following the dissolution of her 44-year marriage. Wife argued that expenses for
housing and utilities should not have been allocated to ex-husband because he was
living with his daughter in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
Affirmed. The trial court’s allocation of $1500 for housing expenses was not
erroneous because this amount was reasonable for the area even though no
evidence of rent costs was presented, only the ex-husband’s testimony.
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IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Succession of Fuselier v. Billeaud Sugar Factory, 19-487 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/24/20
(unpublished opinion), writ denied, 20-1221 (La. 1/12/21), 308 So.3d 708.
(Gremillion with Keaty and Perry)
Title to a disputed parcel in St. Martin Parish was silent between a sheriff’s
sale to the descendants of Gabriel Fuselier in 1835 and 1928, when Billeaud Sugar
Factory (Billeaud) began paying the property taxes. In 1963. Billeaud allowed the
taxes to go delinquent. Billeaud asserted that the tax sale in 1963 vested title to the
property in Bayou Tortue Livestock, which sold it to Billeaud in 1985. A reopened
Succession of Gabriel Fuselier filed suit against a number of entities, including
Billeaud, asserting that it had possessed the property for the previous 200 years.
Later, the Succession of Gabriel Fuselier and the Succession of Auguste R. Fuselier
formed Gabriel Fuselier, LLC, which was substituted as plaintiff in the case.
Both the LLC and Billeaud introduced testimony of various acts of possession
over the property, including hunting, mineral leases, and sales of timber. The trial
court found that Auguste Fuselier began possessing the property in 1927 when he
began raising cattle thereon. Auguste Fuselier’s possession was continued by his
grandson, Charles A. Fuselier. The trial court found that the LLC had civil
possession of the property from 1835 and recognizing it as owner of the property.
On appeal, the court affirmed the judgment as amended. Implicit in the trial
court’s ruling was a finding that Auguste Fuselier was a descendant of Gabriel.
Testimony confirmed this fact. However, Auguste was but one descendant of
Gabriel, and a co-owner’s possession is exercised on behalf of all co-owner’s unless
he gives notice that he intends to possess the property for himself. Noting in the
record indicated that Auguste gave any such notice; therefore, the court amended the
judgment to recognize that all descendants of Gabriel are owners of the property.
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
St. Martin Parish Gov’t v. Bryan Champagne, 19-499 (La.App. 3 Cir. 8/19/20),
304 So.3d 2020, writ denied, 20-1114 (La. 11/10/20), 303 So.3d 1038.
(Perret with Thibodeaux, Pickett, Conery, Kyzar. Conery, Judge, dissenting
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with reasons; Kyzar, Judge, dissenting for the reasons assigned by Judge
Conery.)
Mr. Champagne applied for and obtained permits from St. Martin Parish
allowing him to construct a grocery/bait shop on Rookery Road, a parish road not
zoned for that purpose. He ultimately constructed decks, piers, wharfs and docks
which served as his base of operations for commercial boat tours on Lake Martin.
Realizing its error, the Parish used its authority to enforce its zoning ordinance and
its responsibility under La.Const. art. 1, § 9, the Public Trust Doctrine, to seek an
injunction against the operations. The trial judge denied the injunction finding Mr.
Champagne’s reliance on the permits and his resulting investment conveyed a vested
right to continue his operations. The majority affirmed that decision.
Judge Conery, joined by Judge Kyzar, dissented, first examining the 1950
creation of Lake Martin by Legislative Act 337. The legislation enabled the State to
construct a levee around the 200-acre existing lake area and authorized the
acquisition of a permanent servitude over private lands within, creating a game and
fish preserve. Management was conveyed to LDWF. With the Nature
Conservancy’s acquisition of surrounding acreage, the lake has become one of the
largest wading bird nesting areas in the country. Rookery Road, built atop the levee,
is controlled by St. Martin Parish and permits access to that natural setting.
The dissenting opinion concluded that Mr. Champagne had no legal authority
to construct commercial buildings from which he conducts commercial activities on
Lake Martin, a statutorily created fish, game and nature preserve. See 1950 La. Acts
No. 337.
The Parish properly exercised its Constitutional duty under the Public Trust
Doctrine to utilize its zoning ordinance and to seek to enjoin Mr. Champagne from
operating his commercial activities from buildings and structures he constructed on
Lake Martin, unquestionably in violation of the Parish zoning ordinances and wholly
within the boundaries of this protected, legislatively created State preserve. While
the Parish did erroneously issue building permits from the executive branch of the
Parish for Mr. Champagne to build commercial structures on the Lake, those permits
were issued through an administrative error, could not be lawfully issued in the
preserve, and cannot act to estop the Parish from enforcing its zoning ordinance
pursuant to its Public Trust responsibilities. Mr. Champagne did seek a variance
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from the legislative body of St. Martin Parish to allow him to operate on the Lake
side of the Parish road in question, “Rookery Road,” but it was denied. He did not
appeal that ruling.
The dissent would reverse the trial judge and issue the injunction requested
by the Parish. Mr. Champagne’s reconventional demand to have the Parish zoning
ordinance declared unconstitutional and his alternative claim for damages was
severed and should be remanded for decision by the trial court. Potential necessary
and indispensable parties should be notified and a hearing set by the trial court to
determine whether the LDWF, LDNR, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Nature
Conservancy and/or other interested parties should be added or allowed to intervene
and/or submit amicus briefs.
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
DeHart v. Jones, 19-789 (La.App. 3 Cir. 12/16/20), 310 So.3d 658.
(Kyzar with Ezell and Keaty)
Plaintiffs filed a medical malpractice suit against the hospital, surgeon,
perfusionist, and surgical staff after the patient passed away as result of excessive
bleeding during a robotically-assisted surgery to repair her heart valves. Plaintiffs
alleged that the hospital, surgical staff, and perfusionist breached their standards of
care by failing to adequately communicate the patient’s excessive bleeding to the
surgeon. They further alleged that the hospital failed to obtain the patient’s informed
consent and that it was negligent in its advertising and marketing of the robotic
surgery. The hospital and perfusionist filed motions for partial summary judgment
on the issue of causation and the negligent advertising/informed consent issues.
Plaintiffs opposed the motions, which they supported opinion evidence from an
anesthesiologist and a perfusionist. Defendants objected to the opinions and moved
to strike the opinion evidence.
The trial court granted defendants’ motion to strike the anesthesiologist’s
opinion and granted summary judgment in favor of the hospital and perfusionist on
all issues. Plaintiffs appealed.
Judgment Vacated In Part And Rendered; Affirmed In Part; And
Remanded.
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On appeal, the court held that the trial court erred in striking the
anesthesiologist’s opinion without first holding a hearing to determine whether he
was qualified to render opinions regarding the surgical staff and perfusionist. It held
that the fact that the anesthesiologist was not a perfusionist did not disqualify him
from rendering an opinion if he was qualified to do so. Because the record was
unclear as to his qualifications to render an opinion, the court held that the trial
court’s grant of summary judgment on the excessive bleeding issue was premature.
However, the court held that absent the expert’s opinion, there was sufficient
evidence in the record for it to conduct a de novo review.
After the de novo review, the court rendered judgment denying the hospital
and perfusionist’s motion for summary judgment on the excessive bleeding issue.
The court held that plaintiffs established the standards of care applicable to the
perfusionist and surgical staff but found that genuine issues of material fact existed
as to whether the perfusionist and surgical staff breached their standards of care and
as to whether their beaches were a cause in fact of the patient’s excessive bleeding
and subsequent death. The court held with regard to the perfusionist, there was
genuine issues of material fact as to whether she failed to adequately document the
cardiopulmonary bypass and whether, based on that failure, she failed to provide the
patient with adequate perfusion during the procedure. It further found there were
genuine issues of material fact as to whether she failed to timely warn the surgeon
and surgical staff about the amount of blood lost by the patient during the first bypass run. The court held that with regard to the surgical staff, there were genuine
issues of material fact as to whether they failed to adequately monitor the patient’s
tourniquet or document the procedure, and whether they failed adequately tend the
patient’s excessive bleeding by failing to effectively communicate the source and
magnitude of the patient’s excessive bleeding to the surgeon or by failing to seek
assistance up the chain of the command after the surgeon failed to address the
bleeding.
The court affirmed the summary judgment on the informed consent and
marketing/advertising issues, finding that the duty to obtain the patient’s informed
consent and of ensuring that patient was a suitable candidate for the proposed
surgical procedure rests solely with the surgeon.
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RECUSAL
Mona C. Wilson v. St. Landry Parish School Board, 20-136 (La.App. 3 Cir.
12/23/20), 311 So.3d 457.
(Conery with Cooks, Saunders, Pickett, and Perry. Saunders, J., dissenting;
Perry, J., dissenting with reasons.)
Several students alleged that a male elementary school coach instructed
students to physically discipline younger students due to unruly behavior. One
student also implicated Ms. Wilson, a female coach and elementary school teacher.
Following an investigation, the St. Landry Parish School Board terminated Ms.
Wilson’s employment. More than two years later, Ms. Wilson filed suit seeking
damages associated with wrongful termination and defamation. She also filed a
Motion for Recusal of the trial judge, alleging that he served as counsel for the
School Board for twenty-four years before becoming a judge. The judge denied the
motion without a hearing and without referral to another judge for consideration. He
instead issued an order denying that he was previously employed by the School
Board but did not address Ms. Wilson’s allegation that he was under contract as the
School Board’s attorney for twenty-four years. The trial court further explained that
Ms. Wilson’s motion did not meet the requirements of La.Code Civ.P. art. 151 as it
did not state a ground for recusal or provide proof thereof. The trial court ultimately
dismissed Ms. Wilson’s suit after sustaining Defendants’ exceptions of prescription
and failure to timely request service. Ms. Wilson appealed, questioning the trial
court’s denial of her motion to recuse and in dismissing her suit “without a trial.”
Denial of Motion to Recuse Reversed; Judgment Vacated; Remanded with
Instructions.
The panel concluded that the trial court’s failure to refer the motion to recuse
to another judge in accordance with La.Code Civ.P. art. 154 was legal error.
Although Ms. Wilson styled her ground for recusal as a “conflict of interest,” she
sufficiently alleged La.Code Civ.P. art. 151(A)(4)’s ground of bias due to her
specific allegation that the trial court represented the School Board for twenty-four
years. The trial court’s subsequent failure to directly address that allegation and its
cursory denial of previous employment with the School Board were contrary to the
principle of liberal construction of a pro se litigant’s pleadings. Referencing
concepts of procedural fairness and judicial accountability, the panel explained that
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Ms. Wilson’s motion would be best viewed as one involving bias, requiring the trial
court to either recuse himself or to refer the motion to another judge or judge ad hoc
for a hearing per La.Code Civ.P. art. 154. The panel therefore reversed the denial
of the motion to recuse, as well as the resulting judgment, and remanded the case to
the trial court for the scheduling of a recusal hearing before another judge.
SUCCESSIONS AND TRUSTS
Succession of William Douglas Elliott, 20-134 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/7/20)
(unpublished opinion) (2020 WL 5947808).
(Conery with Cooks and Savoie)
The trial court considered the question of whether certain contested assets
were part of the Succession of W.D. Elliott or whether those assets were maintained
within a trust created by Mr. W.D. Elliott and his wife, Floy Elliott while they resided
in Arkansas, a non-community property state. Mr. Elliott died after the couple
moved to Louisiana. Mrs. Elliott died sometime thereafter, completing successive
wills prior to her death.
Carol, the couple’s daughter, served as the administratrix of Mr. Elliott’s
succession and was his sole heir. Carol contended that Mrs. Elliott’s transfer of
assets from a trust account into an account in her own name prior to death revoked
the couple’s Arkansas trust and returned those assets to the couple’s community.
The couple’s granddaughters intervened and contended that, although the assets
were transferred, they remained property of the trust, which listed Carol and the two
granddaughters as equal beneficiaries.
Following an evidentiary hearing, the trial court determined that Mr. and Mrs.
Elliott voluntarily placed the assets in question into the Arkansas trust and that Mrs.
Elliott’s later removal did not result in in its revocation. Carol appealed.
Affirmed. The panel first discussed and rejected Carol’s contention that the
trial court should have characterized the subject assets—a trust account at a
brokerage firm—as community property. Although the couple acquired the account
in Arkansas, Carol asserted that their subsequent move to Louisiana rendered the
asset community in nature, citing La.Civ.Code art. 3526. Application of Article
3526, however, is undermined both by 1) the fact that the trial court’s foundational
determination that the Arkansas trust remained in effect without termination or
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revocation and 2) a lack of evidence indicating the assets were acquired during the
marriage so as to allow classification as community property.
Neither did the panel find merit in Carol’s contention that the trial court erred
in failing to find that Mrs. Elliott revoked the Arkansas Living Trust. While the trust
was revocable in nature, Carol did not produce adequate documentation for
revocation pursuant to La.R.S. 9:2051(B), which permits revocation by testament.
Notably, Mrs. Elliott’s final will revoked only prior wills and testaments, and not the
trust.
Succcession of Delquan Dequincy Logan, 20-565 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21),___
So.3d ___.
(Pickett, J., writing.) Panel: Judges Pickett, Gremillion, Fitzgerald.
Decedent was killed in a work accident. Father of decedent qualified as
administrator of the succession. The mother of the decedent’s two minor children
moved to remove decedent’s father as administrator and replace him. The
decedent’s father subsequently claimed to be a creditor of the succession as the payor
of costs of the funeral. The trial court removed the decedent’s father as administrator
and named the decedent’s children’s mother as administratrix.
Affirmed. Pursuant to La.Code Civ.P art. 3097(B), the decedent’s father did
not qualify as administrator in his original petition, because the decedent’s only heirs
were his minor children. Thus, the children’s mother was properly qualified as
administratrix as the natural tutor of the decedent’s heirs. The father’s late claim
that he was a creditor failed because the decedent’s employer paid the funeral
expenses.
TORTS
(Duty)
Raymond v. Iberia Parish School Board, 20-81 (La.App. 3 Cir. 9/30/20), 304
So.3d 1019, writ denied, 20-1284 (La. 1/12/21), 308 So.3d 708.
(Conery with Cooks and Savoie)
Georgette Raymond and Bernard Prejean filed suit on behalf of their minor
child, A.P,. after she suffered an apoxic ischemic brain injury due to a failure to
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timely treat an asthma attack. The plaintiffs brought an action against Lafayette
Parish Communication District (LPCD), who provided emergency services to Iberia
Parish, and Acadian Ambulance Services, Inc. (Acadian), claiming alleged
negligence due to Acadian’s dispatcher’s failure to send an ambulance to the correct
address in Jeanerette, Louisiana, but instead dispatched the first ambulance to Scott,
Louisiana. Acadian, after receiving a second call from LPCD, dispatched a second
ambulance to the correct address in Jeanerette. LPCD filed a motion for summary
judgment, which was granted by the trial court. Both parties agreed that the material
facts were not in dispute, but that the trial court’s judgment was based on its
interpretation of law, more specifically La.R.S. 33:9105, which governs the
emergency telephone system. The trial court concluded that La.R.S. 33:9105(3),
referred to as the “Transfer Method,” was applicable and that LPCD had fulfilled its
obligation by transferring the call to Acadian, the private ambulance owner, and
making sure their dispatcher had the correct address. Thus, LPCD’s duty was
completed as defined by statute. Plaintiffs appealed, basing their argument on an
Advisory Opinion from the Attorney General.
Affirmed. The panel agreed with the trial court’s ruling, which is supported
by the undisputed facts demonstrating that the LPCD chose to use the “Transfer
Method,” as defined in La.R.S. 33:9105(3), as its method of responding to
emergency calls. The language of La.R.S. 33:9105(3) provides that by using the
“Transfer Method,” LPCD is simply required to directly transfer the request for
emergency services “to an appropriate public safety agency or other provider of
emergency services.” The panel’s de novo review of the entire record, as required
when a summary judgment is granted, confirmed that it was undisputed that in both
transfers of the information pertaining to A.P.’s location that the LPCD operators
remained on the line to assure that the proper address was received by Acadian. The
panel further found that the Attorney General’s Opinion 93-152, urged by the
plaintiffs, only discussed the duty of the communications district when a call to an
ambulance service resulted in a refused to transport the patient. Given the significant
factual distinction, the panel found that the Attorney General’s Opinion was not
dispositive.
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(Liability)
Johnson v. Progressive Sec. Ins. Co., 21-47 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/9/21), ___ So.3d
___, 2021WL2346073.
(Gremillion with Cooks and Pickett)
This action involved a nighttime collision in Natchitoches between a police
cruiser, driven by the plaintiff, and a private-passenger vehicle. Plaintiff claimed
that she was responding to an emergency call at the nearby hospital, where, she had
been informed, an assailant and his victim were both present. This information came
from an off-duty officer who called plaintiff on her cell phone. As plaintiff
approached the intersection, she passed two vehicles stopped at a red light. She
claimed that her emergency lights were activated to the highest level. The driver of
the other vehicle denied seeing any emergency lights on before the collision.
Dispatch recordings from the Natchitoches Police Department show that plaintiff
notified the department of the collision at 11:06 p.m. Cell phone records showed
that the plaintiff was in a call from 11:00 to 11:07 p.m. After the collision, plaintiff
did not call for another officer to go to the hospital to apprehend the assailant or
ensure the victim’s safety. Following the collision, the driver of the other vehicle
was subjected to a field sobriety test near the scene, and a video of that test showed
that the area was flooded with emergency light.
The trial court found that plaintiff failed to prove that her emergency lights
were activated, that plaintiff was not responding to an emergency and was not
afforded the protection of La.R.S. 32:24, and was 100% at fault.
On appeal, we found no manifest error. The driver of a vehicle with right of
way is entitled to assume that another driver will obey traffic signals and “’may
indulge in this assumption until [she] knows or has reason to know that the
approaching motorist will violate [her] right of way.’ Pitre v. Gov't Employees Ins.
Co., 596 So.2d 256, 260 (La.App. 3 Cir.), writ denied, 600 So.2d 685 (La. 1992).”
The totality of the circumstances regarding the cell phone call, the other driver not
seeing the emergency lights before the collision, the extreme visibility of the
emergency lights in the field sobriety test video, and the fact that no one from the
Natchitoches Police Department was dispatched to the hospital to check on the
victim forced the conclusion that the trial court’s factual findings were reasonably
supported by the record.
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(Prescription)
Cormier v. St. Martin, 20-302 (La. App. 3 Cir. 2/10/2021) 312 So.3d 307.
(Fitzgerald with Cooks and Perry)
The sole issue on appeal was whether the trial court erred in sustaining the
uninsured/underinsured motorist (UM) carrier’s exception of prescription.
On October 29, 2016, Rebecca Cormier (Rebecca) was injured during an
automobile accident. At the time of the accident, Rebecca was a guest passenger in
a car driven by her sister, Jennifer Cormier (Jennifer). Jennifer’s car struck a vehicle
driven by Natalie St. Martin (Natalie), who had run a red light.
Following the accident, on October 23, 2017, Rebecca filed a damages suit
against Natalie, as the tortfeasor; State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company (State Farm), in its capacity as Natalie’s automobile liability insurer; and
Louisiana Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Company (Farm Bureau), in its capacity
as Jennifer’s liability and UM insurer.
Nearly three years after the accident, on October 21, 2019, Rebecca filed a
first amended petition, asserting a new UM claim against Farm Bureau, this time in
its capacity as the “Uninsured/Underinsured motorist carrier of Wilford Cormier,
husband and co-domiciliary of Rebecca Cormier . . . .” In response, Farm Bureau
filed the peremptory exception of prescription. The trial court sustained the
exception, and Rebecca appealed.
On appeal, the record was clear that no evidence was introduced at the hearing
on Farm Bureau’s exception of prescription. Therefore, the standard of our review
is de novo; and in determining the appropriateness of the trial court’s judgment, we
limited our review to the facts alleged in Rebecca’s petitions, and the alleged facts
were accepted as true.
The prescription statute at issue was Louisiana Revised Statutes 9:5629,
which provides a two-year prescriptive period for claims under UM coverage, and
prescription commences to run on the date of the accident.
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Although neither briefed nor argued by either party, we reviewed Rebecca’s
petition to determine if prescription was interrupted because of legal solidarity. To
this end, the Louisiana Supreme Court has held that an injured party’s timely and
properly filed lawsuit against the tortfeasor interrupts prescription as to the UM
insurer. Hoefly v. Gov’t Emps. Ins. Co., 418 So. 2d 575, 576 (La.1982). The
tortfeasor and UM insurer are solidarily bound so that prescription is interrupted for
both. Id; see also La.Civ.Code art. 1799 (providing that the “interruption of
prescription against one solidary obligor is effective against all solidary obligors and
their heirs.”).
Rebecca’s original petition was timely and properly filed against three
defendants, including the tortfeasor. Rebecca’s amended petition asserted a new
UM claim against Farm Bureau, this time in its capacity as the
“Uninsured/Underinsured motorist carrier of Wilford Cormier, husband and codomiciliary of Rebecca Cormier . . . .” The amended petition further alleged that “at
the time of the accident herein complained of, Plaintiff Rebecca Cormier, had in full
force and effect, a policy of automobile liability insurance with Defendants, Farm
Bureau Insurance Company as insurer of Wilford Cormier, including
uninsured/underinsured motorist coverage . . . .”
Under Hoefly, Natalie, as the tortfeasor, and Farm Bureau, as the UM insurer
providing coverage for Rebecca, were solidary obligors. As such, the filing of
Rebecca’s original petition interrupted prescription as to her newly asserted UM
claim against Farm Bureau. Rebecca’s amended petition was timely filed, and the
conttrial court erred in sustaining Farm Bureau’s exception of prescription.
(Summary Judgment)
Devin Sanders v. Woodlawn Cemetery, Inc., 20-398 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/3/21), 311
So.3d 496.
(Conery with Gremillion and Wilson)
Plaintiff was injured when he fell through the skylight of a mausoleum on the
grounds of a cemetery owned by Woodlawn Cemetery, Inc. At the time, Plaintiff
was a crewmember of ACPI, a subcontractor engaged by Acme Mausoleum, LLC,
a company focused on the construction and marketing of mausoleums. Woodlawn
had hired Acme for the planning, design, and construction of an addition adjacent to
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an existing mausoleum structure. This accident occurred on the roof of the existing
structure which, for some unidentified reason, served as Plaintiff’s worksite.
Plaintiff alleged that upon standing up while taking a break, he fell backwards onto
the roof’s skylight which did not sustain his weight, causing him to fall into the crypt
below. Plaintiff named Woodlawn as a defendant in this suit and alleged that his
injuries were due to the allegedly defective skylight, citing La.Civ.Code arts. 2317
and 2317.1. Plaintiff contended that Woodlawn had actual or constructive
knowledge of the skylight’s purportedly defective condition. Woodlawn sought
summary judgment, asserting that Plaintiff would be unable to prove that it had
custody and/or control of the skylight at the time of the accident nor that it had actual
or constructive knowledge of the purported defect, both critical for premises
liability. Following a hearing, the trial court entered summary judgment, dismissing
the claims against Woodlawn. Plaintiff appealed.
Affirmed. Summary judgment was appropriate due to Plaintiff’s failure to
demonstrate he would be able to prove either contested element. Despite
Woodlawn’s ownership of the site, it was an active construction zone and
jurisprudence reflects that such a site is not typically within an owner’s custody for
premises liability purposes. Woodlawn, a small-town cemetery with no employees,
engaged Acme by turnkey contract to control all aspects of the construction,
including the hiring of subcontractors such as ACPI. Deposition testimony indicated
that Woodlawn enabled Acme to do whatever was necessary in the construction,
relying on Acme to ensure the site’s safety. According to an ACPI representative,
Acme, in turn, contracted with ACPI for the management and safety of the site.
Woodlawn did not restrict workers from going onto the roof, did not know that
anyone did so, and was not informed of the incident until suit was filed. Plaintiff
produced no contrary evidence as to custody and control.
Neither did Plaintiff establish genuine issues of material fact on the issue of
actual or constructive knowledge. Plaintiff conceded that Woodlawn did not have
actual knowledge of the purported defect. He asserted, however, that constructive
notice existed as the condition existed for 23 years, a period providing a responsible
party with the opportunity to discover it in the exercise of ordinary care and
diligence. The panel noted the argument conflated the elements of the existence of
a defect with the separate element of knowledge. The fact-specific jurisprudence
cited by Plaintiff in support of his proposition does not indicate that that the passage
of time, alone, eliminates the burden of proving knowledge. It instead requires a
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fact-intensive inquiry, and Plaintiff failed to come forward with a factual background
indicating notice, actual or constructive. He instead merely pointed to the existence
of a skylight that did not bear his weight.
Alfred Broussard, et al. v. Howard Blount, et al., 20-544 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21),
__ So.3d __
(Fitzgerald with Pickett and Gremillion)
Defendants in vehicular accident case filed a motion for summary judgment
asserting that Plaintiffs would be unable to prove liability and causation at trial. The
trial court denied Defendants’ motion, and Defendants later filed a Motion to Re-Set
Summary Judgment and Motion to Dismiss. After a hearing, the trial court granted
summary judgment in favor of Defendants and dismissed Plaintiffs’ claims with
prejudice.
Reversed and Remanded. Defendants’ first motion for summary judgment
was denied and thus could not be reset. In addition, the Louisiana Code of Civil
Procedure does not recognize a motion to dismiss as a proper procedural vehicle for
a litigant to obtain dismissal of an opposing party’s claims. However, to do
substantial justice, we looked beyond the pleading’s caption, and construed
Defendants’ Motion to Re-Set Summary Judgment and Motion to Dismiss as a
second motion for summary judgment.
On the merits, we observed that Defendants pointed out by brief that Plaintiffs
lacked support for their negligence claims. We determined, however, that
Defendants’ supporting documents failed to affirmatively negate an element of
Plaintiffs’ general negligence claims or to demonstrate the absence of any genuine
issues of material fact. Thus, we held that Defendants failed to carry their initial
burden of production such that the burden of proof never shifted to Plaintiffs.
Accordingly, we reversed the trial court’s grant of summary judgment and remanded
to the trial court for further proceedings.
Thibodeaux v. Circle K Stores, Inc., 20-540 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21), 318 So.3d
465.
(Gremillion with Pickett and Fitzgerald)
Plaintiff claimed he was injured after falling on a three-foot-long price tag
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strip at a convenience store. The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of
Circle K finding that Thibodeaux would be unable to meet the requirements of
La.R.S. 9:2800.6 because he could not prove that Circle K had actual or constructive
notice of the plastic strip on the floor and that he could not prove that an
unreasonably dangerous condition existed because a 3-foot-long price tag strip is
open and obvious.
Affirmed. Thibodeaux provided no evidence that Circle K had actual or
constructive knowledge. Unsupported accusations are simply insufficient. The mere
existence of the strip on the floor is insufficient to meet the notice requirement of
La.R.S. 9:2800.6. Further, even if Circle K had notice, we agreed with the trial court
that a 3-foot-long price strip is open and obvious and, therefore, not unreasonably
dangerous. Thibodeaux had traversed the aisle at least three times prior to the fall.
An ordinary reasonable person should have easily avoided the strip.
Mary Laforge & et ux v. Golden Nugget Lake Charles, LLC, et al., 20-110
(La.App. 3 Cir. 11/4/20), 307 So.3d 266.
(Pickett, J., writing). Judges Pickett, Conery, Perry.
The plaintiffs filed suit against a number of defendants seeking damages for
injuries Ms. Laforge sustained when she tripped and fell on a chair in the casino.
After two defendants filed a motion for summary judgment, seeking dismissal of the
plaintiffs’ claims, the plaintiffs filed a motion to continue the hearing on the motion
on the basis that the motion for summary judgment was premature because the matter
had been removed to federal court they were prevented from conducting discovery;
therefore, they had not had sufficient time to conduct adequate discovery to
determine the proper defendants. Responses to discovery the plaintiffs propounded
upon receipt of the motion for summary judgment established that one of the two
defendants owned property in the casino which included two chairs. The trial court
granted the motion for summary judgment without prejudice and dismissed the
plaintiffs’ claims against the two defendants without prejudice.
Reversed. The plaintiffs’ ability to conduct adequate discovery prior to the
defendants’ motion for summary judgment was thwarted by the matter being
removed to federal court, but upon receipt of the motion for summary judgment,
they immediately propounded discovery to the defendants, which revealed evidence
that may lead to evidence establishing that one of the defendants is liable for the
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plaintiffs’ damages. Furthermore, once summary judgment has been granted in
favor of a defendant, there is nothing left to determine. Jackson v. State Farm Mut.
Auto. Ins. Co., 27,611, (La.App. 2 Cir. 12/6/95), 665 So.2d 661. Accordingly, the
trial court erred in granting summary judgment without prejudice in favor of the
defendants’.
UNINSURED MOTORIST/INSURANCE
Barras v. Cardinal Services, LLC, 19-530 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/1/20), 297 So.3d 877,
writ denied, 20-978 (La. 11/4/20), 303 So.3d 631.
(Kyzar with Conery and Perret)
Plaintiff suffered a work-related motor vehicle accident. After settling for the
other driver’s policy limits, plaintiff sued his employer’s uninsured/underinsured
motorist carrier. The parties filed cross motions for summary judgment, with the
UM carrier claiming that UM coverage had been rejected by the employer, and
Plaintiff claiming that the UM rejection was invalid and because the rejection did
not indicate whether it applied to the auto policy or the umbrella/excess policy. The
trial court granted judgement in favor of the UM carrier, finding that the employer
rejected UM coverage. Plaintiff appealed.
Affirmed In Part; Reversed In Part; Rendered; And Remanded.
On appeal, the court held that despite the presence of technical errors in the
UM carrier’s waiver form, the employer validly rejected UM coverage under its auto
policy because it completed the five tasks the court deemed necessary to validly
reject coverage on the insurance commissioner’s 2008 revised UM waiver form.
However, it held that the employer failed to validly reject UM coverage under the
umbrella/excess policy because form contained in that policy failed to comply with
the requirements of the 2008 revised form. The court held the employer was required
to execute a separate UM waiver for its auto policy and its umbrella/excess policy
because of the formal proof required by the insurer to prove rejection and due to the
separate and distinct nature of the policies for the purposes of UM coverage. The
court further held that the unfairness of its holding was offset by the fact that the UM
carrier had the authority and opportunity to ensure that the employer properly
executed a valid waiver rejecting UM coverage.
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Baack v. McIntosh, 19-657 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/29/20), 304 So.3d 881, affirmed, 201054, 20-1117 (La. 6/30/21), __ So.3d __.
(Kyzar with Thibodeaux and Perry)
Plaintiff was injured as a result of a work-related motor vehicle accident.
Although he was receiving WC benefits, he and his wife sued the driver, as well as
his employer’s UM carrier. The UM carrier, which was also the WC carrier, moved
for summary judgment, denying coverage based on a rejection coverage by the
employer. Plaintiffs opposed the motion but failed to file a cross motion arguing
there was coverage. The trial court denied the UM carrier’s motion. The UM carrier
moved for summary judgment, seeking to deny plaintiffs’ claim for penalties and
attorney fees, which was denied. It further sought to dismiss plaintiffs’ claims for
past medical expenses and lost wages. The trial court granted judgment in favor of
the UM carrier, finding that because the UM carrier’s obligations towards plaintiff
were solidary in nature, the collateral source rule was inapplicable. Thus, it awarded
the UM carrier a credit for all past WC benefits it had paid plaintiff. Following a
jury trial, at which the trial court denied both parties directed verdicts, the jury
returned a verdict, finding no liability on the part of the UM carrier based on the
employer’s rejection of coverage. Plaintiffs appealed.
Reversed And Rendered; Remanded.
On appeal, the court rejected plaintiffs’ argument that the denial of the UM
carrier’s motion for summary judgment on the UM coverage issue was the law of
the case, which rendered the 2012, 2013, and 2014 UM rejection forms valid and
precluded the UM carrier from arguing they were invalid. The court held that the
judgment rendered against the UM carrier was not, in effect, a judgment rendered in
plaintiffs’ favor because the trial court has no authority to render judgment in favor
of a nonmoving party.
The court determined that the jury legally erred in finding there was a valid
rejection of UM coverage by the employer. The insurance commissioners’ Bulletin
No. 08-02, stated that selection of UM coverage at the same bodily injury limits as
the underlying policy was not required on the form because, pursuant to La.R.S.
22:680, such coverage was statutorily “presumed absent a properly completed and
signed UM form indicating a different choice.” Thus, the failure of the employer’s
representative to indicate, through her initials, that the employer was choosing either
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to reject coverage or to select coverage equal to the bodily injury coverage provided
by the underlying auto policy, had the effect of choosing UM coverage equal to the
underlying policy’s bodily injury coverage limits. The court held that the UM carrier
had the burden of ensuring that a valid rejection of UM coverage was executed; thus,
because it knew that the employer did not want UM coverage, it should have
resubmitted the form to the representative for her to properly complete. The court
held that the jury could only find the UM forms invalid by relying on the employer’s
intent, which Duncan v. U.S.A.A. Ins. Co., 06-363, p. 3 (La. 11/29/06), 950 So.2d
544, 547, specifically held was irrelevant.
Based on its finding that there was no valid rejection of UM coverage, the
court conducted a de novo review, finding the accident was the cause in fact of
plaintiff’s injuries and awarding him $859,306.25 in general and special damages
and $42,500.00 in loss of consortium damages to his wife and daughter. The court
denied plaintiffs’ claims for penalties and attorney fees based on the insured’s failure
to pay his medical expenses. Plaintiff admitted that these expenses were timely paid
by the UM carrier, as WC carrier; thus, the court held that the UM carrier was not
arbitrary, capricious, or without probable cause in failing to them. Based on its
reversal of the jury verdict, the court remanded the issue of court costs to the trial
court.
Hoffpauir v. Cajundome Commission, 20-423 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/21/21), 318 So.3d 334.

(Kyzar with Saunders and Perret)
Defendant leased the Cajundome to a foundation to hold a concert, and
plaintiff suffered an injury at the concert when she fell due to the lack of lighting.
In leasing the Cajundome, the foundation agreed to obtain liability coverage and
name defendant as an additional insured on the policy. After plaintiff initiated her
suit, defendant filed a third-party claim against the insurer, alleging that as an
additional insured, it was entitled to penalties and attorney fees because the insurer
failed to defend and indemnify it against plaintiff’s claims. The insurer argued that
it had no duty to defend defendant because the named insured, the foundation, was
not named as a defendant in plaintiff’s suit. Defendant filed a cross motion for
summary judgment and/or a motion for declaratory judgment on the duty to defend
issue. The trial court denied the insurer’s motion and granted judgment in
defendant’s favor. The insurer appealed.
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Affirmed In Part And Reversed In Part.
On appeal, the court determined that the parties, pursuant to the policy’s
“Additional Insured – Managers or Lessors of Premises” endorsement, intended
defendant to be covered for liability resulting from bodily injury caused not only by
the foundation’s negligence, but also from defendant’s negligence arising from its
ownership, maintenance, or use of the premises leased to the foundation. The court
held that the insurer had a duty to defend defendant because plaintiff’s petition
alleged liability based on the defective condition of the stairs, handrails, and lighting
of the premises leased by the foundation. However, it held that defendant’s claim
for indemnification and attorney fees was premature.
WORKERS COMPENSATION
Musson Patout Automotive Group v. Maynard, 20-218, 20-219 (La.App. 3 Cir.
1/27/21), 311 So.3d 1088.
(Kyzar with Gremillion and Perret)
Plaintiff suffered a work-related back injury as a result of a motor vehicle
accident. The WC carrier’s utilization reviewer denied his request for surgery based
on his failure to obtain a pre-surgery psychological evaluation. The WC carrier’s
SMO related plaintiff’s symptoms to the accident but said he was not a candidate for
surgery and could return to work. After plaintiff was cleared psychologically for
surgery, his doctor again requested authorization for the surgery, which the
utilization reviewer approved, but the claims adjuster rescinded pending a
consultation with the doctor, which never occurred. Based on the conflicting
medical opinions, the employer sought a IMO, which the WC ordered; plaintiff filed
a claim seeking approval of the surgery and other claims. The IMO related plaintiff’s
lumbar issues to his accident, but recommended delay of the surgery in order to first
determine whether his pain would be relieved by an injection in the hip. Plaintiff
moved for summary judgment, which was granted in part. The WCJ approved the
surgery but denied summary judgment on the issues of indemnity benefits and
attorney fee. Following a trial on the merits, the WCJ awarded plaintiff $2,000.00
in penalties and $2,000.00 in attorney fees based on the employer’s late authorization
of surgery but did not award court costs. Plaintiff appealed.
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Affirmed As Amended.
On appeal, the court held that the WCJ had authority, based on La.R.S.
23:1124.1, to order an IMO even though plaintiff was not at MMI. It also found that
plaintiff’s objection to the IME was moot based on his failure to appeal the order
pursuant to La.R.S. 23:1317.1(F). The court also found moot plaintiff’s argument
that the WCJ’s erred by failing to award penalties and attorney fees as part of the
summary judgment because these were subsequently awarded following the trial on
the merits. However, the court held that the WCJ’s $2,000.00 attorney fee award
was abusively low and raised it to $5,000.00. It further awarded plaintiff court costs
and legal interest, as well as an additional $2,500.00 in attorney fees for work
performed on appeal.
Cox. Cox, Filo, Camel & Wilson, LLC v. Louisiana Workers’ Compensation
Corp., 20-408 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/31/21) 318 So.3d 964, writ granted, 21-566 (La.
6/29/21), 319 So.3d 279.
(Gremillion with Kyzar and Perret)
The long-term office manager of a law firm experienced vision difficulties
due to strain from working at her computer. Her doctor recommended limiting her
work hours to four a day. She informed the firm, which demoted her to an assistant
job. The former manager then filed a Disputed Claim for Compensation seeking
supplemental earnings benefits and medical treatment. The firm was insured by
LWCC, which experienced difficulties on procuring counsel to represent it. As a
result, the firm was without representation for five months.
The managing partner of the firm undertook measures in the firm’s defense,
including preparing an answer and cross claim against LWCC and responding to
discovery. The firm also retained counsel to pursue a claim against LWCC for
breach of the obligation of good faith and fair dealing imposed by La.R.S. 22:1973
in district court. LWCC responded with exceptions of no cause of action, no right
of action, and lack of subject matter jurisdiction. The exception of no right of action
was withdrawn, and the remaining exceptions were denied.
Following trial on the merits, the trial court found that LWCC had breached
it obligations under the policy and violated La.R.S. 22:1973. It assessed damages
based upon the time lost by the managing partner in defending the firm, awarding
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the firm $150,083.50 in damages and a penalty of twice the damages ($450,250.50
total award).
On appeal, this court looked to the language of La.R.S. 22:1973 to determine
whether it applies to workers’ compensation policies. The statute only exempts from
its application policies of health and accident insurance. Other penal provisions of
the Insurance Code, specifically La.R.S. 22:1892, exempt workers’ compensation
insurers. Pursuant to the rationale in Gunderson v. F.A. Richard & Assoc., Inc., 07264 (La.App. 3 Cir. 2/27/08), 977 So.2d 1128, writs denied, 08-1063, 08-1072 (La.
9/19/08), 992 So.2d 953, the district court enjoyed subject matter jurisdiction over
the demand because it arose from law outside the Louisiana Workers’ Compensation
Law of Title 23. Accordingly, we found that La.R.S. 22:1973 does apply to workers’
compensation claims by insureds against their comp carriers, and that the district
court had subject matter jurisdiction over the matter.
Beatrice Joseph v. Iberia Parish School District, 20-386 (La.App. 3 Cir.
11/25/20), 307 So.3d 306.
(Conery with Saunders and Keaty)
Ms. Joseph, a bus driver for the School Board, alleged that she sustained
various injuries, including those to her right knee, after a car backed into her school
bus. After initially seeking treatment on referral from the School Board, Ms. Joseph
began treatment with an orthopedic surgeon of her own choosing. The School Board
challenged the causation of her right knee pain complaints, pointing to the minimal
nature of the accident as captured on video and Ms. Joseph’s underlying
osteoarthritis. Following a hearing, the workers’ compensation judge found that Ms.
Joseph failed to prove that she suffered any injury or any aggravation of a preexisting right knee condition in the accident. The WCJ explained that Joseph was a
poor historian in her account of the incident and that the misinformation rendered
her orthopedist’s conclusions unreliable. Ms. Joseph appealed.
Affirmed. The panel found no merit in Ms. Joseph’s contention that her
account of symptoms following the accident and her orthopedist’s report required a
finding of causation of the purported right knee injury. While Ms. Joseph argued
that there was no indication of poor health before the accident and that the right knee
injury manifested thereafter, her reliance on such a presumption both misconstrued
the WCJ’s finding and the fact that it was her burden of proving causation and injury
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rather than the School Board’s burden of disproving those elements. Ms. Joseph
presented no medical testimony nor did any of the submitted medical records
establish that the knee complaints were caused by the bus accident. Instead, Ms.
Joseph merely testified that she had not experienced right knee pain for
approximately fifteen years before the accident and that it became symptomatic
following the accident. The WCJ specifically rejected Ms. Joseph’s unsubstantiated
version of events noting that it was not in accord with the video of the incident and
that her orthopedist’s conclusion was flawed due to his reliance on her account. The
record evidence supported that credibility assessment and the WCJ’s ultimate
determination that Ms. Joseph failed to meet her burden of proving that she sustained
compensable injury due to a work-related accident as required by La.R.S.
23:1031(A).
Bayou Shrimp Processors v. Delahoussaye, Inc., 20-366 (La.App. 3 Cir.
(11/25/20), 302 So.3d 1105.
(Conery with Saunders and Keaty)
Bayou Shrimp Processors, Inc. (Bayou Shrimp), and its workers’
compensation insurer, Bridgefield Employers Insurance Company (Bridgefield)
(Petitioners), appealed the WCJ’s approval of a Neuro Compound Cream (100 gm)
for Defendant Shelly Delahoussaye. The WCJ found that it was “allowable without
specific restrictions” as per the Medical Treatment Guidelines (MTG) and concluded
that the Petitioners failed to “support their position with clear and convincing
evidence” necessary to overturn the Medical Director’s Decision (MGD-194262).
The MGD approved the use of the Neuro Compound Cream (100gm) as a form of
treatment for Ms. Delahoussaye under the “chronic Pain Medical Guideline” portion
of the Workers’ Compensation MTG. On appeal, Petitioners assigned three
purported errors, the first two issues were only addressed by the WCJ in its reasons
for judgment, not the judgment. Accordingly. the panel found that the first two
assignments of error urged by Petitioners were pretermitted for review as it is well
settled that “written reasons form no part of the judgment, and that appellate courts
review judgments, not reasons for judgment.” Bellard v. American Cent. Ins.Co.,071335 p.25 (La. 4/18/08), 980 So.2d 654, 671. The panel instead reviewed only error
three, which addressed the determination contained in the judgment, i.e., that the
Petitioners failed to carry their burden of proof to overturn the Medical Director’s
Decision in favor of Ms. Delahoussaye.
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Affirmed. Ms. Delahoussaye was an employee of Bayou Shrimp in 2016
when she was severely injured after being run over and dragged underneath a
forklift. She suffered injury to her left hip, both knees, and her right arm and hand,
all of which required surgery. Ms. Delahoussaye has been receiving both workers’
compensation and indemnity benefits since the accident. In attempting to comply
with the CDC’s request to decrease the amount of oral consumption of opiates and
muscle relaxers, Dr. Matthew Mitchell, her treating pain management physician,
filed a Request of Authorization (Form 1010) seeking treatment authorization of Ms.
Delahoussaye with a Neuro Compound Cream (100 gm). The request was denied
by Summit Claims (Summit), the third-party administrator for the Petitioners. Dr.
Mitchell then filed a Disputed Claim for Medical Treatment (Form 1009), stating
the same reasons for the requested treatment. Summit responded and gave its
reasons for denying the request, which basically indicated that four of the five drugs
included in the Neuro Compound Cream (100 gm) were excluded by what is
described as the Official Disability Guidelines (ODG) which are used by other states,
but not by Louisiana. The Medical Director approved the request for the Neuro
Compound Cream (100 gm) in MGD19-4262, stating, “Care covered by the medical
treatment schedule.” “The MTG notes the following specific to this request: The
topical is allowable without specific restrictions as per the guidelines.” The panel
found no manifest error in the WCJ determination that Petitioners failed to “support
their position with clear and convincing evidence” necessary to overturn the Medical
Director’s approval of the Neuro Compound Cream (100 gm), considering that
Louisiana’s MTG do not limit the ingredients comprising a compound cream.
Billy Martin v. Doerle’s Food Services, LLC and Great American Insurance
Company, 21-94 (La.App. 3 Cir. 6/2/21), __ So.3d __ (2021WL2217087).
(Fitzgerald with Perret and Wilson)
Billy Martin was injured in a forklift accident while working for his employer,
Doerle Food Services, LLC. Doerle deemed the accident compensable and paid
Martin workers’ compensation indemnity benefits until a dispute arose as to whether
Martin was able to return to work. The Office of Workers’ Compensation appointed
Dr. Wayne Lindemann to conduct an independent medical evaluation (IME) of
Martin. Dr. Lindemann concluded that Martin had completely recovered from his
injuries and could return to full-duty work without restrictions. In addition, due to
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what he perceived as “severe symptom magnification,” Dr. Lindemann
recommended that Martin be put under video surveillance.
Relying on the IME report, Doerle terminated Martin's benefits. In response,
Martin filed a disputed claim against Doerle, seeking penalties and attorney fees.
Doerle answered the claim and requested a preliminary hearing. Martin, in turn,
moved to strike Dr. Lindemann's IME report, arguing that it was flawed and biased,
such that Doerle’s reliance on it to discontinue his benefits amounted to arbitrary
and capricious behavior, entitling him to an award of statutory penalties and attorney
fees under La.R.S. 23:1201(I).
A preliminary hearing was held in October 2019. Although the Workers’
Compensation Judge (WCJ) struck the IME report and reinstated Martin's benefits
from the date of termination, the WCJ found that Doerle's “discontinuance of
indemnity benefits was not arbitrary, capricious, or without probable cause.” Thus,
Martin's claim for penalties and attorney fees was denied. Martin appealed.
Held: Affirmed.
Upon review, we noted that Dr. Lindemann is a board certified Independent
Medical Examiner who issued a detailed report after reviewing Martin's medical
records, taking an oral history, and conducting a full physical examination.
Although we found Dr. Lindemann to be somewhat overzealous in expressing his
belief that Martin was not nearly as injured as he portrayed, we determined that the
IME report itself was conclusive. As a result, we concluded that Doerle’s reliance
upon the IME report was objectively reasonable and therefore did not rise to the
level of being arbitrary and capricious. Accordingly, we found no manifest error in
the WCJ’s denial of Martin's claim for penalties and attorney fees.
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CRIMINAL LAW JURISPRUDENCE - 2021
State v. Eaglin, 17-657 (La.App. 3 Cir. 7/13/19), 279 So.3d 949.
Admission of inflammatory photo (gun to head of cousin of Facebook) was not
harmless, as could have influenced credibility determination.
State v. Ellis, (La. 9/24/19), 279 So.3d 901.
Deputy improperly prolonged traffic stop to await female deputy for pat-down; no
reasonable suspicion.
State v. Leger, 17-2084 (La. 6/26/19) 284 So.3d 609.
Reinstated conviction for vehicular homicide, discussed proof of intoxication as
proximate cause.
State v. Parker, 19-28 (La. 10/22/19) 285 So.3d 1041.
In habitual offender proceeding, proof of status as a fourth offender was insufficient
(lack of articulated waivers in prior proceedings).
State v. Jones, 17-658 (La. 10/22/19) 285 So.3d 1074.
District court blurred steps in reverse-Batson; improperly shifted burden of proof to
Defendant.
State v. Reimonenq, 19-367 (La. 10/22/20), 286 So.3d 412.
State improperly used nolle prosequi as a device to avoid district court’s ruling that
excluded expert testimony.
State in the Interest of A.N., 18-1571 (La. 10/22/19) 286 So.3d 969.
Juvenile not “in custody” for purposes of post-conviction relief; not in secure care,
not on probation or parole.
State v. Shishler, 20-145 (La. 5/2/20) 295 So.3d 927.
No probable cause, no exigent circumstances, no reason for protective sweep.
State v. Lemoine, 20-561 (La. 10/14/20) 302 So.3d 1103.
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Discussion of Double Jeopardy and the application of the Blockburger test.
State in the Interest of G.J.G., 19-768 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/4/20), 297 So.3d 120.
Student claimed he had sex with teacher. Sufficient evidence of malice to support
defamation and thus delinquency, but insufficient evidence of direct sending to
support unlawful communication adjudication.
State v. Istre, 19-536 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/4/20), 297 So.3d 162.
Defendant broke victim’s arm in struggle over gun; not self-defense. Evidence
indicated that he broke arm after disarming victim.
State v. Batiste, 19-632 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/18/20), 297 So.3d 819.
Evidence showed that Defendant maintained possession of firearm after threat was
over with, thus supporting conviction for possession of a firearm by a convicted
felon.
State v. Faciane, 19-702 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/1820), 297 So.3d 823; writ denied, 20471 (La.9/8/20), 301 So.3d 30.
Defendant’s statements to clergy were not for spiritual purposes, therefore, privilege
did not apply.
State v. Powell, (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/25/20), 297 So.2d 841.
Discussion of suspension of time limitations on bringing prosecution.
State v. Brister, 19-507 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/20/20), 297 So.3d 992.
Returning to general area, armed, did not make victim the aggressor.
State v. Trahan, 19-873 (La.App. 3 Cir. 9/22/20), 304 So.3d 966. [supreme court
writ pending]
Discussion of evidence required to support conviction for vehicular homicide.
Dissent: There was no expert testimony regarding the effects of intoxication.
State v. Primeaux, 19-841 (La.App. 3 Cir. 10/21/20), 305 So.3d 1014; writ denied,
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21-99 (La. 4/20/21), 313 So.3d 1256. [cert. pending]
Chain of custody witness did not have to appear for purposes of Confrontation;
cutting cloth samples is not “testimonial.”
State v. Lee, 20-80 (La.App. 3 Cir. 11/18/20), 305 So.3d 1048.
Consecutive nine-year sentences were excessive for two counts of distribution of
meth; small amounts and fifteen years since last offense.
State v. Carter, 20-1193 (La. 1/26/21), 309 So.3d 333.
OK to extend traffic stop because officer had reasonable suspicion due to
nervousness, inconsistent statements, etc.
State v. Thibodeaux, 20-91 (La.App. 3 Cir. 3/17/21), 313 So.3d 445.
Iberia Parish Clerk of Court was convicted of racketeering, along with other charges;
discussion of evidence required to support a racketeering conviction.
State v. Sewell, 20-310 (La. 12/11/20), 314 So.3d 811.
Failure to tell client about immigration effects of plea was not ineffective assistance
of counsel, as attorney did not know Defendant was a non-citizen.
State v. Rabalais, 20-303 (La.App. 3 Cir. 4/7/21)(unpublished opinion). [2021 WL
1295020]
Hearsay discussion: statement against interest and state of mind.
State v. Barton, 20-274 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/5/21), __ So.3d __. [2021 WL 1783045]
Conviction for molestation of a juvenile; discusses chemical castration.
State v. Guillory, 20-353 (La.App. 3 Cir. 5/12/21), 318 So.3d 368.
Discusses test for intent to distribute; no evidence of such intent in this case, so
responsive verdicts entered.
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KEEPING IT ETHICAL
I. Introduction – Cases about ethics violations show a great amount of creativity
in our profession. Although these cases from around the country are amusing,
bizarre, and sometimes shocking, serious lessons can be learned from each
one.
II. The Truth, Nothing but the Truth, and the Whole Truth
A. The Truth – Cincinnati Bar Assn. v. Moore, 143 Ohio St.3d 252, 2015Ohio-2488, 36 N.E.3d 171 (Moore I), 147 Ohio St.3d 1405, 2016-Ohio7371 60 N.E. 3d 1269 (Moore II), and 157 Ohio St.3d 24, 2019-Ohio-2063,
131 N.E.3d 24 (Moore III).
Moore tried to shoplift twelve bottles of wine in November 2001. The
charge was nolle prossed after Moore completed 65 hours of community
service. In March 2012, Moore substituted UPC codes in order to buy three
bottles of expensive wine and a bottle of olive oil at a much lower price.
Moore pled guilty and was allowed to enter a diversion program. He selfreported the shoplifting charge but did not disclose he had used the same scam
previously. He did not report the 2001 charge. Moore was suspended for two
years with one year stayed and with certain conditions.
Moore then apparently continued to practice law despite his suspension.
The Bar Association imposed an additional interim default suspension
because Moore failed to answer that disciplinary complaint.
The suspended Moore advised his divorce client that he would
represent her for free and enrolled as her counsel. About four weeks later, he
sent his client a bill for $9,500. He then had the client sign a promissory note
for $11,000. Ultimately, Moore transferred the file to another attorney who
sued the client, on Moore’s behalf, for compensatory and punitive damages in
excess of $25,000. The trial court dismissed the complaint, and the
disciplinary board permanently disbarred him.
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B. Nothing But the Truth – In re Flournoy, 19- 1479 (La. 4/3/20), ___ So. 3d
(Flournoy I), and In re Flournoy, 21-614 (La. 6/22/21), ___ So.3d ___
(Flournoy II).
Flournoy instructed his secretary to forge his and his client’s names on
a Satisfaction of Judgment. In another matter, he filed pleadings in the record
of a former client’s case although the client had terminated his services and
the court had ordered Flournoy to stop. Flournoy was suspended for one year,
with all but thirty days deferred, and with one year of unsupervised probation.
In anticipation of being reinstated to the practice of law, Flournoy
signed the required affidavit in his secretary’s presence on July 11, 2020. The
affidavit certified he had complied with the conditions imposed in the prior
disciplinary matter. He instructed his secretary to show July 15, 2020, as the
date she notarized the affidavit and to file the affidavit with the court on that
date.
Flournoy also continued to practice during his probation and lied to the
court about the need for a requested continuance in a case. ODC revoked
Flournoy’s probation and ordered the previously-deferred one-year
suspension to be made immediately executory.
C. The Whole Truth – Matter of Admission of Padlock, 960 N.W.2d 917
(Wis.2021).
Padlock was charged with possession of 114 pounds of marijuana, but
the felony charge was reduced to one count of misdemeanor possession of
marijuana in the third degree. She was sentenced to three days in jail, a $1,000
fine, and two years of probation. Then she applied to law school and later to
the bar. The Wisconsin Board of Bar Examiners found she was “dishonest
and deceptive” and “demonstrated a lack of character and fitness that is
essential for admission to the Wisconsin bar.”
The Wisconsin Supreme Court found Padlock did not intend to deceive
the law school in her application, but it considered her application to the bar
to be more problematic. Nevertheless, the court gave her “the benefit of the
doubt” and directed the Board to certify her admission into practice in
3

Wisconsin without conditions.
III.

Good Practices to Live By
A. Make sure everyone who is supposed to be an attorney really is.
1. In re Burns, 17-2153 (La. 5/1/18), 249 So.3d 811.
Burns was charged with contempt for sending a paralegal to a pretrial conference in a civil case. Burns insisted the paralegal had identified
himself to everyone as a non-attorney. The judge held Burns in contempt
and ordered him to pay a $100 fine.
The trial judge then filed a disciplinary complaint against Burns,
who was caught in a lie about why he had not personally appeared at the
conference. ODC found Burns assisted his paralegal in the unauthorized
practice of law and engaged in professional misconduct. The supreme
court suspended Burns for one year and ordered him to attend Ethics
School. With a one-year suspension, he did not have to seek re-admission,
but would be readmitted automatically.
2. In re Ruth, 12-620 (La. 6/15/12), 90 So.3d 1004 - Don’t accept money
for a legal fee until you really are a licensed attorney.
Ruth accepted a legal fee in late January or early February of 2002,
but he did not become licensed to practice law in Louisiana until February
28, 2002.
B. If you want to prosecute criminals, make sure you have a license. Ask
Kelcie Miller of Madison County, Illinois.
Miller worked as an Assistant Public Defender from October 2018 to
May 2019. While she really did graduate from law school, she failed the bar
exam three times and was not licensed. She was charged with forgery, theft
over $10,000 of government property, and false impersonation of an attorney.
She pled guilty to a single felony count of false impersonation and was
sentenced to serve thirty months of probation and to pay $40,232 in restitution
4

representing the salary and benefits she fraudulently collected.
C. Don’t make incendiary gender and race-based comments on social media.
Matter of Traywick, 21-21 (S.C. 6/18/21), ___ S.E.2d ___, 2021 WL 2492772.
In this shameful case, forty-six people complained to the South
Carolina Disciplinary Board about comments Traywick made on his
Facebook page that identified him as a lawyer and referenced his law firm.
ODC found twelve statements it considered “troubling” that did not “maintain
the dignity of the legal system,” but it focused on just two of the statements.
The first one was an offensive comment discussing Traywick’s
personal theory about tattoos and challenging others to prove him wrong. The
second highly offensive comment referred to George Floyd.
ODC found the comments were incendiary, not expressive, and
intended to incite gender and race-based conflict, and their effect was
exacerbated because Traywick was an attorney. ODC was particularly
concerned with the George Floyd statement and felt it “tended to bring the
legal profession into disrepute, [and] violated the letter and spirit of the
Lawyer’s Oath.” ODC imposed a six-month suspension from the practice of
law and ordered Traywick to complete one hour of diversity education;
complete a comprehensive anger management assessment with a licensed
professional; undergo an evaluation through the “Lawyers Helping Lawyers”
program; comply with all recommendations from the assessments; report
quarterly to ODC; and file a final report from all treatment providers to
include their assessment of Traywick’s mental health and his compliance with
the recommendations.
D. If you want to play jazz, move to New Orleans. In Re Byrne, 08-1817
(N.J. 4/25/19).
Byrne was charged in three separate actions with twenty-two counts of
various rule violations, and the New Jersey Disciplinary Board recommended
a two-year suspension from practice. Byrne was temporarily suspended with
a $500 sanction.
5

One of the twenty-two counts alleged Byrne failed to respond to his
client’s many requests for information and failed to tell the client how and
where he could be contacted. Byrne also kept the client’s $1,500 retainer even
though he never filed the client’s bankruptcy case. Byrne failed to file other
matters for clients and kept the unearned fees they paid him. The New Jersey
Supreme Court ordered immediate disbarment.
Several clients learned from Byrne’s Facebook page that he had closed
his New Jersey law office and moved to Washington to play jazz.
E. Don’t steal your co-workers’ underwear. Iowa Supreme Court
Disciplinary Board v. Stansberry, 18-1719 (Iowa 1/25/19, amended 4/9/19).
Stansberry was an assistant county attorney in a supervisory role. He
asked a female co-worker if he and his three-year-old son could stop by her
home. She was mowing her lawn when he arrived, and she agreed to watch
the child while Stansberry went inside to use the restroom. About five minutes
later, Stansberry came outside, and he and the child left.
A short time later, the co-worker noticed a piece of cloth lying in her
driveway. It was her panties!
Stansberry was placed on administrative leave the next day.
Investigation revealed Stansberry had photographed his co-worker’s
underwear drawer and items in her gym bag as well as another co-worker’s
underwear in a gym bag. Mr. Stansberry resigned from the county attorney’s
office four days later. Stansberry was charged with theft in the fifth degree
and criminal trespass. He self-reported his criminal trespass and theft charges
to the Disciplinary Board; he admitted his conduct but denied that he violated
ethical rules. The supreme court found he violated rules prohibiting criminal
conduct, dishonesty, fraud, deceit, and misrepresentation; and sexual
harassment. The court suspended Stansberry’s license for an indefinite period
with no possibility of reinstatement for one year from the date of the opinion.
He will have to apply for reinstatement and furnish an evaluation from a
licensed healthcare professional verifying his fitness to practice law. As of
the end of July, he is still suspended.
6

IV.

If you need help, get it!

The former Lawyers Assistance Program has been rearranged and now
offers a wider area of support. It is now the Judges and Lawyers Assistance
Program. It provides professional help at no charge to judges, lawyers, law
students, employers, and family members in the areas of aging, alcohol/drugs,
depression, fatigue, gambling, mental health, suicide, and wellness. Contact
information is:
Judges and Lawyers Assistance Program, Inc.
405 West Causeway Approach
Mandeville, LA 70471
Phone: (985) 778-0571
Toll-free: (866) 354-9334
Fax: (985) 778-0574
Email: jlap@louisianajlap.com

“The practice of law in this state is not a right, but a privilege, which may be taken
away from the person to whom granted for cause.”
In re Craven, 169 La. 555, 556-57, 125 So. 591, 592 (1929).
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PROFESSIONALISM
The Louisiana State Bar Association (LSBA) “undertook the first effort to
codify the principles governing lawyering in Louisiana” in 1899.1 Louisiana “based
its new code on a seventeenth century oath for advocates from the Swiss Canon of
Geneva. Although denominated by the LSBA as a ‘Code of Ethics,’ this
enumeration of broad principles read more like a pledge than a disciplinary code.
For example, the Code declared that it was the ‘duty’ of a Louisiana lawyer to
‘maintain the respect due to courts of justice and judicial officers,’ to ‘employ . . .
such means only as are consistent with truth,’ to ‘maintain inviolate the confidence,
and at every peril to ourselves, to preserve the secrets of our clients,’ and to ‘abstain
from all offensive personalities,’ among other things.”2 A canon stating a duty to
“live uprightly; and in our persons to justify before men the dignity, honor and
integrity of a great and noble profession[,]” which was not found in the Swiss source
was added by the LSBA.3
In 1996, the Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ) adopted a resolution “calling
for a study of lawyer professionalism and the development of a National Action Plan
to assist the state appellate courts of highest jurisdiction to reverse” a perceived trend
of “decreased public confidence in legal and judicial institutions.”4 That report
recognized that professionalism was a much broader concept than ethics and
included “not only civility among members of the bench and bar, but also
competence, integrity, respect for the rule of law, participation in pro bono and
1

Ciolino, Dane S. “Introductory Materials.” Louisiana Legal Ethics: A legal ethics blog
of Prof. Dane S. Ciolino.
https://lalegalethics.org/louisiana-rules-of-professionalconduct/introductory-materials. Accessed 24 June 2021.
2

Id. Footnotes omitted.

Id. at note 8, quoting La. State Bar Ass’n, Report of the Louisiana State Bar Association
1898-1899, Charter of 1899, art. II, at 20 (1899).
3

4

A National Action Plan on Lawyer Conduct and Professionalism (adopted January 21,
1999, by the Conference Justices), p. 1.
1

community service, and conduct by members of the legal profession that exceeds
the minimum ethical requirements.”5
In its section entitled “Professionalism Expectations,” The Florida Bar states
that “[a] license to practice law is a privilege that gives the lawyer a special position
of trust, power, and influence in our society. This privilege requires a lawyer to use
that position to promote the public good and to foster the reputation of the legal
profession while protecting our system of equal justice under the law.”6
According to a 2020 Gallup Poll, for the nineteenth year in a row nurses are
rated highest in honesty and ethics among a list of professionals. 7 Nurses are rated
eight-nine percent in response to the question: “Please tell me how you would rate
the honesty and ethical standards of people in these different fields[.]”8 Lawyers are
given a twenty-one percent rating.9 Judges are given a forty-three percent rating,
and members of congress are given a twelve percent rating.10
“While we may know professionalism when we see it, we should shudder at
the realization that pornography and professionalism share a common definition.”11
What is Professionalism?
5

Id. at p. 2.

6

Professionalism
Expectations
–
The
Florida
Bar.
https://www.floridabar.org/prof/regulating-professionalism/professionalism-expectations-2/.
Accessed 04 August 2021.
Gaines, Kathleen. “Nurses Ranked Most Trusted Profession 19 Years in a Row.”
https://nurse.org/articles/nursing-ranked-most-honest-profession/. Accessed 06 August 2021.
7

8

Gallup.com. Accessed 06 August 2021.

9

Id.

10

Id.

Rizzardi, Keith W. “Defining Professionalism: I know it when I see it.” Florida Bar
Journal, Vol. 79, no. 7. July/August 2005. https://www.floridabar.org/the-florida-barjournal/defining-professionalism-i-know-it-when-i-see-it/. Accessed 24 June 2021.
11
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A.

Webster’s Third International Dictionary, 1961 edition, defines
“professionalism” as “the conduct, aims or qualities that characterize or
mark a profession or a professional person.”12 “Profession” is defined
as “an occupation requiring advanced academic training, as medicine
and law.”13

B.

Google’s Oxford Languages Dictionary defines “professionalism” as
“the competency or skill expected of a professional” or “the practicing
of an activity, especially a sport, by professional rather than amateur
players.”14

C.

“The generally accepted concept is that professions provide particular
types of services to others and professionalism is doing that in a manner
which approaches a professional ideal. The professional ideal must be
something other than a benefit to the professional. In other words, we
can expect more of a professional than that. The ideal must offer an
acceptable justification for the activities of the profession.” Jack L.
Sammons, Jr.15

D.

“Although everyone agrees that professionalism is good, no one can
define it in a way that everyone else can unconditionally accept. For
this reason, I have long argued that the profession should define
‘professionalism’ in a way that will make the effort worthwhile. That
is, we should redefine professionalism as ‘seeking.’ Professionalismas-seeking would implore us to examine, in ourselves and in our
colleagues at the bench, bar, and academy, the norms, values, and
assumptions that guide our professional conduct. It would not preach

12

Webster’s Third International Dictionary Unabridged. (1961). Merriam-Webster
Incorporated.
13

14

Id.
https://www.google.com/search?q=professionalism&rlz. Accessed 04 August 2021.

15

Sammons, Jack L., Jr. Lawyer Professionalism. Carolina Academic Press. 1988, p. 3.
(Footnote omitted.)
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how we ‘should’ act. It would not demand conformity. Rather, it would
implore us to ask ourselves ‘what is the good professional life?’ It
would ask us to ask ‘how ought we to live our lives as lawyers?’ . . .
Engaging in that process, I submit, would be more useful than drafting
and amending pledges in professionalism codes.” Dane S. Ciolino.16
E.

“To be recognized by the Bar with this Award is very gratifying since
professionalism was my credo from my first day of practice,
was demanded of every person in my courtroom, and is stressed in my
mentoring of young lawyers. Now more than ever, at a time when our
society is so fractious, it is important that all of us work to make our
profession a bastion of civility.” The Honorable Harriet F. Klein, J.S.C.
(Ret.), Essex County Bar Association, on being named one of the New
Jersey State Bar Association’s Professional Lawyers of the Year in
2020.17

F.

“Professionalism means candor, compassion, civility, and integrity
toward the court, your adversary, and all litigants, understanding that
we are all ambassadors of the legal community, and our singular
conduct is the prism though which the legal profession will be viewed.”
The Honorable Brian R. Martinotti, Bergen County Bar Association, on
being named one of the New Jersey State Bar Association’s
Professional Lawyers of the Year in 2020.18

G.

“[P]rofessionalism differs from ethics in the sense that ethics is a
minimum standard . . . while professionalism is a higher standard
expected of all lawyers.” The Honorable Harold G. Clark, former Chief

Ciolino, Dane S. “LSBA Revises Code of Professionalism.” Louisiana Legal Ethics: A
legal ethics blog of Prof. Dane S. Ciolino. https://lalegalethics.org/lsba-revises-code-ofprofessionalism/. Footnote omitted. Accessed 04 August 2021.
16

17

New Jersey State Bar Association, Professionalism Awards- 2020 Quotes.
https://tcms.njsba.com/PersonifyEbusiness/Default.aspx?TabID=12193. Accessed 04 August
2021.
18

Id.
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H.

Justice of the Supreme Court of Georgia.19
“I maintain that when you get to be a lawyer . . . the essential force that
will motivate you to measure up to the highest standards of
professionalism is a love of the law, a love for our profession. To me,
it’s sine qua non. . . . I don’t think it’s possible to be a good lawyer if
you don’t like being a lawyer, or a good teacher if you don’t like being
a teacher, or a good anything if you don’t like what you’re doing. . . .
I believe that professionalism is a way of life for lawyers, not just what
we do in judicial proceedings. Civility is as essential to us as lights are
for Tiger Stadium. And civility is not something we pick up like a
briefcase or put on and take off like a robe. Nor is it something we
reserve for important events and ignore in small matters. Civility needs
to be everywhere.” The Honorable Henry L. Yelverton in a letter to his
grandson, Logan.20

Professionalism for Law Clerks
A.

“As judges and court attorneys, the words we use are frozen in time,
readily available for the world’s consumption.”21

B.

Most of the rules of professional conduct deal with communication.
The primary way that lawyers communicate is in writing. It follows
that good legal writing skills are necessary for a lawyer to meet the
requirements of ethics and professionalism.

C.

From the Lawyer’s Oath of Admission in Louisiana:22 “To opposing
parties and their counsel, I pledge fairness, integrity, and civility, not
only in court, but also in all written and oral communications.”

19

Quoted in interview with John W. Spears, Editor, Decatur-Dekalb Bar Quarterly, May
24, 1990, as quoted at floridabar.org. See Rizzardi, supra at note 11.
20

Yelverton, The Honorable Henry L. “Letter on Professionalism to Logan.”

21

Kalmbach, Susan Crapanzano. “Write Softly.” August 21, 2009.

22

Louisiana State Bar Association, www.lsba.org.
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D.

From the Code of Professionalism:23
• “I will conduct myself with honesty, dignity, civility, courtesy and
fairness and will not engage in any demeaning or derogatory actions
or commentary toward others.”
• “I will not knowingly make statements of fact or law that are untrue
or misleading[,] and I will clearly identify for other counsel changes
I have made in documents submitted to me.”
• “I will work to protect and improve the image of the legal profession
in the eyes of the public.”

E.

From the Louisiana Supreme Court Rules, Part G. General
Administrative Rules, Section 11, The Code of Professionalism in the
Courts, Judges’ Duties to the Court:24
• “We will not employ hostile, demeaning, or humiliating words in
opinions or inwritten or oral communications with lawyers, parties,
or witnesses.”
• “We will be courteous, respectful, and civil in opinions, ever
mindful that a position articulated by another judge is the result of
that judge’s earnest effort to interpret the law and the facts
correctly.”
• “We will abstain from disparaging personal remarks or criticism, or
sarcastic or demeaning comments about another judge in all written
and oral communications.”

F.

Louisiana Rules of Professional Conduct:
• “A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client.
Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill,

23

Id.

24

Id.
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thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the
representation.” La.Rules Prof.Conduct, Rule 1.1(a).
• “The lawyer shall give the client sufficient information to participate
intelligently in decisions concerning the objectives of the
representation and the means by which they are to be pursued.”
La.Rules Prof.Conduct, Rule 1.4(b):
G.

The law clerk’s client is the judge/court. The law clerk serves at the
discretion of the judge and performs a wide range of functions including
legal research, drafting, editing, proofreading, and verification of
citations.

H.

“The special relationship between judge and clerk raises special
questions of professional conduct for both. Various published
standards supply at least some of the answers. Once a law clerk has
been admitted to the bar, he will be bound by the standards expressed
in his bar’s code of professional responsibility. As the trusted agent of
a judge, a clerk is regarded by some courts as bound by the judicial
standards binding his principal. Law clerks in federal courts are
expressly charged with adherence to particular local standards,
although no code has yet been developed for general application to the
conduct of law clerks in state courts. These clerks are therefore bound,
if at all, only by the patchwork quilt consisting of bar standards
applicable after admission and bench standards applicable by
derivation.”25
• “What does attract (unwanted) attention is the occasional breach”
of the law clerks’ duties of: (1) the confidentiality of chambers,
(2) the appearance of conflict of interest, and (3) the limits
imposed by decision making on the record.26 “The consequences
of even a carless slip can extend far beyond the remainder of the

25

Jones, John Paul. Some Ethical Considerations for Judicial Clerks, 4 Geo. J. Legal
Ethics 771, 772 (1991).
26

Id. at 774.
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clerk’s term with the court, affecting not only her own
professional reputation and career, but also the trust her judge
will extend to the clerks who follow in subsequent years.”27
• What happens in chambers, stays in chambers.
o In In re Corrugated Container Antitrust Litigation, 614
F.2d 958 (5th Cir. 1980), the trial judge’s law clerk offered
her own opinions about the case to the defendant’s lawyer
and gave an interview with an industry magazine. The
Fifth Circuit found that the law clerk’s alleged conduct did
not necessitate the disqualification of the trial judge and
stated that “a law clerk’s views cannot be attributed to the
judge for whom the clerk works.” Id. at 968. But, “[a]s
the cause of appellate review for her judge’s abuse of
discretion is not how a law clerk would wish to be
remembered – by her judge, by the courts, or by the
spectating bar.”28
o The law clerk has a duty “to keep confidential that
information to which the clerk has been made privy only
through the special access he acquired as a member of the
chambers staff.”29
o “My relationship with my law clerks is a close and
confidential one. If I cannot speak freely to them, they
cannot do their job for me. And I could not speak freely
to them if I thought that my questions, soul-searching, and
opinions would be made matters of public record or
private conversation. There is often a good deal of give
and take and what finally emerges may not have been
27

Id. at 775.

28

Id.

29

Id.
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anyone’s original thought. If my half-formed ideas or
preliminary thoughts are not kept confidential by my law
clerks – then I will have to keep them confidential to
myself and that will seriously impair the decision-making
process.”30
• Stay with the constraints of the record.
o “[T]he law clerk is free to investigate as thoroughly as
time permits the legal issues presented in a case before the
court. The same is not true for issues of fact. A law clerk
must curb her curiosity about matters of fact when it
cannot be satisfied by what has been placed in the record.
She is not free to do her own investigation to supplement
facts provided by the parties, except as to facts of which
the court is free to take judicial notice. Such facts
generally include only those within everyday common
knowledge and those readily ascertainable from
indisputable sources. Otherwise, the law clerk must
confine herself to the record, or else she and her judge can
be accused of prejudice against a party.”31
▪ No inspections of the scene.
▪ No ex parte communications.
▪ This article was written in 1991. Consider the
effects of the internet and social media on this
constraint.
I.

“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If
you think about that, you’ll do things differently.” Warren Buffett.

Id. at 776, quoting an anonymous judge as quoted in The Law Clerk’s Duty of
Confidentiality, 129 U.Pa. L.Rev. 12:30, 1236 (1981).
30

31

Id. at 781. Footnote omitted.
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Specific Professionalism Considerations in Legal Writing for Law Clerks
A.

When writing an opinion, concurrence, or dissent, consider the
following:32
• Is this written in a courteous manner?
• How would this make the author of the majority opinion feel?
• How would this make the attorney assisting the author of the
majority opinion feel?
• How would this make the lower court judge feel?
• How would this make the attorney assisting the lower court judge
feel?

B.

The Internal Review Process:33
• Respect the author’s writing style.
• Correct spelling and grammar mistakes after consulting the proper
references to ensure that your recommended changes are correct.
• If the language is unclear, either recommend other language or point
out the lack of clarity and leave the choice of alteration to the author.

C.

Reasonable minds can differ, so try to critique without condescension,
edit without insult, and correct without alienating.34

32

Kalmbach, supra at note 2.

33

Yelverton, The Honorable Henry L. “Some Notes on Routine.”

34

Kalmbach, supra at note 2.
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• Preface the suggestion with courteous language.
• Provide a reference to the source consulted.
• Provide citations to the record when suggesting changes to factual
statements.
• “A dissent should be impassive in tone rather than angry. It should
not exaggerate the holding of the majority[.]”35
• “[U]se the concurrence sparingly” after considering what purpose it
will serve and questioning what message it will send to the other
members of the panel, the parties, and the public.36
• “Care should be taken to file a response [to a dissenting or
concurring opinion] only when necessary.”37
D.

Take the constructive criticism as a means to improve the opinion that
will be issued as a collaborative work of the panel. “Our opinions
should be immaculate when they are circulated.”38

E.

“How we talk and what we say is important. Mark Twain said the
difference between the right word and the almost right word is the
difference between lightening and lightening bug. What we say will be
quoted and read again. Of that you can be sure. We have to think about
what we say and write. We need to communicate with thoughtfulness,
restraint, and good sense.” Judge Yelverton.

F.

Some Notes on Editing:

35

Aldisert, Ruggero J. Opinion Writing. Ch. 11, §11.5. West, 1990.

36

Kalmbach, supra at note 2.

37

Id.

38

Yelverton, supra at note 7.
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• “Editing is the first task that should be undertaken after finishing
the first draft of a piece of text. It involves checking the content
of the text to ensure that the ideas are expressed clearly and
logically, and for a coherent and meaningful whole.”39
• “Good organization is crucial in legal writing.”40
• Focus on the text to determine that it flows logically, is coherent,
and forms a meaningful whole.41 Try to use chronological order
whenever possible.
• Read it out loud.42
• Do not edit while you are drafting.43
• Edit on the screen and then proofread on paper.44
• Consider how your document looks on the page. “White space
is more important than you realize. Create new paragraphs often
to avoid losing your reader in a smog of black text.”45

39

Guide to Editing and Proofreading. Oxford Learning Institute. www.learning.ox.ad.uk.

40

Neumann, Richard. Legal Reasoning and Legal Writing. 6th ed. Wolters Kluwer,
2009, pp. 51, 55.
41

Guide to Editing and Proofreading, supra at note 26.

42

Ross, Brittney. “9 Perfect Ways to Improve Your Proofreading Skills.” Grammarly
blog. November 1, 2017. www.grammarly.com/blog/proofreading-tips.
Koerber, Duncan. “100 Editing and Proofreading Tips for Writers.” The Expert Editor.
15 Jan. 2017. www.experteditor.com.au/blog/100-editing-and-proofreading-tips-for-writers/.
43

44

Id.

“For Quick Reference: A Baker’s Dozen of Bad Legal Writing Hallmarks.” www.
mosheslaw.com/bad-legal-writing-explained-and-tips-for-legal-writing/.
45
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• Use several short sentences rather than run-on sentences with
numerous qualifying phrases. One idea to a sentence.46 If
“[y]our sentences have more words than you would be willing to
serve if each word was worth a day in federal prison[,]” consider
shortening them.47
• Try not to use stuffy words and legalese.
o “Quitting legalese is harder than quitting smoking.”48
o “Legal jargon is double-edged sword. In one sense,
reading a brief makes me want to scream. The language
is archaic and murky, and its only purpose seems to be to
create confusion. Conversing with an attorney, one
sometimes gets the feeling that one is speaking with a
creature from another universe. The truth of the matter is,
however, that legal jargon serves a purpose.”49
• Get rid of meaningless adverbs. “The road to hell is paved with
adverbs.” Stephen King
o Clearly (Most sources agree that “clearly” signals that
what follows is far from clear.)
o Extremely
o Very
o Really
o Look for words ending in “y.”

46

Wisdom, John Minor. “Wisdom’s Idiosyncrasies.” 109 Yale L.J. 1273 (April 2000).

47

For Quick Reference, supra at note 32.

48

49

Lebovis, Gerald. The Legal Writer. New York State Bar Association.

Strumpf, Michael, and Douglas, Auriel. The Grammar Bible. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 2004, p. 398.
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• Eight Words You Rarely Need:50
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
G.

Specifically
Currently
Presently
Given
Basically
Relevant
Personally
Appropriate

Some Notes on Proofreading:
• “Proofreading involves checking over the text in finer detail after
the editing stage, to detect errors in spelling, production, grammar
and format.”51
• Use a red pen.52 You might miss changes marked in blue or black
ink.
• Proofread for only one kind of error at a time.53
• Print out your document.54

“Houston, No Problem. Eight Words You Rarely Need.” Writing Tips, Useless Words.
Word Rake. www.wordrake.com/writing-tips/houston-no-problem.
50

51

52

Guide to Editing and Proofreading, supra at note 26.
Koerber, supra at note 30.

53

Editing and Proofreading. The Writing Center. University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. www.writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/editing-and-proofreading/.
54

Id.
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• Take a break and come back to it.55
• Use fresh eyes – ask a colleague to proofread it.
• Make a list of mistakes that you often make and use it as a
checklist when you proofread your documents.56
• Assume the error is all over the document.57
• Beware the pitfalls of computer editing and spell checking. They
are not replacements for your own proofreading and editing.
• Check all the dates.
• Check all the page numbers.
• Check all the case citations.
• Check all of your headings for spelling errors, consistency in
formatting, and numbering.
• Make sure paragraphs having ending punctuation.
• Check for widows at the tops of pages and orphans at the bottoms
of pages.
• Check for consistency in font and font size.
• Check your footnotes.

55

Id.

56

Id.

57

Koerber, supra at note 30.
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• Check to be sure all parentheses, brackets, and quotation marks
are paired and that there are no double quotation marks within
double quotation marks.
H.

Strunk & White’s Approach to Style:58
• Place yourself in the background.
• Write in a way that comes naturally.
• Work from a suitable design.
• Write with nouns and verbs, not adjectives and adverbs.
• Revise and rewrite.
• Do not overwrite. “Rich, ornate prose is hard to digest, generally
unwholesome, and sometimes nauseating. If the sticky-sweet
word, the overblown phrase are your natural form of expression
as is sometimes the case, you will have to compensate for it by a
show of vigor, and by writing something as meritorious as the
Song of Songs, which is Solomon’s.”59
• Do not overstate. “A single overstatement, wherever or however
it occurs, diminishes the whole.”60

58

Strunk, William, Jr. and White, E.B. The Elements of Style. 4th ed. Massachusetts:
Allyn & Bacon, 2000.
59

Id. at 72.

60

Id. at 73.
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• Avoid the use of qualifiers. “Rather, very, little, pretty – these
are the leeches that infest the pond of prose, sucking the blood of
words.”61
• Do not affect a breezy manner.
• Use orthodox spelling.
• Do not explain too much.
• Do not construct awkward adverbs.
• Make sure the reader knows who is speaking.
• Avoid fancy words. “Avoid the elaborate, the pretentious, the
coy, and the cute. Do not be tempted by a twenty-dollar word
when there is a ten-center handy, ready and able.”62
• Do not use dialect unless your ear is good.
• Be clear.
• Do not inject opinion.
• Use figures of speech sparingly.
I.

Some Notes on Tone:
• “Tone in writing refers to the writer’s attitude toward the reader
and the subject of the message. The Overall tone of a written
message affects the reader just as one’s tone of voice affects the
listener in everyday exchange.”63

61

Id.

62

Id. at 76-77.

63

Ober, Scott. Contemporary Business Communication. 2nd Edition. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1995.
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• Legal writing necessarily involves conveying a negative
message. Care must be taken to maintain a professional tone that
does not attack the individual but makes the court’s position
clear.
• “Simmer Down: Tone Talk.” Many judges want lawyers to
stop using these “common attack terms:”64
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Disingenuous
Clearly wrong
Baseless
Specious
Without merit
Frivolous
Unfortunately for [the other side]
Sanctionable

• Tips on making sure the appropriate tone is used:65
o Tailor your language to your reader but keep in mind that
the attorneys will have to explain the ruling to their clients.
o Write with confidence and authority.
o Avoid “hedging terms” such as “seems” and “believes.”
o Be respectful and courteous in language choice.
o Pay attention to gender-neutral terms.

Guberman, Ross. “Judges Speak Out Behind Closed Doors: How Your Briefs Might
Bug
Them,
and
How
You
Can
Make
Them
Smile
Instead.”
www.legalwritingpro.com/blog/judges-speak-out/.
64

65

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/professional_technical_writing/ton
e_in_ business_writing.html. Accessed 06 August 2021.
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